
Dr. Sanford Alan Kellman, Mr. Bradley Chester Wise and the I Beam Family 

proudly present a 

Special 2-Day Halloween Celebration 
SE gil 

Wow, 

as The BRIDE of 

FRANKENSTEIN 
Saturday evening, October 30,1982 9 PM. till Dawn! $10 

Sunday Tea Dance, October 31 6 PM. —2 A.M. 
$3 with pass $5 General admission 

Costume Contest: In Search of Divine’s Groom! (Saturday only) 
First Prize $200! 1st Runner-up: $100 2nd Runner-up: $50 

Saturday: M.C. Mr. Marcus as Dr. Frankenstein DJ's Rob Kimbel and Mark Rvan 
Sunday: DJ's Mark Rvan and Greg Silvia : 

Video by 

Jack Williamson 
Set decoration by 

David Vasquez 

The I Beam 1748 Haight Street San Francisco 
tor further information phone 668-6006 

Sound by 

Randall Schiller Productions 

Lights by 

Alan Robinson 
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TELEPHONE: 415/861-5019 1528 15TH STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103 

by Paul Lorch 

Apuzzo New Head of NGTF 
~ 

Virginia Apuzzo — considered the most dynamic personality in the national Gay movement — 

The previous weekend the 
new Board of Directors of the 
New York City-based organ- 
ization offered Apuzzo the 
post. Up until this weekend" 
Apuzzo headed up the Fund 
for Human Dignity (NGTF’s 
fundraising affiliate) a post 
which paid $37,500 a year. 
At that same meeting the 
Board voted that one indi- 
vidual would hold both posts. 
The executive directorship of 
NGTF paid $34,000 a year 
and Lucia Valeska was forced 
out of that post last month. 
The combined job reportedly 
will pay between $40,000 
and $45,000. 

Apuzzo had submitted to 
the Board of Directors an 
eight-point list of concerns 
and issues that she felt had to 
be addressed before she - 
would consider taking the job. 
According to board member 
Jose Gomez (San Francisco) 
the problems were resolved to 
everyone's satisfaction. Still 
Apuzzo asked for a week to 
make up her mind. 

This past Friday at 3p.m. 
she telegrammed her accep- 
tance from her upstate New 
York summer cottage to the 
board’s Co-Chairs, Gomez 
and Besty Hess of Easthamp- 
ton, MA. Immediately there- 
after Apuzzo began telephon- 
ing her decision to her friends 
around the nation. 

Apuzzo lives and teaches in 
Brooklyn. A former nun, 
Apuzzo still teaches classes at 
Brooklyn College. She has 
been long active in New York 

accepted the executive directorship of the National Gay Task Force (NGTF) this past weekend. 

Ginny Apuzzo, new NGTF executive director. 

and national Democratic 
circles. In 1977 she ran for 
the N.Y. State Assembly. In 
1980 she was a Carter dele- 
gate to the national conven- 
tion. She has also served as 
New York City Deputy Com- 
missioner of Health under 
Mayor Edward Koch. : 

After the New York pri- 
maries, Apuzzo was selected 
to serve as liaison between 

New York City Gay political 
groups and Democratic 
candidate for governor Mario 
Cuomo. Tuesday Cuomo 
handily won the N.Y. guber- 
natorial contest. 

At the same New York 
meeting the NGTF Board 
elected officers and welcomed 
new members. Along with 

(Continued on Page 11) 

Late Night Halloween Bust on Castro 
Gay Trio Interfere with Police Line 

by Konstantin Berlandt 

Police arrested Sister Missionary Position, Donald Montwill 

and Jim Manness, charged with “delaying” a police phalanx 

clearing the crowd off Castro Street for auto traffic to resume. 

At about la.m. following 
the second night of nonstop 
partying that had filled the 
street for much of the week- 
end, Sister M.P., Manness 
and Montwill had locked arms 

“and were walking ahead of 
(the police phalanx), provid- 
ing a gentler-Gay presence to 
the police presence,” accord- 
ing to the soft-spoken Sister 
of Perpetual Indulgence. 

Police motorbikes were on ready at Castro Street's Halloween. (Photo: 

Rink) kn! - __ — 

The three were warning the 
crowd who may not have 
noticed to move out of the 
street before they were 
shoved out by the advancing 
line of cops. 

“At one point we probably 
did slow up their line,” Sister 
Mish’ allowed, when they had 
stopped for a family of two 
adults trying to alert their two 
small children, who had not 
yet seen the police approach- 
ing. To protect them ’til they 
could scoop up their children, 
“We sort of made a wall” 

(Continued on Page 5) 
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Is Entertainer Gay? 
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Liberace Pennies Aki 
‘Ex-Lover’ Sues for $380 Million 

by George Mendenhall 

What promises to be the most sensational homosexual trial 

since Oscar Wilde faced his ordeal in the 1890's will unfold 
when Scott Thorson, former “lover” of entertainer Liberace, 
tells all on the stand. Thorson is suing for $380 million (not 

$119 million as originally reported). He charges that he gave 

up a possible career as a veterinarian or animal trainer for a 
measly $500,000- plus over the past six years. Thorson says 
he was paid to be Liberace’s constant companion, chauffeur, 
bed partner — and take care of their 26 dogs, 15 automobiles 
and five homes. 

It is the kind of story that 
sensational, homophobic 
newspapers such as The Na- 
tional Enquiret and The 
Globe love. Thorson knew 
this and he “tells all” in a re- 
cent by-lined article in the En- 
quirer. Liberace, who fre- 
quently feeds stories to the 
scandal sheets, replies in The 
Globe. 

Liberace says “this man is a 
disgruntled former employee” 
who is lying. Thorson was 
fired in early 1982 “because 
of excessive use of drugs and 
alcohol, because he ‘carried 
firearms.” 

The scandal newspapers 
and the Associated Press 
have been delighted by the 
revelations. Thorson’s story 
supports the stereotype that 
many homosexual adults like 
straight, ‘young boys and at- 
tempt to make them Gay. 
Thorson claims that when he 
was 17 he met Liberace in a 
Las Vegas casino. After a 

  

short wining and dining, the 
young man moved in and al- 
though he found homosexu- 
ality “revolting” he claims he 
quickly became the entertain- 
er's nightly sex partner. He 
now calls Liberace “the man | 
love.” 

ANOTHER MAN 

Liberace’s former compan- 
jon says that “while living to- 
gether as man and wife” he 
surprised Liberace and an 18- 
year old male at their home in 
a compromising position. He 
claims he was “shocked” to 
later discover that his lover 
was dating other men. This all 
happened this year, and soon 
after Thorson agreed to sign 
an agreement with Liberace 
in which he agreed to a settle- 
ment. Thorson, now 23, 
agreed to accept $74,000 
from equity interests in jointly 
owned property, a gold- 
plated Rolls-Royce, and three 

(Continued on Page 8) 

Halloween "82 laddies of the evening — more 

pictures on page 4. (Photo Rink)  



  

Anal Sex Latest Culprit 
  

‘AIDS’ Topic of Local 
conference 
Causes, Spread, and 
Possible Cures Discussed 

he first gathering of the nation’s top AIDS researchers under a single roof took place last Thurs- 
day in Toland Hall at the UC Medical Center. The day-long conference, which was sponsored 

by the University’s Cancer Research Institute and the Department of Medicine and Dermatology, 
brought together over one hundred specialists whose expertise in immunology, cancer, epidemi- 
ology and virology has lately been directed towards finding the cause and cure for Acquired Immune 
Deficiency Syndrome. or AIDS for 

AIDS is an apparently in- 
fectious disorder of the im- 
mune system that has taken 
the lives of more than 200 
young men and women in- 
cluding a few prominent 
members of the local Gay 
community since it began late 
in 1979. Harold Jaffe of the 
Centers for Disease Control's 
Task Force on Kaposi's Sar- 
coma and Other Opportun- 
istic Diseases reported that 
the number of documented 
AIDS cases nation-wide now 
stands at 665 with one to two 
new cases being reported 
every day and “with no end in 
sight.” 

For those who were first to 
be diagnosed two years ago 
the mortality rate is approach- 
ing 90 percent. Jaffe attribu- 
ted most of the deaths to a 
rare parasitic lung infection 
followed closely by Kaposi's 
sarcoma, an equally rare can- 
cer of the soft tissues. 

Jaffe also reported that 

by Richard Pearce, Ph.D. 

short. 

AIDS is appearing in more 
countries. Australia and 
Switzerland have been added 
to the list which already in- 
cludes France, Great Britain, 
Denmark, Canada and Haiti. 

The two groups most af- 
fected are still homosexual 
men and IV drug users, al- 
though heterosexual men and 
women have also gotten 
AIDS diseases. Jaffe did re- 
veal that two more hemophil- 
iacs have come down with 
AIDS including one 10-year 
old boy, thus raising the total 
to five. Because hemophiliacs 
receive multiple transfusions 
and plasma concentrates 
made from as many as a 
thousand blood donors — 
many apt to be Gay men — it 
has been theorized that the 
agent causing AIDS might be 
a communicable virus. 

Consistent with the viral 
theory are reports of “cluster- 
ing” of AIDS diseases. In- 
depth interviews of 40 AIDS 

patients revealed that they all 
had had prior exposure to at 
least one other AIDS patient. 
In each the “exposure” was. 
sexual in nature and a lag of 4 
to 17 months between con- 
tact and manifestation of the 
disease was noted. 

In several cases, multiple 
connections have been 
found. For example, one Gay 
man with Kaposi's sarcoma 
reported to have had sexual 
contact with eight men who 
later came down with AIDS 
diseases. Two documented 
outbreaks of AIDS among 
prisoners in separate New 
York prisons has also been re- 
ported to the CDC in Atlanta. 

If sex is spreading AIDS, 
there appears to be better 
ways of getting it. CDC stud- 
ied 60 advanced AIDS pa- 
tients and .compared their 
sexual histories with controls 
matched for race, age, edu- 
cation and income, but who 
didn’t have an AIDS-related 

  

ALWAYS TAN allows you to 
TAN WITHOUT BURNING. 

Results are visible after 

your first visit. Reservations 

accepted, but have no 

reservations about coming. 

Complimentary visits avail- 

able. Most important, we 

offer results. 

SAN FRANCISCO, 550 Castro Street 626-8505 « BOSTON, 279 Newberry Street 236-4363 
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Dr. Conant addresses the AIDS experts. (Photo: Rink) 
  

problem. They found that 
those having the highest 
number of different sex part- 
ners a year (more than 60) 
were at a much greater risk of 
getting AIDS than those with 
fewer partners. 

Among the different kinds 
of sex, fisting and rimming 
featured prominently as risk 
factors. Preliminary reports 
from other sources confirm 
that anally-oriented sex is a 
likely risk factor for AIDS. Re- 
cent medical reports have in- 
dicated that viruses such as 
Hepatitis B and a herpes- like 
CMV are much more virulent 
when they enter the body via 
the anal route than when 
swallowed. These statistical 
anomalies have led AIDS re- 
searchers to speculate that the 
agent of AIDS, whatever it is, 
may be transmitted along with 
feces or semen that is deposit- 
ed in the rectum following 
anal intercourse. 

Clinic at Presbyterian Medical 
Center here in San Francisco, 
told of a “colleague” who, 
after a weekend of sex, drugs, 
and rock & roll, was found to 
have a severely depressed im- 
mune system on the Monday 
following. “It must have been 
the rock & roll,” surmised 
UCSF’s Dr. Donald Abrams. 

Afternoon sessions were 
devoted to discussion of treat- 
ments for Kaposi's sarcoma 
and other life-threatening 
AIDS diseases. Dr. Alvin 
Friedman-Kien of the New 
York University Medical Cen- 
ter raised the sticky issue of 
chemotherapy. Anti-tumor 
drugs have long been known 
to suppress the immune sys- 
tem, and the wisdom of using 
them to treat AIDS patients 
has been questioned recently 
by some of the nation’s lead- 
ing cancer authorities. 

“I am no proponent of 

  

Cancer expert's admission: “We can cure the 
tumor but are killing the patient.” 
  

Other causes for AIDS 
have not been ruled out, 
however. Dr. Freidman-Kien 
of the New York University 
Medical Center suggested 
that antibodies produced 
against sperm deposited time 
after time in the rectum might 
be attacking the body's own 
immune cells 

“Poppers,” long thought to 
be the AIDS “smoking gun,” 
is no longer being considered 
as the single cause of immune 
dysfunction. 

Mes alarming of the re 
ports came from Dr. 

Michael Gottlieb of UCLA's 
Department of Immunology 
and Allergy who cited a New 
York study showing that 80 
percent of “apparently 
healthy” Gay men were 
found to be immunosup- 
pressed on the basis of cur- 
rently accepted criteria. How- 
ever, Gottlied cautioned that 
“we haven't heard the last 
word on immunological pa- 
rameters.” . 

His warning underscores 
the doubt shared by many 
others that currently em- 
ployed techniques to deter- 
mine the status of the im- 
mune system may be detect- 
ing nothing more than normal 
variation. Dr. Robert Bolan, 
Medical Director of the Gay 

chemotherapy,” said Dr. 
Friedman-Kien. “We can 
cure the tumor but are killing 
the patient.” He was referring 
to the unfortunate and all- 
too-frequent deaths that oc- 
cur in cancer patients treated 

with conventional chemo- 
therapeutic drugs. Because 
their immune systems con- 

tinue to be suppressed, many 
go on to get other viral, fun- 
gal, and parasitic infections.” 

O: way to avoid the 
complications of che- 

motherapy is to treat patients 
with “immune modulators,” 
substances designed to bolster 
the body's natural immune 
defenses. Of the substances 
now available, Interleukin-2 
and Interferon are the most 
promising for AIDS patients. 

Dr. Bijan Safai of the 
Memorial - Sloan - Kettering 
Cancer Center in New York 
and Dr. Paul Volberding, 
Chief of Medical Oncology at 
San Francisco General, con- 
ducting separate trials have 
had better success with Inter- 
feron than with chemother- 
apy in treating Kaposi's sar- 
coma patients. Nearly three- 
fourths of Dr. Safai’s patients 
have responded to the high- 
dose interferon regimen, with 

(Continued on Page 13) 
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“some of the cops were very 
Castro Halloween Bust nice to us while we were GAY HEALTH 

(Continued from Page 1) 

around the family before sev- 
eral officers “broke ranks and 
pushed us over to the side.” 
Sister Missionary Position 
says he, Jim and Donald then 

  

Donald Montwill and lover Bob Manness spent a few Halloween hours at 

Mission Station. (Photo: Rink) 

tried to explain to police “how 
we work and operate here” 
toward guests in the neigh- 
borhood. “At that, they 
hauled us off and put us in the 
van.” 

The three were carried 
away in two vans that also 
carried other prisoners from 
the evening's festivities. They 
were held at Mission Station 
for three hours and then cited 
(148 P.C.). “It did feel like we 
were there for their amuse- 
ment,” the Sister commented. 

CUAV (Community United 
Against Violence) members 
Diane Christensen and Bill 
Paul had talked with Captain 
Taylor on the prisoners’ be- 
half, and Paul felt the talk had 
resulted in lighter charges 
pressed on the defendants, 
who must be back at the Hall 
of Justice November 17, 
8a.m., room 475 at 850 Bry- 
ant if the case is not dropped 
before it reaches court. 

Sister Missionary Position 
was also busted last Christmas 
Eve at 18th and Castro for 
vending the Sisters of P.IL 
Christmas cards on the street. 

The charges were later drop- 
ped after, but not necessarily 
related to, a Sisters’ meeting 
with Dianne Feinstein to ex- 
plain to the Mayor the pur- 
pose of their Order. 

“Another high holy-day,” 
M.P. sighed. “You've got to 
watch the cops on holidays.” 

Manness and Montwill are 
active in Solidarity/Gay and 
Lesbian Liberation, who 
helped organize last week's 
rally against the New York 
Times and the police raid on 
Blue's, a Black Gay bar in 
Manhattan. 

Manness described the bust 
more briefly: “It sucked!” Re- 
calling the incident: “We had 

taken the initiative to walk in 

front of the police to be sure 

everything remained 
mellow.” 

Manness added, “I found 

out what a choke hold feels 

like.” 

Montwill said, “It ruined my 
night.” There was still an hour 
left for drinking at the bars, 
and “I wanted a drink. | was 
not even high yet.” 

  

  

there” in jail, others were 

Montwill complained also, Treos) sexs. ae pigs ae BEST IN THE NATION 

“We took the shit from the litt ~~ (on nuoUslY rude fo the 
tle punks who were also ar- ister. Gay men have historically, for sexual reasons, fostered and been 

involved in the ancient esoteric practice of colon therapy. The 
premise of this practice is that as decaying material in the bowels 
putrefies, providing a breeding area, all sorts of STD bacteria, 
dangerous toxins and poisons are released into the blood stream 

rested.” Missionary Position report- 
Manness noted that while ed that the religious goat head 

. he was wearing was forcibly 

ripped off his head twice. through the intestinal walls. And it is these poisons which are ! 
Jim and Donald had been responsible for a vast majority of disease and other health 

out much of the weekend problems. 
preceding last Tuesday's elec- For published information about colon therapy send a stamped { 

tion putting up signs for can- self-addressed envelope and $15 to: 

Qigatey Ores Day and Sal Health Consultants and Steve Perkins & Friends 
osselli and distributing litera- colonic massage, $50 Colon Therapy 

ture for the Prop. 12 Nuclear 
Freeze Initiative. 864-8597 1226 Haight Street 

San Francisco, CA 94117       The police report gives a 
slightly different version. Ac- 
cording to Inspector John 
  

Hennessy the report reads, Giving to United Way? 
“The cited suspect, Brungard, : ; 
walked in front of our lines Give Gay! 
and stated he was helping us 
out.” “Brungard was told by 
me and other officers no few- 
er than seven times to com- 

ply. Brungard still refused,” 
continued the arresting offi- 
cer. “Montwill and Manness,” 
the report continued, “then 
stepped in front of the line 
and also refused on no fewer 
than five times to get back on 
the sidewalk. The cited sus- 
pects were escorted to the 
sidewalk. However, they 
came back in front of the 
line.” With that action, the 
trio was taken into custody, 

  

  

    
  

  

        

cited, and released. wm 
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Konstantin Berlandt An upstairs vestaurant + 1770 Haight + San Francisco + 221-0833 

TRANEL SPECIALISTS of SAN FRANCISCO NAL 
invites you to join with us in the Celebration of a Lifetime! oe gi? 

CARNIVALIN RIO wien SY 
Air Fare & Hotel 

$1499     
   

  

February 11-18, 1983 
Included — Roundtrip Air Fare - 8 Days, 7 Nights Accommodations in the 

Continental Luxor Hotel (1 blk. from the Beach, close to the bars) 
Roundtrip Airport/Hotel Transfers & Baggage Handling - Full Breakfast daily. 

Tours of Tijuca Forest, Corcovado Mountain, Stern’s Gem Factory 
Flight Bag & Travel Wallet - All taxes & service charges 
All for only $1579.00 per person/double occupancy! 

Don’t miss this Extraordinary Opportunity! Limited Space! 

OUR NEW CONTEST! 
To thank you all for your participation in the Puerto Vallarta Contest and to kick off our 

regular Weekend Shuttle Service to the Coral Sands in Hollywood, we are pleased to offer 

A FREE WEEKEND for TWO in the PLAYBOY SUITE 

at the FABULOUS CORAL SANDS HOTEL 

Included are Round Trip Air Fare ¥ 

Two Nights Accommodations aii. od avin 

AR el 

   

  

7 
= 

Ne 

Rental car from A-l1 Rent-a-Car Ps 

REGISTER NOW! z 

SPECIAL PACKAGES 

THE BIGGEST PARTY OF THE YEAR 

MARDI GRAS in NEW ORLEANS! 
February 12 to 16, 1983 

Round Trip Air Fare - 4 Nights Accommodations at the New 

NEW ORLEANS SHERATON 
Much, Much More! 

Only $740 per person/double occupancy 

COMPARE our prices and SAVE! 

  

  

  

  

Our Decadent Christmas in Acapulco at the Fabulous, 

Unique HOTEL LAS BRISAS - Private pool and pink jeep per room! 

Dec. 21-27, 1982 $949 per person/double occupancy including air fare 

FILLING UP FAST BOOK NOW! 

  

  

PACKAGE NEW Weekend at the CORAL SANDS HOTEL 

A heated (clothing optional) pool/hot tub and MORE! 

2 Nights Accommodations/Round Trip Air Fare / 2 days car rental from A-l Rent-a-Car 

SPECIAL! $129 per person/double occupancy, $159/single 

ASK ABOUT OUR HAWAII AND PUERTO VALLARTA PACKAGES! 

Hawaii from $369 per person/double occupancy 

Puerto Vallarta from $339 per person/double occupancy 

8 Days / 7 Nights - Air Fare and Hotel! 

2 TRAVEL SPECIALISTS OF SAN FRANCISCO 

      
LAN 

FE 191 CASTRO ST. SAN | RANCISCO, CA 94114 + (415) 558 8900 

o we 2438 DURANT AVLNUL, BLRRELLY, CA 704 (415) SIS ;O00 

<< Call toll trée from L.A. Area (213) 622-8310 trom New York Area (212) S09 0-304 
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NEXT ISSUE OUT: NOV. II 

FORUM 
:S PLEASING PLAUDITS, PROVOCATIVE PUNDITS, & OTHER PREDICTABLY PRECOCIOUS PROFUNDITIES TO TEASE THE MENTAL PROCESSES PLEASING PLAUDITS, PF 

NEXT DEADLINE: NOV. 5 
  

VIEWPOINT 

  

LETTERS 
  

The Cast Against Fear 
This past week Canada’s prestigious Gay magazine The Body 

Politic ran two articles of singular importance to the Gay Move- 
ment. Ten pages of their November issue presented the case 
against panic (getting the information we need to make choices 
about sex, risks, and being ill). 

The first article was entitled ‘‘Living with Kaposi's Sarcoma;"’ 
the second was ‘‘The Real Epidemic: Paranoia.’ 

“During the last 16 months, American Gay men," begins 
Toronto professor Michael Lynch, ‘‘have suffered their roughest 
communal turbulence since the Anita Bryant assaults of 1977." 

Rather than recite all the morbidity rates, the possible causes, 
the forlorn cures, Lynch launches the battle to regain our self- 
respect. He argues, ‘‘l suspect that our response to this ‘health 
crisis’ has involved communal self -betrayal of gargantuan propor- 
tions and historical significance."’ : 

‘‘Have we wielded, ourselves upon ourselves,” he asks, ‘‘a 
major setback in the causes of what we used to call Gay libera- 
tion?" 

‘Another crisis co-exists with the medical one. It has gone 
largely unexamined, even by the Gay press. Like helpless mice we 
have peremptorily, almost inexplicably, relinquished the one 
power we so long fought for in constructing our modern Gay 
community: THE POWER TO DETERMINE OUR OWN IDENTITY. 
And to whom have we relinquished it? The very authority we 
wrested it from in a struggle that occupied us for more than a 
hundred years: the medical profession.” 

- And for five pages Lynch excoriated the doctors, the re- 
searchers, the national press, even well-known Gay medical 
writers, and the Gay press for its alarmist approach. And Lynch 
doesn't spare the opportunistic do-gooders, the collection cans, 
and the equal epidemic of fundraisers. 

Lynch and fellow author Bill Lewis, an assistant professor of 
surgery and microbiology at the University of Toronto, spell out 
in gross detail something | have suspected with the first news of 

: KS and its trailer AID and its offspring CMV and who knows what 
' next acronym: THAT WE ARE ALL TOO WILLING TO HELP 

DIG OUR OWN GRAVES. As a result | have been loath to run 
articles on the uniquely Gay diseases unless they were written in 
the strictest scientific language. My apprehensions are echoed by 

i the two Canadians when they write, ‘‘Stampeded by fear, we 
forget we can choose how to deal with illness and death." 

| tried to voice these sentiments at the AID conference in, 
Dallas this summer saying that if Gays had put style into living 
why couldn't we put style into dying. What had happened to our 
camp, our dish, our penchant to trash the enemy. | was all but 
driven out of the room for my refusal to bend to the maudlin 
tenor and tremor of the participants. 

Two unfortunate syndromes have spread the breadth of the 
Gay community. One is a fear — that could never have set in so 
quickly and so deeply if within the hearts of Gay men there 
weren't already a persistent anti-sexual sense of guilt ready to be 
tapped. The second is that Gays are again allowing the medical 
profession-to define, restruct, pathologize us. What used to be a 
psychiatric pathology argues Lynch is now an infectious one. 

What we must keep before our eyes is that Humans are born 
and they die. Many humans die because they contract a fatal 
disease. Gay men contract disease because they are human — not 
because they are Gay. Lynch puts it another way, ‘‘We have to 
make illness Gay, and dying Gay, and death Gay, just as we have 
made sex and baseball and drinking and dressing Gay. This is our 
challenge in 1982."   

SUDDEN RIGHTEOUSNESS 

* Is penis envy still alive and well in S.F.? Unfortu- 
nately the root of rash attacks on Billy's pecker cannot 
be blanketed by as simple a Freudian phrase. 

Appearing weekly in the letters column have been 
a series of sermonettes aimed at censorship with a 
touch of Falwell flare. It seems that certain individuals 
would like to streamline the paper to conform to their 
righteously narrow views, that overlook (without con- 
cern or awareness) the broader spectrum of gay life- 
styles and interests. | presume after this group re- 
moves all nudity, there would be a movement to re- 
move all four-letter words, and then why not exclude 
drag queens, lesbians, blacks and minorities from 
representation, and on and on. 

I cannot understand the sudden demand for 
decency. These “terribly humiliated” sponsors of cen- 
sorship must claim total naivete if they did not realize 
the rear pages of the B.A.R. have always contained 
similar ads. The only refreshing difference is that Billy 
initiated a clearly imaginative and obviously effective 
approach by using a photograph. The surrounding 
ads are disguised by cutsie codes (S/M, BB, MM’s) or 
obvious and overused innuendos and cliches (HOT 
SENSUAL HOT HUNKY MASCULINE HOT, HOT 
MASSAGE). Does the placement of Billy’s price tag 
offend them? Many of the other ads describe in depth 
the length, width and price of their wares. 

I am left to assume that the sudden outcry from 
these “preachers of perpetual humiliation” is due to ° 
the fact that their self-righteous attitudes could not 
swallow such bluntness in advertising when un- 
masked and brought into clear focus. By your need to 
disguise and not accept an aspect of gay life, you 
express an overanxiousness to be accepted by the 
majorital society, which leaves a holier than thou 
aftertaste in one’s mouth. 

We must at least tolerate all that js gay (the good, 
the bad, and the ugly) and before one condemns the 
B.A.R. for accepting such ads one must realize that 
those ads generate fees and sales that contribute to 
the publication of the paper, and it is because of the 
broad scope of coverage of gay interests, concerns, 
and services the B.A.R. offers that even people as 
decent as yourselves can find something of interest in 
its pages. It is a gay speech vehicle, why not let every- 
one have a seat. 

In closing, Billy's ad was more closely attuned to 
the needs and sensibilities of many gay people in 
comparison to several political ads that use the pages 
only as a source of gay votes for personal advance- 
ment. 

In opposition to this practice | propose that the 
B.A.R. require all political candidates placing ads to 
assume Billy's original exposing pose, so that we may 
determine who the real PR-CKS are before we sur- 
render our support. 

Tone Amado 
San Francisco 

ED. NOTE: Should we take your suggestion we might dis- 
cover they had hooves and tails. 

P. Lorch 

SR AAR 

GAY DADS 

* Steve Mahon's story about gay fathers (October 
21) was heartening for the many of us who occupy 
dual roles as gay people and as fathers. The knowl- 
edge that the National Coalition of Gay Fathers exists 
to tie together the many local organizations across the 
United States and Canada provides encouragement 

solving to its members in areas dealing with parenting, 
custody, coming out, and the many other issues we 
face. Also included are social activities for fathers and 
their children. Individuals may contact us by writing 
P.O. Box 31622, San Francisco, CA 94131 or tele- 
phoning 415/821-7101. 

The National Gay Fathers Coalition, P.O. Box 
32013, Washington, DC 20007, will furnish informa- 
tion about how to contact gay fathers groups in most 
major cities in the United States and Canada. 

Further, we invite and encourage Steve to follow 
up his article with a feature on our local group. 

. Mark Stephens 
President, San Francisco Bay Area 

Gay Fathers 
San Francisco 

SPREADING THE WORD 

* | was delighted to see the good story, but. . . 

At the time I lined up (for Rink) the subjects for the 
gay fathers picture, | talked with Wayne April; it was 
understood that the article would be followed by a 
mention of our local gay fathers group, and that the 
phone numbers of Mark Stephens and myself would 
be given for readers who might want more informa- 
tion. Apparently Wayne's note got lost somewhere 
and I think that’s too bad. 

Some fathers, reading that article, might like to 
know that there is a local organization and want to 
reach us. If only as a service to those readers, | hope 
you can mention us in the next issue. 

For information, readers may write to San Francis- 
co Bay Area Gay Fathers, P.O. Box 31622, San 
Francisco 94131, or call (415) 821-7101. 

I was pleased to see so much space given to the 
story about the Toronto Conference and the Gay 
Fathers Coalition. And Rink’s picture is great. It was a 
thrill for me to see a gay father with his partner and 

child on the front page of B.A.R. 

Thanks for your considerations. 
Keith Thomas 
San Francisco 

OR 

OH YEAH! 

* Thanks for printing my last several thousand 
thoughts. And please feel at liberty to quote any part 
of this diatribe in your latest Letters to the Editor. 

I am writing to endorse Sister Boom Boom. She 
has my un-exempt vote. 

I also wish to ask you to tell Billy and his pecker that 
I am available for further consultation for a fee! 

As for your paper and all that it stands for — | 
wouldn't be putting that up my ass. 

And about those 17 Christians arrested for advo- 
cating public television, try to dissuade your mind 
from thinking, do it. 

Steve Perkins 
San Francisco 

P.S. My latest project — a new book titled Love 
and Kiss, The Truth is now available on a subscription 
basis for $15 to S. Perkins, 1226 Haight St., SF 
94117. My tenth attempt at public fraud. Please arrest 
me. | am going cardiac (a type of automobile) to- 
morrow. 

If I don’t see some direct reimbursement for all the 

  

  

i P. Lorch to those who often feel alone. shit | dug up over the past few years, please — dig up 
; The San Francisco Bay Area Gay Fathers was your own. 
' founded in 1975 at the Gay Freedom Day Parade. 

Currently with over 250 members, the group meets Iam no longer available as a public instrument for 
monthly to provide support, counsel, and problem- verbal organism. So keep your idiots — out of sight. 
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ON EAST BAY PROGRESS 

* Lately letters have been appearing concerning 
coverage of the large and significant East Bay Lesbian 
and Gay community. This is a good sign because it 
exposes our brothers and sisters in the City and else- 
where to the existence of some of the organizations 
that cater to the needs of our area. 

Culturally one thinks immediately of the Temescal 
Gay Men's Chorus which recently presented an 
ambitious premiere of Gilgamesh professionally 
presented in Berkeley and in the City to the delight of 
hundreds. In the area of social services, the Pacific 
Center deserves the admiration and support of the 
community for the work it does with people needing 
support at difficult times in their lives. Health prob- 
lems are the concern of the Women's and the Men's 
Health Collectives that exist because of the volunteer 
work of countless unnamed citizens. On the Univer- 
sity of California campus, the Gay Students Union 
focuses on the needs of our future Gay professionals 
and community leaders. Those seeking spiritual 
expression are very fortunate in being able to work 
with Rick Weatherly, pastor of the MCC-East Bay, a 
young man of wit, intelligence and deep commitment 
to the social gospel. For the very social, they can 
enjoy the pleasant watering spots at Ollie’s for 
women, the Bench and Bar and the White Horse in 
the Oakland area, bars that have been cooperative in 
community concerns such as voter registration. 

Hayward’s Turf Club and Big Mama's as well as 
Walnut Creek's Hub also show interest in their com- 

munities. 

The recent addition of the successful East Bay 
Lesbian/Gay Democratic Club has provided the large 
community with a voice and a focus for action. Its 
great acceptance by the straight community leader- 
ship has allowed East Bay men and women to 
concern themselves with the issues that affect their 
lives. They are no longer. invisible in those areas 
where vital decisions are made. 

Armand J. Boulay 

A BASKET OF THANKS 

* We would like to take this opportunity to thank the 
multitude of people whose assistance and support of 
Gay Games | enabled us to fulfill our vision. 

We thank the sponsors. Their donations allowed us 
to fully prepare and equip our organization for the 
tasks necessary to present Gay Games I. 

We thank the volunteers. Their dedication to our 
goal and their application of energy filled an extreme- 
ly important role in our organization. 

We thanks the housing hosts and hostesses. Their 
generosity and hospitality made the visiting athletes’ 
tenure in San Francisco especially memorable. 

We thank the spectators. All of those who attended 

sporting events, cultural events. Opening and Ciosing 

Ceremonies’ should know how grateful we are for 

your presence throughout the week of Gay Games I. 

We thank the gay press. Your coverage was exten- 

sive and supportive. Without you we would not have 

reached the thousands upon thousands of gay people 

throughout the world who have been with us in spirit. 

We especially thank the athletes. Their willingness 

to participate in the first gay athletic competition of 

world-wide proportions created such a momentum 

that we, the organizers, were swept along in the tide 

of joy. Never before has athletic competition been so 

permeated by friendship. Our athletes engendered 

this. 

San Francisco Arts & Athletics 
Board of Directors, 

BN lt eC a 

FROM THE SUPERVISOR'S OFFICE 

* | did not know whether to be angry or amused by 
Mr. Mendenhall’s article on the Human Rights Com- 
mission. However, | think amusement is probably 
better for the soul, and since we all have a tendency 
to take ourselves too seriously, I will opt for that. 

In the interests of accuracy, however, | would like 

to add a couple of leaves to the tempest in the pot 

First, the headline is grossly misleading: there is no 

suggestion anywhere of doing away with the commit- 

tee. In fact, the amendment to the old ordinance, 

which dates from 1975, enhances its legal stature 

Secondly, Mr. Hardman may have had a “pique” but 

he did not “hatch” the proposed amendment. We did 

have a discussion with Paul on his views on this sub- 

ject and on the Redevelopment Agency One result 

was that Supervisor Dolson offered the successful 

amendment to the Redevelopment Agency ordi- 

nance adding sexual orientation, women, the aging. 

and the handicapped as protected classes in line with 

City policy. Another is the current proposal to amend 

the ordinance on the special committee. Mr. Hard- 

man was informed of the proposals in each case. as 

he requested, but the implication of the tail- wagging 

dog is completely unfounded 

Although it is fairly close to accurate that | write 

most of the legislative drafts in this office, it is quite in- 

accurate to term it my legislation, my proposal. my 

amendment, or my anything. Aides do not have pro- 

prietary interests in supervisoral legislation; their job is 

with the process. | suppose | should be flattered with 

this new dimension given to my job by Mr. Menden- 

hall, but since the facts do not bear out the interpreta- 

tion my ego will have to look elsewhere for satisfac- 

tion. In the case of this office, and | can speak for no 

other. | operate as the Supervisor's right hand. but 

  

believe me, the left hand knows what the right hand is 
doing around here. Supervisor Dolson and | work in 
an atmosphere of mutual trust and confidence and a 
great deal of respect for each other, but authority be- 
longs to him alone. 

The real and genuine intent of the amendments 
offered by Supervisor Dolson is very simple: an 
answer to three undisputed areas of concern. These 
are (1) strengthening the legislative intent as to the 
necessity and importance of the special committee. 
(2) the need for a larger and more diverse member- 
ship to adequately represent the legitimate require- 
ments of the gay community and (3) a procedural 
context to bring the legislation, the committee, the 
community and the Supervisors into synch with each 
other and with what is real in the San Francisco of the 
1980's. Nothing more is intended, and certainly 

nothing less. 

Del Dawson 

Administrative Assistant to 
Supervisor Lee S. Dolson 

San Francisco 

DE ER EA TR, 

NOT FUCKING OURSELVES TO DEATH 

* One of the things that makes San Francisco great 
is its open-minded attitudes that attract so many inter- 
esting people. Lots of gay advances have been made 

here too. But why do we give so much press to street 

scum and the popper/piss-soaked fast lane of gay 

life? They typify the too many who come here and 

have turned S.F. into a veritable trauma center with 

their personal hang-ups, frustrations, gay rages. One 

case in point is the Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence. 

Our coverage and concepts of homosexual, gay, 

lesbian liberation should focus on more global striv- 

ings and refer those with extreme personal rage to the 

proper outlets that deal with that sort of thing. The 

Sisters have obvious problems dealing with religion 

and women. One even signs his letter Sister Vicious 

Power Hungry Bitch in the September 16 issue of the 

Sentinel. That tells you something in itself. There 

should be a gay version of Enquirer if they want to 

publish their personal traumas and leave the B.A.R. 

and Sentinel to the news. The Sisters’ voices are their 

own and NOT representatives of the gay community. 

If they want to be in the Gay Games, then do it, but 

leave the habits at home, fellas, and join a team. After 

all, it's gay sports events and not a “gay” circus. 

They did do a great pamphlet on gay health (spe- 

cial thanks to Bobbi Campbell), but the cover was 

stupid!! Men in nuns’ habits bending over with feather 

duster-sized swabs up their ass. 

What in hell kind of community do we have any- 

way when our KS victims go fucking at the baths and 

sex rooms?? Is that representative of gay love or lib- 

eration? That's not even basic human concern. If 

that's gay lib then I'd rather be in Chico than SF.1 

saw that type of thing repeatedly when | worked in a 

gay medical facility in S.F. Treat a patient for syphilis 

and the same night see him picking up a trick, and 

have also seen patients with other communicable dis- 

eases fucking at the baths. That's when I quit going to 

those places six years ago. Saw lots of food handlers 

and bartenders who were being treated for amebiasis 

and intestinal parasites who were given health instruc- 

tions, medications, advised not to go to work, and 

showed them how to get benefits for the interim. 

Even after reporting them to Public Health they'd be 

at work, serving up salads, sandwiches and pushing 

limes into Calistogas with their shitty hands. Bear that 

in mind the next time you eat in a gay restaurant. This 

job experience really turned my head around about 

my community. 

On a more positive side, not all of my 12 years of 

experience in gay life has been as dismal. The other 

10% was encouraging. The gay/lesbian political, reli- 

gious, and social organizations have been great. 

Especially warming and powerful was the Gay Cuban 

Refugee Program and Gay Rap. Also Gay Al-Anon 

and AA. For those authors of letters who complain 
about being bored, lonely, and disillusioned by gay 
culture, | suggest some of the above activities. | agree 
that “gay” life has little to offer, but I want to make 
you aware that there are some things available to re- 
store hope. Maybe someday we will all be more 
caring and even learn to have sex WITH each other 
instead of AT each other. This may take some time, 
and if we don't fuck ourselves to death first — hope to 
see you around. Signing off, but not holding my 

breath. 

Dan 
Guerneville, CA 

A ER OTE TRO 

A BETTER CHORUS 

/% | am one of many, | am sure, who were distress- 

ed when the San Francisco Gay Men's Chorus and its 

founder and first conductor parted company. The 

Chorus and Mr. Kramer made beautiful music — and 

history — together. | suspect that | was not alone. 

either, in thinking, “Well, it can never be as wonder- 

ful under the direction of anyone else.” 

I am so delighted that | was so absolutely wrong 

Mr. Veniegas. despite his youth, clearly knows ex- 

actly what he's about. Last evening's premier concert 

of the season was magnificent. As much as | admire 

Mr. Veniegas' work thus far, | must say (and | say it in 

no way disparagingly!) that it appears that the 

SFGMC would perform virtually flawlessly under the 

direction fo Atilla the Hun. They're GREATT!! 

C. W. Morrison, M.D. 
San Francisco 

    

  

  

Louis A. Boucher, M.D. 

Myles I. Lippe, M.D. 

A Medical Corporation 
Steven D. Olsen, M.D. 

Franklin Medical Bldg. 
45 Castro #324 

S.F. CA9%4114 a 

Bay Area 

Connections 
Computer dating for: 

men who date men & 

women who date women 

845-5528 
Phone: 621-4228       
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(€. 7D) CALL: 

MI [e{o]JH'} | TOM RITCHIE, Sales Manager 
673-8800 

* As low as $5,588.00 (#20941) plus tax, lic. & doc 

* 11.9% Financing available on Continentals, 
Capris and Cougar XR-7's (Limited Time Only) 

+ Choose from over 85 new models, all 
below invoice (excluding Lynx & LN-7) 

San Francisco Lincoln-Mercury Inc. 
Van Ness & O'Farrell 

San Francisco, CA 94109:   J 
  

Eric S. Keitel, D.P.M. 
is pleased to announce 

the opening of 

CITY CENTER 
PODIATRY GROUP 

Diseases, Injuries and Surgery of the Foot 

490 Post St., Suite 1543 391-2093 

Validated Parking 

We Give You 

a Discount. . . 

Plus 

CAMERA & VIDEO Inc. Personal Service! 

e 24 HOUR UNCENSORED - 
PHOTOFINISHING 

o FULL SERVICE 
o DISCOUNT PRICES 
  

      

Watch for our new location at 

2275 Market St. 

—In the Castro Village Mall— 

WYN Bis 

It’s a very thin line. 

I t started out as fun and games. Now it is 
costing a lot of money and leading to 

anxiety, depression, irritability, loss of sleep 

and appetite, paranoia and even psychosis. 

It's a very thin line . . . one that can 

become a habit. Cocaine can destroy careers, 

families, lives. 

Dr. Richard Louis Miller has created a 
five day COKENDERS Program. It saves 
lives and money. If you know anyone who 

could benefit from this program do them a 

favor and tell them about COKENDERS 
For a confidential brochure describing 

the program and an application, write 

CE Program. Wilbur Hot Springs Health 

Sanctuary, CA 95987. or call (916) 473-2306   
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Most Holy Redeemer Catholic Church, 
welcomes you 

Eighteenth and Diamond Streets 
in Castro Village 

Sunday Masses: 7:30, 9:30, 11:30 AM 

Weekday Daily Mass: 9:00 AM 
  

Peter B. Goldblum, MS, MPH 

Psychotherapy & Relationship Counseling 

Specialist in Gay Health 
and Medical Concerns 

450 Sutter, Suite 1504 391-0103 

MECC LIC. MR17335 

MARKET & CASTRO 

DESIGNERS OPTICS 
Fashion Eyewear — Contact Lenses 

WAKE UP AND SEE 
WITH SOFT LENSES 
FOR EXTENDED WEAR 

— Emergency Services — 

MON. - FRI. 10A.M. - 6P.M.-SAT. 10 - 5 - SUN. 12-5 

- Open Every Day_: 
2324 MARKET 431-4890 

STEPHEN T. BAKER, M.D. 
DERMATOLOGY 
Diseases and Surgery of the Skin 

4105 Nineteenth Street (at Castro) 
San Francisco, California 94114 

(415) 864-6400 
appointments till 7 p.m. 

smooth, lean and sexy — 

today’s trim, hot look 

GET RID OF UNWANTED HAIR PERMANENTLY AND 

EASILY ~~ WITH FIECTROIYSIS ~~ ANYWHERE ON 

YOUR FACE OR BODY: CHEST. ARMS OR 11GS. 

SHOULDERS. BACK. PENIS AND SCROTUM. NECA. 
BUTTOCKS, STOMACH. UNDERARMS OR FYFBROWS. 

DISCOVER THE BENEFITS 10 YOU. PERSONALLY, 

FROM ELIMINATING UNWANTED HAIR -- FOREVER. 
CALL FOR A COURTESY CONSULTATION = 

~~ NO CHARGE, NO OBLIGATION -- 

285-9948 
IARRY F120 CASIRO CHUCK 

SEEMAN ™" "JOHNSON 

  

  

AFL-CIO Unions Back 
Gay Rights 

by George Mendenhall 

The Industrial Unions De- 
partment (IUD) of the AFL- 
CIO has called for the end to 
discrimination ‘based on 
sexual preference in public 
accommodations and em- 
ployment.” Its six million 
members compose 34 unions 
— some depicted as the 
“hard hat” unions such as the 
United Steelworkers, Auto 
Workers, Communication 
Workers, Service Employees, 
Teachers and Amalgamated 
Clerks. The action was taken 
last month at the IUD conven- 
tion in Detroit. 

The Gay rights measure 
was introduced by the officials 
of the American Federation of 
State, County and Municipal 
Employees (AFSCME) which 
itself adopted a similar mea- 
sure at its recent convention. 
AFSCME is the nation’s larg- 
est public employee union 
with over 1.1 million mem- 
bers. 

The Gay Rights National 
Lobby was instrumental in 
achieving these victories 
through its lobbying efforts. 
Steve Endean, GRNL direc- 
tor, said that “while some of 
those voting may have had 
misgivings about the Gay life- 
style, there is a growing un- 
derstanding that fair employ- 
ment and housing legislation 
for Gay men and Lesbians is 
consistent with the best civil 
rights tradition.” 

Vic Basile, a founder of 
AFSCME’s Lesbian and Gay 
Caucus and a volunteer for 
GRNL, said, “This is a victory 
not only in the struggle for 
Gay rights, but for the Ameri- 
can labor movement, in re- 
cognizing the needs of mil- 
lions of its members.” 

Local Gay activist Howard 
Wallace marched with the na- 
tional AFL-CIO president, 
Lane Kirkland, and the na- 
tional Boycott Coors director, 
David Sickler, in the recent 
San Francisco labor parade. It 
was Wallace who began in- 
volving labor in Gay rights 
issues during the Proposition 
6 battle (an attempt by State 

working with Wallace to or- 
ganize Gay workers into a na- 
tional association. Bill Olwell, 
national vice president of the 
United Food and Commercial 
Union (retail clerks) has also 
come out and is encouraging 
other Gay union people to do 
the same. 

The heads of several local 

  
Gay/ labor activist Howard Wallace (I.) embraces Lane Kirkland (c.), presi- 

dent of the national AFL - CIO. Pictured at the right is David Sickler, national 
director of the Coors boycott. The men marched together in the recent San 
Francisco labor parade 

Senator John Briggs to bar 
Gay teachers). Several 
unions supported the success- 
ful effort to retain Gay 
teachers. 

Frank Monti, the political 
director of the International 
Ladies Garment Workers, has 
come out of the closet and is 

unions have encouraged 
Gays to come out and these 
officials frequently attend Gay 
political club functions. Peter 
Tiney of the Restaurant 
Workers has organized a Gay 
caucus and Sal Rosselli, a 
local Gay political club officer, 
is the business manager of the 
Theatre Janitors local. Ww 

  

Jewish Forum Studies 
Immigration Law 
Reporter Gets Rebuffed on Gay Issues 

by Konstantin Berlandt 

Immigration attorney Don Ungar recalled how Jews at- 
tempting to escape Germany in the 30's were required by 
U.S. Immigration authorities to present “police clearance 
from Nazi officials” certifying they were not criminals. “Those 
days are gone, hopefully forever,” Ungar told some 40 peo- 
ple gathered at the Jewish Community Library on October 23 

  
  

  

  

MCC Welcomes You... 
SAN FRANCISCO 
Rev. Michael England. Pastor 

A / 150 Eureka Street. San Francisco 94111 
RS / Phone 863-1134 

y Sunday worship at 10:30am. and 7pm 

“NA Three blocks west of Castro near | 8th 

Childcare available during morning services 

Signed for the hearing impaired EAST BAY 

Rev. |eff Pulling Pastor 

1986 Fairfax Avenue. Oakland. CA 94601. Phone 533-1818 

Sunday worship atbp m 

SAN JOSE 
P.O. Box 2288. San Jose. CA 95109 Phone (408) 279-2711 

Sunday worship at | | agn 

at 160 East Virginia Street. second floor 
CALVARY 

Rev. Bruce Hill Pastor 

P.O Box 70. Redwood City. CA 94063. Phone 327-5153 

Sunday worship at Sp.m 

at 2124 Brewster Avenue (at Lowell) 
DIABLO VALLEY 
Rev. Bob Cunningham. Pastor 

P.O. Box 280. Concord. CA 94522. Phone 827-2960 

Sunday worship at 5:30pm 

at 1924 Trinity Avenue. Walnut Creek 

GOLDEN GATE 
Rev. James E. Sandmire. Pastor 

625 Polk Street. #404. San Francisco 94102 

Phone 474-0307 

Sunday worship at 10:30a.m 

California Hall. Polk Street at Turk 

Wheelchair access 

Signed for the hearing-impaired   
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Liberace Denies All 
(Continued from Page 1) 

dogs. However, Thorson 
now claims he was intimidat- 
ed into signing by four men in 
Liberace’s hire. He saw an at- 
torney and later filed the 
$380 million claim, claiming 
he has suffered “anguish, suf- 
fering, humiliation and dis- 
tress.” 

Thorson states that, with 
some exceptions, what is 
rightfully his was agreed upon 
in oral — not written — 
agreements. San Francisco 
attorney Matt Coles, who has _ 
studied such ‘‘palimony” 
cases, states that there are no 
successful palimony suits per 
se. What is required, Coles 
explains, is a business rela- 
tionship in which everything is 
written — although a judge 
might look with favor on a 
claim if written notes and re- 
ceipts plus witnesses testifying 
as to the “shared” nature of 
the relationship are present- 
ed. These are usually cases, 
however, in which there are 
separate incomes. In the Lib- 
erace/ Thorson case Thorson 
had only one basic income — 
as an employee of Liberace. 

KIND AND GENTLE 

“Negative people,” Liber- 
ace told The Globe, “spread a 
negative atmosphere. | be- 
lieve you have to get away 
from that situation at all 
costs.” The “costs” might be a 
sensational trial” that could 
damage the entertainer’s 
image. 

Thorson says he still loves 
“Libby” and urges, “l gave   

Liberace’s disaffected pal Scott 

Thorson 

my whole life to him. He was 
very kind and gentle to me. | 
thought that we would go on 
forever.” He now believes he 
might have, at age 23, be- 
come too old for Liberace. 
About the only strain in their 
relationship was “his constant 
worry that the public would 
find out about his homosexu- 
ality” so there was “never 
anyone else in our lives.” 

This reporter has seen Lib- 
erace’s Las Vegas act several 
times. He is such an amazing 
performer that he packs each 
performance with cheering 
fans. The act is so outrageous 
that it boggles the mind. He 
appears onstage with hand- 
some young men as assist- 

ants. He might appear in a full 
sequined leather outfit riding 
a motorcycle or swoop across 
the stage while suspended in 
air Peter Pan-style. He is usu- 
ally driven onstage in his gold 
Rolls (formerly with Thorson 
as the driver) and be escorted 
forth in giant mink or ermine 
coats that are, in reality, drag 
outfits. At 63, ne still dazzles 
with his multi-colored water 
fountains and suspended 
rhinestone-decked pianos. 
This observer often wonders if 
anyone in the audience 
knows or really cares that 
they could be watching an 
aging drag queen. They are 
thoroughly entertained. 

In the 1950's the now- 
defunct Confidential maga- 
zine published an article by an 
alleged hotel waiter who 
claimed that the entertainer 
propositioned him in a hotel 
room. Liberace sued and re- 
ceived a retraction when the 
magazine could not produce 
the waiter . . . Later, he sued a 
London newspaper for pub- 
lishing a column that implied 
he was Gay. He collected a 
token $22,400 settlement. 

Liberace has always denied 
that he is homosexual, al- 
though there have been 
rumors within the Gay com- 
munity, where many people 
assume he is Gay. However, 
Liberace will fight Thorson in 
the courts, insisting “this is 
nothing more than an out- 
rageous and vicious attempt 
to assassinate my character.” 

w 

George Mendenhall 

for an all-day look at immigration problems. 

Sponsored by the Ameri- 
can Jewish Congress and 
concentrating on Jewish im- 
migration issues (Soviet Jew- 
ry resettlement, Israelis emi- 
grating to Los Angeles) a 
luncheon panel focused on 
the proposed Simpson- 
Mazzoli Act revising immigra- 
tion law; but like the contro- 
versial bill itself, the all-day 
conference made no mention 
of Gay quarrels with U.S. 
immigration policies. 

In fact, when this represen- 
tative of the Lesbian/Gay 
Freedom Day Committee 
sought to pass out literature 
on the Committee's recently- 
won immigration ruling, con- 
ference organizer Judy 
Musante called it “inappropri- 
ate” and also removed it from 
the literature table as well. “If 
you had called me before this, 
but our program is already 
set,” she said Saturday morn- 
ing. 

A keynote opening speaker 
for the conference was sched: 
uled to be San Mateo liberal 
Congressman Tom Lantos, 
who sent his daughter in his 
stead. Lantos voted last year 
to recriminalize homosexual- 
ity in the nation’s capital, 
overturning the District of Co- 
lumbia’s sexual reform act. 

On the lunchtime panel, 
Immigration and Naturaliza- 
tion Service District Director 
David lichert defended his 
role in recent raids on espe- 
cially Latino/undocumented 

- workers, saying it was an ef- 
fort to find jobs for unemploy- 
ed U.S. citizen youth. 

lichert’s office is appealing 
both the Lesbian/Gay Free- 
dom Day Committee won na- 
tional injunction against the 

U.S. ban on visiting nonciti- 
zen Gays, as well as the relat- 
ed Carl Hill Gay immigration 
case. 

But even with one-time 
U.S. attorney with the Carl 
Hill case, David Berry, on a 
late afternoon conference 
summary panel, the Gay 
cases were never mentioned. 
Laughed Hastings Law Col- 
lege Professor Patty Blum, 
who had moderated the 
lunchtime panel, “Oh, he 
wouldn't bring that up here!” 

Because the program had 
run so late, Berry, in fact, de- 
clined to summarize the con- 
ference to allow quicker ad- 
journment of the tired audi- 
ence, but he told the B.A.R. 
Tuesday he wouldn't have 
brought up the Hill case any- 
way, since the issue of Gay 
immigration had never been 
raised. Berry did agree, 
though, the issue “would 
have warranted mention” and 
“could have found its way 
into mention” since, he insist- 
ed, conference organizers wre 
of a “liberal orientation.” 

Organizer Musante this 
week also agreed, noting that 
the American Jewish Con- 
gress “was the very first of tra- 
ditional organizations to sup- 
port Gay rights.” She main- 
tained the Gay issue was not 
heard as a matter of chance 
and time. 

“The question of immigra- 
tion is like an elephant — 
there are so many different 
parts of it.” Some members 
had criticized there wasn’t 
more time spent on undocu- 
mented aliens, while others 
had complained, “We tried to 

do too much.” Musante said 
the one-day conference was 

GGBA Foundation 
Awards Grants 
OC and Integrity Share $1000 

The GGBA Foundation 

Board of Directors met re- 

cently to review third-quarter 

grant applications and award- 

ed grants to Operation Con- 

cern to assist in their reloca- 

tion project ($500) and to 

Integrity/San Francisco (the 

Gay/Lesbian caucus of the 

Episcopal Church) for partial 

funding of expenses for their 

educational outreach at their 

General Convention ($500). 

The GGBA Foundation re- 

views grant applications quar- 

terly. It is a private, nonprofit 

philanthropic organization 

providing financial grants to 

social services, culture, edu- 
cation and scientific research 
which benefit the Gay and 

Lesbian community. Major 

a scaled-down version of all 
they'd hoped to accomplish, 
but admitted before organiz- 
ing a similar event she would 
consider including the Gay 
questions. 

Congressman Phil Burton's 
special assistant Doris Thom- 
as, also on the lunchtime 
panel with lichert and attor- 
neys Ungar and Blum, de- 
clared the Representative 
would vote against the so- 
called immigration “reform” 
bill if certain problems were 
not resolved in conference. 
Specifically, she said, Burton 
objected to the bill's fining 
employers who hire undocu- 
mented workers, and warned 
against any sort of national 
identity card that could be- 
come an outgrowth of the bill, 
especially affecting people 
who are “foreign-looking or 
foreign-speaking.” 

Although Burton has been 
supportive of the Hill and Pa- 
rade Committee cases against 
the anti-Gay immigration 
ban, there were no amend- 
ments to the omnibus revision 
bill relating to Gay issues of | 
discrimination. Burton helped 
coordinate a hearing on Gay 
immigration last July before 
solons favorable to Gay 
rights. Now Supervisor candi- 
date Greg Day testified at 
that hearing on behalf of the 
Parade Committee case and 
related issues. 

Ungar noted that refugee 
Jews persecuted for religion, 
say in Iran, are viewed by 
U.S. authorities “in a more 
favorable way” today “than, 
for example, Haitians or El 
Salvadoreans.” He did not 
mention Gays facing execu- 
tion for their homosexuality in 
Iran who would be denied 
both visa and refugee status 
to the United States. Ungar 
said, “There is no Jewish 
issue in this legislation.” 

Ron Lopheimer, after the 
lunchtime panel, suggested a 
possible outcome of the con- 
ference could be a city-wide 
coordinated effort on immi- 
gration issues. Musante said 
Tuesday such a plan was not 
yet in the works. 

Hopefully such an effort 
would include Gaystoo.. I 

p= 

funding for The GGBA Foun- 
dation is provided by the 

Golden Gate Business Asso- 
ciation, the nation’s largest 
organization of Lesbian and 
Gay-identified business and 
professional people. 

The next deadline for grant 
applications is November 15, 
1982, for grants to be review- 
ed in December. Information 
on grant application proceed- 

on grant application proce- 
dures may be obtained by 
contacting The GGBA Foun- 
dation, Box 966, San Fran- 
cisco, CA 94101 or by calling 
(415) 956-8660. 

ISH » DOG ® CAT * BIRD » 
THE BEST PRODUCTS Zz 
FOR YOUR PET . 

FORYOU 
with this ad - 3} 
10% off all SCIENCE 3 

collars & leads DIET 3 

  

  

  

    

    

  

Lenny’s Linen Closet 

Fall Bedding Sale 
20% OFF 

Comforters, Bedspreads & Accessories 

  

DAKOTAH SHOU COMFORTER 
Reg: $175-$250 Sale: $140-$200 

Sale ends 11/28/82 

LENNY’S LINEN CLOSET 
4401 18th Street 1851 Union Street 
861-7119 931-1424 

    
  

  

Therapy Groups Open 

for Gay Men 
Two ongoing Gay men’s ther- 

apy groups have recently an- 
nounced openings for new 

members. They meet on 

Wednesday or Thursday eve- 

nings in the Haight district. 

The groups have been in exis- 

Ytence for almost four years. 

Both groups are designed 

for Gay men who wish to 

make their lives work better. 

Members develop a sense of 

belonging as they learn to bet- 

ter themselves and each 

other. Current members 

come from a variety of back- 

grounds, have some prior or 

current psychotherapy exper 

ence, and range in age from 

their mid-twenties to mid- 

forties. 

For more information con- 

tact the facilitators, Dave 

Cooperberg, MA at 431- 

3220, or Pedro Rojas, MA at 

841-9198.   
  

  

Gay Issues 
Seminar 

The Gay Services Coordi- 

nating Committee of San 

Francisco's District Five spon- 

sors a monthly seminar. The 

meetings provide clinicians an 

opportunity to improve their 

skills through short didactic 

sessions, case presentations, 

and discussion. The seminars 

are facilitated by specialists 
who have experience in 
working with Gay and Lesbi- 
an clients. Meetings are open 
to health staff, mental health 
professionals, and students 
who want to become more 
skillful and sensitive in work- 
ing with homosexual clients. 

“Issues of Grief and Loss in 
Gay Couples” is the theme 
for Tuesday, November 9. 
Jim Geary, Executive Direc- 
tor of the Shanti Project. will 
facilitate the meeting. held 
from noon to 1p.m. in room 
204 of Health Center 5, 1351 
24th Avenue. There is no 
charge, and attendees are in- 
vited to bring their own lunch. 
The seminar has been ap- 
proved for one hour of con- 
tinuing education credit for 
nurses. Info: Mike Burton. 
334-4717.   

Just 
(0 AT 
Copyright 1982 Just Closets 

CUSTOMERS TELL OUR 

STORY BEST 5% on 
- y you for organizing 

& 5 my life” —Ms.CR. 

“Love your product 
and service. It's just 
the best!” —Mrs. B.B. 

“We are certainly 
enjoying our new 
closet! Such room 
and organization!” 

  

“Our closet has 
never been so 
organized! The 
system you 
designed for us is 
working out so well 
we can't imagine 
how we got along 
without it." 
—Mr. and Mrs. J.C. 

SAN FRANCISCO SAN RAFAEL 
3450 Sacramento St. M5 Lootens Place 

(415) 563-6066 (415) 459-0259 

WALNUT CREEK MILLBRAE 
1365 N. Main Street 239 Broadway 

(415) 932-8958 (415) 692-0514 

FRANCHISES NOW AVAILABLE 
CALL 457-7373 FOR INFORMATION 
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le DOmino 
A French Restaurant & Bar 

2742 - 17th Street 

San Francisco 

for reservations call 626-3095 

Security Parking 

  

  

DEL DAWSON 
Part Three of a Six-Part Series 

by Scott Treimel 

hen I met Del Dawson, administrative aide to city Supervisor Lee Dolson, it was 74 degrees at 

City Hall and Dawson was dressed responsibly, in beltless slacks and a short-sleeved shirt. 

Responsibility is what Del Dawson is all about. He smokes a responsibly low-tar brand of cigarettes. 

His watch is responsibly functional. He is responsible to the exigencies of communication; that is, he 

enunciates. His sideburns, though long, are not unresponsible. When he gets time, Dawson likes to 

round up some friends, some dogs, and some guns, and go duck hunting, but he is responsible: he 

goes only in duck hunting season. Responsibility is what Del Dawson is all about, which is natural 

enough since he is a Republican, and no one, you may have noticed, touts the concept more. 

LIFE, HEALTH, GROUP INSURANCE, 

ANNUITIES, PENSION PLANS 

  

JIM SPAHR 
AGENT 

NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 

P.O. BOX 316, SAN RAFAEL, CA 94915 

MARIN SAN FRANCISCO 
982-1191 499-1331 

        
CHIROPRACTIC 

A Holistic Approach to Health 

Specializing in: : 

Acute & chronic disorders 

Athletic injuries 

Backaches 

Headaches 

Neck & shoulder pains 

DR. RICK PETTIT 
Call Today 552-7744 
470 Castro, Ste. 205, SF 

  

  

  

PACIFIC HEIGHTS PODIATRY GROUP 

¢ in office ambulatory foot surgery 

e sports medicine and custom orthotics § 

eo diseases, injuries, and deformities 

e free initial consultation (no treatment) 

Michael Wener, D.P.M. 
Diplomate, Am. Board of Podiatric Surgery 

Barry Nemrow, D.P.M. 
Associate, Am. Academy of Podiatric Sports Medicine 

     

   

  

   

3905 Sacramento St 

Medical Bldg 

SILC 

668-1090   
  

  

OPTOMETRY 
| Dr. Richard L. Jones 

Contact lenses ® Eyes examined 

  

  

4110 24th St., San Francisco (near Castro) 282-1366     
  

SENSITIVE LEGAL SERVICES 

Barry Schneider 
ATTORNEY 

400 Montgomery Street 
Suite 1111 

San Francisco 

(415) 781-6500 

  

® Family Law 
® Criminal Law 
* Probate and Wills 
® Personal Injury 
* General Civil Matters 

  

   

      

    
   

    
    
      
      

   
   

BASIC 
CONCEPTS 
LIGHTING AND DESIGN 

2797 16th St. at Folsom, S.F. 

UP lites @) 
150 W. Max. 

Black, White 
Grey, Tan 

   
reg. $28 

1 week only 

$18 
Mon -Fri. 10a.m.-6 p.m. Sat. 10a.m.-4p.m. Sun. 12-4p.m. 
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Dawson came to San Fran- 
cisco to manage restaurants in 

1969, when he was 35 years 
old and keen to see what all 
the references to Gay mecca 
were about. Before the move 
he was the assistant ware- 

house manager for the Pyra- 
mid Paper Company in Flor- 
ida, the business manager of 
the Laguna Beach Post, and 
one of the hands that helped 

computerize Pacific Tele- 
phone's line equipment in 
Los Angeles. 

Born in industrial Akron, 
Ohio, Dawson grew up play- 
ing the piano and no doubt 
behaving himself, except for a 
daring and ‘‘torrid” high 
school affair with a veteran. 
He forgets when he came 
out, but he remembers when 
Akron'’s first Gay bar opened 
in a basement behind locked 
doors. It was near the time he 
left for St. Joseph's College in 
Rensselaer, Indiana, to pur- 
sue a varied, responsibly var- 
ied, curriculum. He wrote his 
senior thesis on the Christian 
existentialists, played tennis, 
and performed Leonard 
Bernstein's arrangement of 
Beethoven's 5th symphony 
for piano and orchestra. 

It is unclear when Dawson's 
entrepreneurial plans formed. 
though by the mid-'70s he be- 
gan to actualize them by 
opening on 24th Street a gift 
shop, which later became an 
office supply store. Dawson 
was now on the way, and his 
managerial aptitude took a 
political cast. Noe Valley Mer- 
chants offered elementary 
tutelage in small business poli- 
tics, and after serving two 
years as its president, he as- 
sumed the post of vice-presi- 
dent for the more broadly 
based Council of Merchants, 
thereby garnering a constitu- 
ency for himself. 

Dawsons mercantile 
alignment places him 

squarely within the ranks of 
the petty bourgeoisie, that 
class of people who, having 
independently achieved mar- 
ginal success, is buoyed by a 
faith in individual initiative. 
Dawson is a strident individu- 
alist and therefore mistrusts 
anything as collective and un- 
wieldy .as government. Thus 
he is a Republican, a member 
of Concerned Republicans for 
Individual Rights (CRIR). and 
promotes less government. 
Twice he has run for office, 
for city Supervisor in 1979 
and for Representative of the 
17th Assembly District last 
June. He has remained, how- 
ever, Lee Dolson’s aide for 
the past two years. 

“Tell me,” I began our dis- 
cussion, “what you think of 
the CRIR awards dinner last 
winter, the one where the 

  

words Gay and Lesbian were 
not once uttered.” Dawson 
was testy: “There was no one 
in the room that night who 
was unaware that CRIR is a 
Gay Republican club. So why 
belabor the point? If the need 
for the word ‘Gay’ or ‘Les- 
bian’ had come up it would 
have been used.” | suggested 
the difference between repre- 
senting a constituency and 

  

advocating it. Dawson con- 
tended that the very existence 
of a Gay Republican club is 
advocacy. | asked how he 
thought Gay rights advance: 
“l am convinced Gay rights 
will advance through the 
courts.” This indeed surprised 
me, for to dismiss the execu- 
tive and legislative branches 
of government is, in effect. to 
dismiss the politician from 
politics; furthermore, it abdi- 
cates Dawson's responsibility 
to Gays. | asked what he, as a 
politician, offered the Gay 
community. “Well, everyone 
looks for different things from 
a politician.” he said before 

launching into an irrelevant 
discussion of activism, which 
he considers pejorative and 
characterizes as “loud” and 
“screaming.” | pointed out 
Stonewall was “screaming.” 
“Everything has its time and 
place.” he countered. 

Aphorisms are not what | 
had come to hear Del 

Dawson relate, so | pressed 
for his estimation of what, at 
this time and place, consti- 
tutes a Gay agenda. He be- 
lieves Gays are transcending 
the ghetto and entering soci- 
ety. The move, as he sees it, 
demands greater responsibil- 
ity. “As your freedoms widen 

so do your responsibilities. 
We have a responsibility to 
the city schools and the libra- 
ries — to the infra- structure of 
the city. Gay equality is a 
double-edged sword: if you 
want the goodies you have to 
pay the price — you don't 
dance without paying the 
fiddler. 

“It's like walking,” he con- 
tinued. “You have two feet. 
One is Gay; one is Republi- 
can. You're not going to walk 
well without both of them; but 
you don’t put different shoes 
on each foot.” | considered 
the analogy. I said, “But if 
you were to put different 
shoes on each foot, it would 
not impair your ability to 
walk.” He considered. He 
said, “No, not necessarily, but 
it might impair your credibil- 
ity.” “Credibility to whom?” | 
asked. More irrelevant re- 
marks on activism followed. 

When | left City Hall I 
mused on the meaning of a 
Gay politician who talks not 
about Gays advancing but 
about Gays adopting greater 
non-Gay responsibilities. The 
scheme is not ipso facto insid- 
ious, and certainly only a poli- 
tician who is Gay could pro- 
mote it without risking re- 
buke. Nevertheless, it falls 
short of inspiring my trust, 
and so does Del Dawson. He 
aspires to a seat on the Cali- 
fornia Assembly: he wants 
votes: he needs credibility. 
and it is through Republican 
machinery he intends to pro- 
ceed. 

Supervisor Lee Dolson’s aide Del Dawson (Photo: Rink) 

It means he supports Pete 
Wilson for senator, though he 
admits Gays will be held ac- 
countable if Brown is defeat- 
ed. This illustrates Dawson's 
allegiance, and so does the 
following remark he made: “I 
have no particular desire to 
walk into a Gay bar and be 
recognized. It's much more 
important to me to walk into 
the Chamber of Commerce 
and be recognized.” If the re- 
sponsibility Del Dawson touts 
is translated through. himself. 
it is clear to see to whom he 
feels obliged — just look at his 
shoes: they're both Republi- 
can. ® 

  

  

  

  
Robert M. Adams, 1921-1982 
  

in Memoriam 
Robert M. Adams, better known as Bob, died at 8:30a.m. 

Sunday morning, October 31, 1982, at his home in Walnut 
Creek that he shared with Dale L. Romberger, his lover of ten 
years. Born in Centerville, lowa, on May 1, 1921. Bob was 
61 when he died. He is survived by his lover, Dale Rom- 
berger, a grad student at California State University at Hay- 
ward; Anabeth Adams, his 85-year old mother; and two 
daughters, Janice and Elaine. 

A World War II veteran, Bob was a pilot who flew 22 mis- 
sions over Nazi Germany during the 40's. 

Bob Adams’ proudest achievement was founding and pub- 
lishing the world’s first Gay Areas Private Telephone Direc- 
tory. Although Bob has died, the Directory will continue to be 
published by friends and family as a living tribute to Bob for 
his service to the Gay community. 

A memorial service for Bob will be held Saturday. Novem- 

ber 13. 12 noon. at the Comisky-Roche Funeral Home. 

3300 Sixteenth Street at Dolores, San Francisco. CA 94114 

For further information contact Jon Berliner or Dale Rom- 

berger at 861-3905. 

Apuzzo New Head 

of NGTF 
(Continued from Page 1) 

Co-Chairs Hess and Gomez, 
Jack Campbell (Miami) was 
elected treasurer; Barbara 

Weinstock (Richmond) secre- 
tary; Bill Beauchamp (Dallas) 
and Joan Duncan (Norwalk, 

CT) were elected to serve on 

the six-member Executive 

Committee along with the 
officers. 

Three new board mem- 
bers: Paul Vandenberg (An- 

napolis), Frances Hanckel 
(Baltimore) and Joan Duncan 
took office. They join Denise 

Alexander (Brooklyn), Larry 

Bagneris (Houston), Karla 

Dobinski (Brooklyn), Gerald 
Gerash (Denver), Chuck 
Hitchcock (East Hampton, 
NY), David Kessler (San 
Francisco),. Chris Pattee 
(Hartford), Myra Riddell (Los 

Angeles), Bill Rogers (Okla- 

homa City), and Alexa Free- 

man (Washington, D.C.). 

This week Jo Daly, San 

Francisco police commission- 

er, resigned her NGTF Board 

seat. Daly did not attend the 

N.Y.C. meeting. 

Gomez told the Bay Area 

Reporter that the board made 

other major decisions at the 

weekend session. They in- 

cluded: 

e Appointment of a By- 

Law Revision Committee to 

make recommendations to 

the full Board regarding 

changes in the organization's 

governing rules. One area 

that the Committee will con- 

sider is the representation of 

NGTF volunteers on the 

Board. 

* o Affirmation of a commit- 

ment to work cooperatively 

with other civil rights organ- 

izations “to achieve full civil 

and human rights and full 

equality for Lesbians and Gay 

men.” 

® Decision to raise the 

monies required to meet the 

terms of the severance agree- 

ment with Lucia Valeska, 
who resigned as Executive Di- 

rector earlier this month. 

This decision was made in 

order to ensure that member- 

ship dues of the organization 
are not used to meet that con- 

tractual agreement. 

The Board also authorized 

the development of a Nation- 

al Advisory Board or similar 

body to ensure not only par- 

ticipation of the Gay commu- 

nity nation-wide in the work 

of NGTF, but also meaningful 

communication between 

NGTF and that community 
across the country. 

Finally the 16 members 

present authorized the devel- 

opment of a Tenth Anniver- 

sary campaign that will both 

celebrate the first ten years of 

NGTF and introduce new 

programs for the organiza- 

tion's second decade. 

Gomez said about the 

meeting, “Everybody's eager 

to have the wounds continue 

to heal and to move ahead. 

We have a united board and 

new leadership.” Gomez, 

who heads up the San Fran- 

cisco Human Rights Founda- 

tion. was a leading critic of the 

outgoing Valeska and as soon 

as Valeska was removed he 

sought to combine the posts 

and offer the new position to 

Apuzzo. m 

Paul Lorch 

Gay Rights Passed 
in Santa Barbara 

The Santa Barbara County 
Board of Supervisors on Oc- 
tober 11 passed unanimously 
a resolution guaranteeing a 

nondiscrimination policy to- 
wards sexual orientation of 
county clients, job applicants. 
and employees. 

Inclusion of sexual orienta- 
tion within the county's Affir- 
mative Action nondiscrimina- 

negligence, if persons of atyp- 
ical sexual preference were 
knowingly hired in county 
employment in (certain) 
sensitive positions.” and 
“sexual contact or conduct 
did occur” (for example, be- 
tween a corrections officer 
and an inmate). 

The resolution was strongly 

process to enactment by Dick 
Hingson, former Executive 
Director of the Los Angeles 
Gay and Lesbian Community 
Services Center and presently 
campaign manager of Demo- 
cratic congressional candidate 
Frank Frost. He mobilized the 
necessary support from the 
community groups and the 
county's own Affirmative Ac- 
tion Commission. The resolu- 
tion joins similar nondiscrimi- 
nation guarantees passed in 

1975 by the Santa Barbara 
City Council and in 1977 by 
the Santa Barbara Board of 
Education. assisted during its 18-month 

Gay Killer Convicted 
John Gregory Young, an escaped convict from Florida, 

was pronounced guilty of second-degree murder last Fri- 

day, thus closing the case of Piritti Laitio, who was found 

bound and gagged in his Hyde Street apartment. On May 

27 the Bay Area Reporter ran a photo of the tee-shirt it was 

suspected the murderer wore. Inspector Guinther of San 

Francisco’s homicide division wishes to thank B.A.R. 
readers for their help with the case. 

  tion program occurred with- 
out floor debate. It was 
strongly supported by local 
groups such as the ACLU, 
League of Women Voters, 
Democratic Central Commit- 
tee, and county employee 
groups. The only dissent was 
from County Sheriff John 
Carpenter, who sent a letter 
to the supervisors expressing 
his departments concern that 
the county could be “liable for     
  

  

  

TRAVEL SPECIALISTS or SAN FRANCISCO 
ITISNOT TOO LATE TO EXPERIENCE 

THE WONDERS OF CHRISTMAS IN EGYPT! Te 
DECEMBER 17-26, 1982 4 

Spend Christmas in the Land of the Pharaohs! ? A 

Included: 

Round Trip Air Transportation ; = \ 
Accommodations at Deluxe Hotels ane 

Most Breakfasts and Dinners | \| 

Sightseeing in Cairo, Pyramids, Luxor and Aswan | I 
Deluxe train between cities | 
Much More! 

Rate per person/double occupancy: $1499 from SF/LA, $1299 from NYC 

& oF LIMITED SPACE! 

7 

7 TRAVEL SPECIALISTS OF SAN FRANCISCO 
7 ® 491 CASTRO ST., SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94114 - (415) 558-8900 

Call toll free: From L.A. (213) 622-8210 From N.Y. (212) 509-0404 

  

2? 

  
Planning a trip out of the country? Seasoned Gay travelers always carry the 

Spartacus International Gay Guide. 

Spartacus tells you everything you need to know about bars, restaurants, cruise 

spots, baths, emergency services and local customs. 

From Frankfort to French Guyana, from Sydney to Singapore, Spartacus tells all 

— in four languages. Now you know why it’s considered the last word. 

Please rush me the 1982 edition of the Spartacus International Gay Guide. 1 am 

enclosing $19.95 for each copy (includes applicable taxes and handling).     
Send me _____ copies. 

  

(name) 
(city) 

  

(address) 
(state & 2ip)   Mail to: Bay Area Reporter, 1528 15th Street, San Francisco, CA 94103     
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The Weight Training for Gay Men 

Lose weight without dieting and keep it off. 

Next 4-week workshop begins Monday, Nov. 8 

Ron Ginsberg 681-4288 

  

Political Viewpoint ; 

  

  

O oO 

— 

WT] 
4092 18th Street (at Castro) 

WASH TUB 

f Welcome to Your 

Clean and Friendly (Gay 
Owned) Laundromat   

The Election’s impact on 

Gay Lib 

Governor Jerry Brown. who has aggressively done more for Gay rights than any US. governor, 

may have been retired from electoral politics. Rep. Phil Burton says he was “humbled” by having to 

walk precincts in order to stay in office. Sal Rosselli is evaluating whether he still wants a political 

future after his second College Board defeat. Bill Maher is wondering what else he could have done 

to obtain a seat on the Board of Supervisors. 

Overall, Tuesday's election was good for the Gay community because — more than ever before — 

Lesbians and Gay men were sought as supporters on candidates and issues. Time and money were 

spent to win “the Gay vote.” a sometimes nebulous but very real vote in San Francisco. 

by George Mendenhall 
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St HOUSER CHIROPRACTIC 

Sa 7 OFFICE INC. 
r-¥=% 470 Castro, Suite 205 
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DR. LOWELL HOUSER GLENN SCHMOLL 
CHIROPRACTOR OFFICE MANAGER 

Serving the Community for 6 years     
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* Wills & Estates 
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* Partnerships 
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* Real Estate 
* Foreign Tax Havens 

   

    

  

100 BusH STREET 
SAN Francisco, CA 94104 

(415) 788-114     
EDWARD S. MORALES, Ph.D 

Clinical and Consulting Psychologist 

B® Individual | Waive TelleTe {eT} Mm Services 

= 140e] and available 

Group Career ig 

Ei ezT0)Y] Evaluations Spanish 

626-3131 Calif. Lic. PK5941 

  

YOU'VE 
GOT FLEAS! 

is Off All Related 

Flea Products 

— plus — 

SALE 
20-50% OFF 

  

Wilbur Selected Items 

PAW, FEATHER & FIN 
2275 MARKET 3ST. 431-5624 
CASTRO VILLAGE MALL (2 SHOPS FACING 16TH ST.)     
  

Piano Bar Nightly 

Reservations 

Suggested 

    The ! 
® 

FickleFox 
Dinner served 7 nights a week from 6 PM 

Brunch served every Sunday 
from 11AM-3PM 

842 Valencia Street 

San Francisco, CA 

826-3373         
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BRITT/POA 

The Police Officers Associ- 
ation and Supervisor Harry 
Britt had a partial victory. 
Proposition J, giving the po- 
lice overtime, passed while 
Proposition I, a police retire- 
ment plan, failed. Most sig- 
nificant, the measure estab- 
lishing a police/ civilian review 
board passed by a large 63% 
vote. Gay political clubs divid- 
ed on the police issues while 
A was endorsed by all. 

How deep the POA/ Britt 
deal will hurt the supervisor's 
popularity in the future can- 
not be determined. Britt justi- 
fiably is pleased with the vic- 
tory on the review board, a 
measure which he introduced. 

BURTON/MARKS 

State Senator Milton Marks’ 
many Gay and straight sup- 
porters divided when it came 
to his challenge of Congress- 
man Phil Burton. Burton, ar- 
rogant and proud of his pow- 
er in Washington, almost un- 
did himself when he outrage- 
ously drew bizarre boundaries 
for his brother's congressional 
district. His reluctance to re- 
late directly to is constituents 
and the redistricting were the 
effective mainstays of the 
Marks campaign. However, 
in the end the heavily Demo- 
cratic registration and the vot 
ers’ desire to keep a well- 
entrenched legislator in office 
won it for Burton. ‘Marks’ 
image in teh Gay community 
as a nice guy and Burton's 
image as a powerful, progres- 
sive legislator in Washington 
both are untarnished. Burton 
recognized Gay community 
support in his acceptance 

speech. 

DEUKMEJIAN/ WILSON 

Governor-elect George 
Deukmejian remains a mys- 
tery on Gay rights issues, as 
he has ignored Gay Demo- 
cratic clubs and been reluctant 
to relate to Gay Republicans. 
He allegedly told one GOP 
stalwart recently that he 
would still vote against a pri- 
vate, consensual sex bill as he 
did when he was a member of 
the Assembly. 

Duke Armstrong, president 
of the Gay Concerned Re- 
publicans for Individual    
   

Novice Carole Migden out- polls Sal Rosselli, and Greg Day out- polled by 
camp Sister Boom Boom. (Photo: Rink) 

  

Hongisto misses a chance at Board 
presidency by a hair. Fault laid at the 
feet of Britt Demos. (Photo: Rink) 

  

Rights, states that the new 
governor is “ignorant rather 
than hostile” and that he “just 
never related to Gay people.” 
Then why did CRIR endorse 
him? “Gay rights was not our 
only consideration.” Arm- 
strong added that a Deukme- 
jian campaign aide had as- 
sured some Gay Republicans 
that the governor-elect would 
meet with Gay people at a 
later date to discuss their con- 
cerns. 

San Diego Mayor Pete Wil- 
son's victory over Governor 
Brown startled activists, who 
know little about Wilson. In 
San Diego Wilson's relation- 
ship with the Gay community 
has been, at best, indifferent. 
Wilson has not met with Gay 
representatives, nor would he 
agree to be interviewed by a 
San Diego Gay newspaper. It 
is unlikely that he would sign 
as a co-sponsor of the nation- 

al Gay rights legislation. 

Jerry Brown's defeat is 
seen by many-as a case of 
Brown having defeated 
Brown. In his enthusiasm and 
style, he came off as Gover- 
nor Moonbeam to many 
voters. A S.F. Chronicle poll 
just before the election had 
52% of the voters who sup- 
ported Wilson doing so be- 
cause they did not like 
Brown. Another 19% 
thought Wilson was ‘the 
lesser of two evils.” People 
did not vote FOR Wilson. 
They voted AGAINST 
Brown. 

Xo 
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MIGDEN/ROSSELLI 

Carole Migden’s 2% lead 
over Sal Rosselli in the Com- 
munity College Board race 
was a virtual upset. Rosselli 
spent considerably more 
money than Migden on his 
second try to get a slot and 
had labor union backing on 
slate cards. He and his cam- 
paign aides were confident. 
Many people who vote slate 
cards did not bother to vote 
for the College Board candi- 
dates at all. 

Neither won a position on 
the Board, but they both fin- 
ished close. Did they cancel 
each other out? Tim Wolfred, 
a Milk Club activist and CCB 
member, believes “that may 
have happened. Rosselli was 
on Supervisor Kopp’s slate 
card in the Western portion of 
the city and Carole probably 
did not do well there. How- 
ever, Carole did well among 
women voters, who might 
have voted for Sal if she had 
not been in the race.” He 
added that both probably ran 
well in the progressive areas 
of the city, and that the differ- 
ence was decided outside of 
those areas. 

HONGISTO/ MAHER 

Supervisor Richard Hon- 
gisto’s campaign gained mo- 
mentum and there was a con- 
sensus that he would beat 
Wendy Nelder to become the 
highest vote-getter and presi- 
dent of the Board of Super- 
visors. Instead, Hongisto 
came in a close second to 
Nelder. 

Board president-elect Nel- 
der, however, may not look 
with great favor on Hongisto. 
who wants to be mayor some 
day. when she makes her 
Board committee assign- 
ments in January. Hongisto 
demonstrated that he could. 
by becoming more moderate 
in his voting, win across-the- 
board endorsements from the 
Gay and straight press. 

Four openly Gay candi- 
dates ran in this order: Dave 
Wharton, Sister Boom 
Boom. Greg Day. and Ken 
Farmer. The surprisingly sub- 
stantial vote for Sister Boom 
Boom is credited to “her” 
campy campaign. The sister's 
ballot designation was “Nun 
of the Above.” 

\ 

BOXER/McQUAID 

Supervisor Barbara Boxer 
is moving on to Congress, but 
those Gay activists who 
worked in her campaign dur- 
ing the earlier Primary elec- 
tion are probably breathing a 
sigh of relief. Some had de- 
serted after the Primary to 
work for other candidates. 
Boxer put out targeted litera- 
ture aimed at the Gay vote, 
while McQuaid seemed to 
concede that it was “Boxers 
Gay vote” in San Francisco. 
Boxer and other candidates 
have publicly credited Lesbi- 
ans and Gay men with being 
a significant factor in their 

election. Wm 

      

  

      

I crossed my legs and sat 
down at my friendly computer 
terminal. “Have a Wonderful 
Day” were its morning code 
words to greet me, but not so 
my supervisor, Anne Goggio, 
at the University of - Califor- 
nia’s Radiation Oncology Re- 
search Laboratory at 15th 
and Folsom Streets. 

“If you want to get paid for 
your work today, you have to 
go home and change and 
come back this afternoon,” 
she said, like words made in 
high school, or was it gram- 
mar school? 

“I can hardly wait for the 
21st century,” I sighed, and 

    

     

logged off my computer. 

It mattered not that my 
eyes were subtly phosphores- 
cent, my wig neatly combed, 
my toenails painted. A taste- 
ful Dolly Parton “Nine to 
Five.” But | was a man in wo- 
men’s clothing, and Hallow- 
een wasn't until Sunday. 

My sister secretary might 
come to work in Levis and a 
T-shirt, but I could not come 
in makeup, wig, heels, and 
blouse and corduroy pants 
even — a double standard if | 
ever heard one, especially 
when there were drag queens 
all over the building in other 
departments of the University 
on this Friday before Hallow- 
een weekend. 

I had “shown poor judg- 
ment,” Ms. Goggio said, in 

“I didn’t wear quite this festive an outfit to the office for Halloween. and still 

they sent me home." (Photo: Rink) 
  

KONSTANTIN BERLANDT 

not asking her permission the 
day before to come in cos- 
tume. It was the department's 
decision whether anyone 
might come in costume, and 
this department had not de- 
cided to do so. 

She said she had received 
complaints from several other 
workers and that my outfit 
was disturbing people work- 
ing back in the lab, although 
my work place is a closed- off 
cubicle a long hallway away 
from where the radiation ex- 
periments on little mice and 
cloned cells are done. Genes 
may be manipulated in the 
back room, but sex roles must 
be maintained at the recep- 
tion desk. 

The following Monday, 
when | suggested that her ac- 
tion had been anti-Gay and 
that | intended to file a griev- 
ance, she insisted it had no- 
thing to do with my being 
dressed as a woman; any cos- 
tume would have been objec- 
tionable without the whole 
department having organized 
to wear them. She added she 
suspected | would claim it was 
anti- Gay since | was involved 
in the movement. She insist- 
ed she couldn’t be anti-Gay 
since there were other Gay 
employees she did not dis- 
criminate against. 

One doctor later told me he 
had been “shocked” when he 
saw me in drag, was not sure 
if I were in costume for the 
holiday or making a state- 
ment, and that “It disturbs me 
very much to see homosexual 
men dressed up like women.” 

Ms. Goggio said she had 
not made her decision to send 
me home based upon any 
complaints from the staff, al- 
though she had called Per- 
sonnel, seeking out policy for 

. sending me home, before she 
even saw me and only on re- 
port from those who had 
complained. 

Before changing into 
“man’s” attire again to con- 
tinue my word processing, | 
did inform her that all over 
town Friday — in banks and 
hardware stores and on other 
floors of the same building — 
she could find drag queens, - 
and why was this place so up- 
tight, so sex-role defined, and 
so lacking in any sense of 
humor? 

Local ‘AIDS’ Conference 
(Continued from Page 2) 

three patients (23%) showing 

complete remission of their 
tumors. 

Dr. Volberding who has 

also turned to Interferon re- 

cently said, “I'm much more 

excited about the use of Inter-. 

feron and other immune 

modulators than | was be- 

fore.” Unfortunately, Inter- 

feron is currently very costly. 

The amounts used so far in 

both clinical trials have been 

supplied free of charge by the 

manufacturer. 

Dr. Friedman-Kien called 

the AIDS research done to 

date the most cost effective in 

medical history. He was refer- 

ring to the fact that not one 

penny of the money spent to 

fund the research has been 

paid for out of government 

grants — at least not directly. 

The funds have been taken 

from non-AIDS studies, bor- 

rowed, and otherwise shuf- 

fled under laboratory benches 

and across department halls 

in medical centers throughout 

the country. 

But as far as they have 

come in the last several 

months, doctors are still not 

certain how to define an 

AIDS patient. “At least two 

clinical signs are required, 

said one researcher. An ex- 

ample would be someone 

with a difficult-to-cure fungal 

A Waa 

infection followed by per- 
sistent herpes. 

One of the fuzziest areas to 
classify is persistent lympha- 
denopathy (swollen lymph 
nodes). Is the patient who has 
had lymphadenopathy for 
more than a year at risk of 
getting an AIDS disease? This 
is exactly the question that 
Dr. Donald Abrams of the 
Cancer Research Institute at 
UCSF is now attempting to 
answer. Dr. Abrams has been 
following closely nearly a 
hundred such patients from 
the Bay Area. He has noted 

that, overall, the group is im- 
munosuppressed according 
to several clinical and diag- 

nostic criteria. He points out 

that a similar history of symp- 

toms including swollen lymph 

nodes, particularly in the neck 

region, preceded Kaposi's 

sarcoma or other serious dis- 

eases in 44 percent of the 

AIDS patients in one Los An- 

geles group. Abrams’ patients 
have had a history of recur- 

rent herpes, acne, shingles, 
anal warts and amebiasis. 
There are exceptions, how- 
ever, making it difficult to say 
that someone with persistent 
swelling of the cervial nodes is 
at risk of getting a more seri- 
ous AIDS disease. Many 
AIDS patients report that they 
never had swollen nodes, and 

in many cases of lympha- 
denopathy, the swelling dis- 
appears without any further 
complications. Anyone con- 
cerned about persistent swell- 
ing anywhere on the body 
should see his physician. 
Only physicians are able to 
refer interested participants to 
the UCSF lymphadenopathy 
study. 

(C onctuding the day's ac- 
tivities was a round table 

discussion on what recom- 
mendations practitioners 
should give their patients con- 
cerned about AIDS. Most 
agreed that Gay men should 
be ready to reconsider the im- 
plications that anonymous 
sex may have and be- willing 
to avoid such contacts. They 
also reiterated their concern 
over aggressive anal sex and 
other activities that expose 
participants to feces. 

The panel strongly recom- 
mended that active Gay men 
get plenty of sleep, eat well, 
and avoid stress. “Tell your 
grandmother not to die this 
year,” insisted Dr. Conant. 
These common sense recom- 
mendations are known to 
have a profound é&ffect on re- 
conditioning an over-taxed 
immune system, they said. Wl 

Richard Pearce, Ph.D. 
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PRIVATE, PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING AND PSYCHOTHERAPY 

PAUL PLAKOSH, Ph.D. 
2509 BUSH STREET, SAN FRANCISCO 

921-2660 

      

  

3924 Telegraph Ave., Oakland, Ca. 94609 

BAY AREA’S BEST BRUNCH 
Sunday, 11am -4pm 

PRIME RIB SPECIAL 
Friday and Saturday 
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POLITICS AND PEOPLE 

Wilson Defeats Brown; 

Deulimejian Wins 

Over Bradley 
  

  

San Diego Mayor Pete Wil- 
son, a Republican unknown 
in the northern parts of the 
state as recently as a year 
ago, brought the political ca- 
reer of Governor Jerry Brown 
to at least a temporary end 
Tuesday by defeating the two- 
term Democratic Governor by 
nearly half a million votes for 
the U.S. Senate seat being 
given up by incumbent S.I. 
Hayakawa. 

  

U.S. Senator-elect Pete Wilson 
    

Most state- 
wide polls showed Brown 
trailing by 5 to 7 percentage 
points by Tuesday. and the 
final results showed the Re- 
publican winning by about 
that margin. Brown conceded 
early Wednesday morning in 
Los Angeles while the new 
Senator-elect received con- 
gratulatory messages in his 
San Diego headquarters. 
Early this year Jerry Brown 
trailed Mayor Wilson by as 
much as 22 percentage points 
but had closed the gap during 
the campaign and as recently 
as three weeks ago the Cali- 
fornia poll was calling the race 
even. However, a Brown win 
as not to be on Tuesday and 
Jerry Brown, for the first time 
in 16 years, will be a private 
citizen in January. 

*  % % 

Republican state Attorney 
General upset Los Angeles 
Mayor Tom Bradley to be- 

Get 

fedgefield 
edge 
Casual, comfortable, 
superbly cut corduroy 

jeans Sedgefield styled 

with that built-in quality 

edge. And they're ex- 

ceptionally tailored of 

easy-care cotton with a 

mini-jblend of Dacron 

polyester to stay neat 

and fresh looking. 
Fashion features in- 
clude flare leg, scoop 
front, and spade back 
pockets. Boot cut 

available in off-white, | 

yellow, charcoal, and § 
black; straight leg : 

available in navy, 
dark brown, tan, 
cocoa, grey and 
black. $24. 

LEATHER 
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come California’s new Gover- 
nor in Tuesday's election. 
Deukmejain, who trailed his 
Democratic opponent by as 
much as 7% in most state- 
wide polls, edged Bradley by 
nearly 65,000 votes in what is 
probably the closest guberna- 
torial election in the state’s 
history. Bradley, so confident 
of victory that he held a “vic- 
tory dinner” Monday night in 
a Los Angeles restaurant with 
hundreds of supporters who 
paid $500 to attend, at which 
he boasted that “when the 
phone rings in Sacramento 
on January 3rd, Governor 
Bradley will answer that 
phone” because what this 
state needs is “someone who 
can answer the phone,” woke 
up Wednesday morning to 
find himself a loser in the hard 
fought Governor's race. 

So confident were some of 
the pollsters that Rollin Post 
of San Francisco's KRON-TV 
(Channel 4) went on the air 
some twenty minutes after the 
polls closed Tuesday night to 
“project” Bradley as the win- 
ner, claiming that “Tom Brad- 
ley will be the next Gover- 
nor.” Deukmejian, the first 
Republican Governor of Cali- 
fornia since Ronald Reagan, 
will have a Democratic Lt. 

    

   

  

   
   

    

   

    

  

      
  

    
    
    
        
    
    
    
        
    
    
    
    

  

     

        

California's new governor. George 

Deukmejian 
  

Governor for the next four 
years; Assemblyman Leo 
McCarthy easily defeated Re- 
publican Carol Hallet to win 

LEATHER 

Caltorma residents add applicable tax 
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WAYNE FRIDAY 

the Lt. Governor job, while all 
other statewide constitutional 
offices will also be held by 
Democrats. March Fong Eu 
easily defeated Republican 
Gordon Duffy; incumbent 
Controller Ken Cory defeated 
Republican James Flournoy; 
state Treasurer Jesse Unruh 
turned back Donald French, 
and Los Angeles District At-, 
torney John Van de Kamp 
easily defeated Republican 
George Nicholson for state 
Attorney General, the job that 
George Deukmejian gave up 
to successfully run for Gover- 
nor. 

In another state-wide race, 
challenger Bill Honig 
defeated incumbent three- 
term Superintendent of Public 
Instruction Wilson Riles by a 
decisive 56% to 44% margin. 

State propositions 14 (re- 
apportionment commission) 
and 15 (handgun control) 
went down to defeat while the 
Nuclear Weapons Freeze 
(Prop. 12) won a narrow 
victory. 

BURTON IN EASY WIN; 
BOXER DEFEATS 
McQUAID 

Veteran San Francisco 
Congressman Phillip Burton, 
a nine-term incumbent, de- 
feated Republican State Sen- 
ator Milton Marks Tuesday in 
a bitterly-fought contest in the 
city's Sth congressional dis- 
trict. Burton, considered a 
powerhouse in California 
politics, beat back a challenge 
by the popular Marks in what 
was thought to be a much 
closer contest than the results 
showed. Burton, who had the 
support of organized labor, 
environmentalists, and the 
help of national Democratic 
Party figures, won a surpris- 
ingly easy fight with Marks, 
defeating the Republican by a 
vote of 101,747 to 70.593 
(58% to 40%). 

Phil Burton will return to the 

Capitol 

In the 
other San Francisco congres- 
sional race, Marin Supervisor 
Barbara Boxer had a tougher 
time defeating her Republican 
opponent, Novato attorney 

Dennis McQuaid. Boxer 
rolled up a 52% to 45% 
edge, losing her home Marin 
County but winning the 
Democratic part of San Fran- 
cisco by a huge margin. 
Boxer, who will replace Con- 
gressman John Burton in 
Congress, teceived 89,733 
votes to 76,458 for her Re- 
publican opponent. A third 
candidate, Libertarian How- 
ard Creighton, was an also- 

ran with 3,023 votes. In other 

Bay Area congressional 

races, incumbent Tom Lantos 

turned back his GOP chal- 
lenger, Bill Royer, in the 11th 
district; Ron Dellums, a Dem- 
ocrat, defeated Republican C. 
Hutchinson in a close race in 

the 8th district (Alameda 

County); Assemblyman Doug 
Bosco, a Democrat, ousted 

veteran Republican Con- 

gressman Don Clausen in the 

1st district (the Russian River 

Area), and Republican Ed 
Zschau won the 12th district 
seat (the Peninsula) of retiring 

Congressman Pete McClos- 
key. 

  

Barbara Boxer takes SF. Vallejo. 

Daly City. and loses Marin. 

  

NELDER TO BECOME 
BOARD PRESIDENT; 
MAHER LEADS DOLSON 

Supervisor Wendy Nelder, 
who won her seat on the 
Board two years ago by virtue 
of a recount, edged out sec- 
ond place Richard Hongisto 

    
New Baord head Wendy Nelder. 

(Photo: Rink)   

  

in Tuesday's voting to be- 
come the new president of 
the Board of Supervisors. 
Nelder, who led the rest of 
the supervisorial candidates, 
outpolled Hongisto by a mere 
1.749 votes and will assume 
the presidency when the win- 
ners are sworn to new terms 

in January. Supervisor Nel- 
der, an attorney who is the 
divorced mother of two child- 
ren, is the daughter of former 
police chief Al Nelder, who 
now sits on the police com- 

mission. 

Nelder polled 104,534 votes 
Tuesday, followed by Richard 
Hongisto who received 
102,785 votes. The two other 
certain winners of four-year 
terms were incumbents Doris 

Ward with 97,897 votes and 
Nancy Walker with 92,923 
votes. The fifth seat on the 

  

board was still in question at 
press time yesterday with 
challenger Bill Maher, a 
member of the Board of Edu- 
cation, leading incumbent 
Supervisor Lee Dolson by 
slightly more than 400 votes, 
with the outcome to be decid- 
ed by absentee ballots that 
were still being counted as of 
last night. Registrar of Voters 
Jay Patterson told the Bay 
Area Reporter yesterday that 
his staff hoped to have the re- 
maining absentee votes 
counted by today (Thursday). 
Supporters of both Maher 
and Dolson were claiming vic- 
tory in that undecided con- 
test; Maher had polled 
77,347 votes and Dolson had 
76,098 at the time the 
machine votes were counted 
Tueasday night, and they 
were followed by runners-up 
Ben Tom with 73,129 votes 
and attorney Dave Wharton, 
a Gay man who announced 
with some timidity that he was 
coming out of the closet to 
run for Supervisor, who 
polled 32,334, far out of the 
running. Those Supervisor 
candidates who were victori- 
ous in Tuesday's election will 
at least get a pay raise; voters 
in San Francisco approved 
Proposition G, which will 
raise the salary of San Fran- 
cisco Supervisors to $23,924 
a year. 

DEMOCRATS WIN 
LOCAL RACES; 
PROPS. A, G, J WIN 

San Francisco County races 
brought no surprises Tuesday 
as Democratic candidates 
won all partisan races. As- 
sembly Speaker Willie Brown, 
running for re-election in the 
17th district, easily defeated 
Republican Tom Crary by a 
67% to 26% vote; Assembly- 
man - Art Agnos defeated 
GOP challenger Gordon 
Bloyer by a huge 82% to 
18% margin, and Assembly- 
man Lou Papan turned back 
Republican Les Kelting by a 
61% to 36% vote in the 19th 
district. In the 8th state senate 
district, incumbent John 
Foran easily defeated Repub- 
lican Leanne Guth by a 78% 
to 18% vote. In the only judi- 
cial contest. Al Chiantelli 
edged attorney Pat Lucey in a 
surprisingly close contest by a 
51% to 49% vote. District 8 
BART Board member Eu- 
gene Garfinkle defeated his 
two opponents. Rabert 
Barnes (a Gay) and Robert 
Silvestri. by a respectable 
margin, while incumbent 
Board of Education members 
Sodonia Wilson. Rosario 
Anaya, and Myra Kopf were 
returned to office. In county 
propositions races. the con- 
troversial Proposition A 
(police review board) won a 
decisive 63% to 37% victory, 
while the two POA-sponsor- 
ed propositions split with 
Prop. | (police retirement) 
losing by a 54% to 46% vote 
while Prop. J (overtime) pass- 
ed by a 60% to 40% vote. 
Propositions G (supervisor 
pay raise). B. C AND H won 
voter approval while Proposi- 
tions E. K. L and M were de- 
feated. Ua 

      

  

  

Anal Sex on KGO 
Sunday night, by popular 

demand, Jack Morin, author 
of Anal Pleasure and Health, 
returns to the David Lamble 
Talk Show on KGO-FM (FM 
104). From 7:05 to 9p.m. 
Jack will field listener ques- 
tions at 928-0104. Jack 
Morin is a sex therapist and 
researcher and regularly leads 
workshops in Anal Awareness 
and Relaxation. Jack will also 
discuss his book Men Loving 
Themselves: Images of Male 
Self- Sexuality. 

From 9:05 to 10p.m. Gay 
singers Ron Romanovsky and 
Paul Phillips will offer a sam- 
ple of the music and comedy 
that have made them so pop- 
ular at the Valencia Rose 
Cafe. Ron and Paul will sing 
their future hit “Homopho- 
bia,” and Ron will discuss the 
production of his new rock 
musical, The City, 1977- 
1978A.D.. dealing with the 
events surrounding the mur- 
ders of Robert Hillsborough 
and Harvey Milk. 

ON THE JOB: 
GAY PEOPLE AT WORK 

Honeywell 

  

    
  

ARTHUR LAZERE. C.PA 
  

H oneywell, Inc. is an international company dedicated to 
advanced technology and offering high quality systems 

and services in the fields of information processing, automa- 
tion, and controls. With over five billion dollars in revenues, 
Honeywell is ranked by Forbes as number 101 among Ameri- . 
can companies in sales volume. It is the largest corporation 
headquartered in Minneapolis (although neighboring St. Paul 
is home to Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing which is 
even larger than Honeywell). 

Honeywell employs over 
97,000 people around the 
world. The company’s annual 
report states that hiring and 
promoting women and mi- 
norities is a prime concern. 
Honeywell was one of the first 
companies to implement 
Quality Circles, a progressive 
approach to improving the 
productivity and quality - of 
work life. The company is 
one of very few in the United 
States that give financial aid 
to employees who adopt 
children. Other programs and 
charitable efforts seem to indi- 
cate that Honeywell is an or- 
ganization with an unusual 
sensitivity to the human 
needs of its employees and 
the communities in which it 
functions. 

I spoke with Charles E. 
Brown, Vice President - 
Executive Personnel and a 
long term veteran with Hon- 
eywell, to learn about the 
company’s policies toward 
Gay and Lesbian employees. 
Brown told me: 

“Fifteen or twenty years 
ago Honeywell had an un- 
written but verbally expressed 
policy which openly discrimi- 
nated against Gays and Les- 
bians. It was based to a large 
extent on the premise that 
there was a certain amount of 
increased risk from the stand- 
point of security, trade se- 
crets, marketing knowhow, 
etc., dealing with a group of 
people who, for one reason 
or another, were subjected to 
pressures and temptations 
that tended to make them less 
than fully desirable em- 
ployees. 

“Also, there was a feeling 
at that time that a certain 
amount of cliquishness was 
involved. We had one plant in 
particular where there was 

apparently a large concentra- 

tion of Lesbian women who 

had banded together and had 

expressed some views which 
in those years were looked 

upon as being possibly anti- 
company views. 

“Our policy had not devel- 

oped as a result of carefully 

thought out discussions, but 

more or less as a result of im- 

pressions and feelings that 

Lesbian and Gay people gen- 

erally were not equal to oth- 

ers or had some disadvan- 

tages that they presented to 

an organization like ours that 

made them less desirable em- 

ployees. 

“We reversed that policy 

ten or twelve years ago after 

some review and a conclusion 

that we really should not sin- 

gle out any particular group of 

employees or job applicants 

in respect to personal prefer- 

ences or characteristics other 

than the extent to which those 

would demonstrably impact 

upon job performance. So, at 

that time our policy became 

one of concentration on job 

requirements and, to the ex- 

tent possible, elimination of 

items of personal preference 

as a criterion. We approached 
it to some extent from the 
personal privacy route, saying 
that an individual should be 
free to make choices that fit 
his or her own particular life- 
style, desires, or preferences, 
and that the only awareness 
than an employer need have 
of those preferences stem 
from the impact that they 
might have on the job. . . 

“We have not established 
the Gay or Lesbian groups as 
affirmative action groups. We 
are not going out and aggres- 
sively trying to hire people 
with those preferences, but 
we are trying to avoid not hir- 
ing based on those reasons. 
We really make no effort to 
try to determine sexual pref- 
erence. We must have many 
Gays and Lesbians in this or- 
ganization. We really have no 
idea or interest in knowing 
who or how many, just as | 
don’t know how many single 
parents or how many di- 
vorced people we have. 

  

Honeywell ranks high 
in sensitivity to differ- 
ences among its em- 

ployees. 

  

“We found that we can stay 
away from many of those 
prejudicial concepts and do 
our jobs better, be more hon- 
est and candid relative to peo- 
ple who apply or who are 
working here and we think 
build a better team spirit, build 
a more honest feeling of em- 
ployees that this organiza- 
tion's primary interest is the 
effectiveness of this organiza- 

tion.” 

Honeywell does have a 
strongly worded policy of per- 
sonal privacy. Nowhere in the 

company’s policies is there 
any reference to sexual pref- 
erence. Minneapolis has had 
a Gay rights law since 1974. 1 

asked what effect the law has 
had on Honeywell. 

“The law here in Minne- 

apolis has had very minimal 

impact on us . . . | have no 

knowledge of instances where 

we've had a problem with that 

law and no feeling that there 

is employee unrest or em- 

ployee grievances or potential 
grievances. ..” 

J ote with a Gay execu- 

tive of Honeywell, a man 

who, despite his relatively 

young age, has risen rapidly 

in the company to a high level 

management position. To his 

knowledge, he is the highest 

ranking Gay person in the 

company and, as such, he 

has a sense of responsibility 

both to other Gay people at 

Honeywell and to non-Gay 

people who know he is Gay 

and are observing what he 
does in that role. 

This man’s boss is a senior 
officer of the company and 
knows that he is Gay. Most of 

the people who work for him 
and answer to him know that 
he is Gay. On the other hand, 
this is a quiet openness, gen- 
erally on a one-to-one basis. 
Other than his boss, he does 
not think anyone at top level 
management knows, or, for 
that matter, cares: 

“As long as you make 
money for the company, that 
seems to be their biggest con- 
cern.” 

With far-flung operations . 
all over the world, he as- 
sumes that there is probably a 
lot of discrimination going on, 
but he has no knowledge of 
cases or complaints against 
the company. In general, he 
feels the company is benign in 
terms of Gay issues. His secu- 
rity, he said, is his superior job 
performance and his good re- 
lationships with people all 
over the company. He steers 
clear of people he suspects of 
being homophobic. But he 
also has put himself on the 
line: 

“I make it a point of con- 
fronting homophobic humor 
or jokes and letting people 
know that I don’t tolerate that 
kind of behavior, even con- 
fronting my boss on occasion. 
I go to company parties with 
two people. | take my lover 
and a woman. A lot of people 
see whatever they want to 
see...” 

While he has had this extra- 
ordinary experience at Hon- 
eywell, he is acutely aware 
that his experience is not 
typical: 

“I do think there is a real 
psychic cost to Gay people | 
watch who are less secure or 
further down in the organiza- 
tion, a tremendous psychic 
cost. | think there is a cost in 
the productivity of the organ- 
ization because of the kind of 
maneuvers they have to go 
through on the job to protect 
their outside identity. There is 
a lack of psychological inte- 
gration. They pay a price in 
their own creativity and their 
commitment to the job. It 
takes a toll in the kind of work 
they do. And, ultimately, we 
lost a lot of good Gay people, 
a lot of talent.” 

What could be done to 
change the situation? 

“People on the outside 
should keep up pressures on 
the management of compa- 
nies. Let them know that peo- 
ple are watching what they 
do. 

“Symbols are powerful in 
corporations, the language 
that is used in the way that 
memos and policies are stat- 
ed. We must intervene in the 
symbol system. For example, 
reference to ‘significant others 
of either sex’ instead of 
‘spouse’ would be a powerful 
change. 

“Stating policies is only one 
step. Top management must 

press personnel departments 
and line employees to imple- 
ment stated policies. 

“Training programs should 
include awareness of differ- 
ences in sexual orientation.” 

Of the companies | have 
observed, Honeywell ranks 
high in sensitivity to differ- 
ences among its employees. 
Nowhere else, to date, have | 
found as high ranking an ex- 
ecutive who has been as open 
about his sexual preference. 
Still, the evidence is clear that 
much remains to be done. 
Until Gay people can feel se- 
cure being open about their 
sexual orientation, both they 
and their employers are pay- 
ing a wasteful price. m 

One of a continuing series of arti- 
cles about American corporations 
and their Lesbian and Gay em- 

ployees. 

CASTRO MEDICAL CLINIC 

533 Castro Street ® San Francisco, CA 94114 © (415) 861-3366 

MON-FRI Noon-8 © SAT & SUN Noon -4 

For The Man Who Has Everything 

Open 7 Days a Week 

  

  

  

  
» Now in our 13th year. 

Growing and improving. 

The Bay Area Reporter. 

  

  

    

  

| Holy Ascension Eastern 

Orthodox Mission 

Liturgy ® Weddings 
Instruction © Unions 

552-5626   
  

  
  

TIME TO TRAVEL 

Best Fare Anywhere 

582 Market St., SF, CA 94104 

781-1167 421-3338 

  

  

ARMANDO & HARRY’S 

LA PINATA 
Mexican Dining 

Lunch M-F: 11:30-2 

Dinner M-Sat: 5-10 

Closed Sundays 
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Civic Center 
510 Larkin St. 

IZARRE: E10) 
Full Bar ) 

Happy Hour 4-6 
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“The current outbreak of immune 

deficiency diseases represents an epidemic 

unprecendented in American medical history.’ 

— Dr. James Curran, Center for Disease Control 

  

The Kaposi's Sarcoma Research and Education Foundation, Inc. is a non-profit corporation 

organized in response to the outbreak in the Gay community of immune deficient diseases. The 

Foundation is dedicated to conducting or supporting efforts which accomplish the following 

BASIC AND CLINICAL RESEARCH B COMMUNITY EDUCATION 

Studying the spread of these diseases and bringing Educating the community at large in prevention 

new research techniques to bear to investigate the and detection of these diseases 

factors which may be contributing to these diseases The Foundation works closely with other organiza 

8 PATIENT SERVICES tions and agencies in the Bay Area and around the 

Assuring that adequate financial resources are country which are also making contributions to the 

available for necessary diagnosis and treatment. study and elimination of these diseases which are also 

seeking to meet the needs of affected patients 

B PATIENT SUPPORT 
Coordinating appropriate referrals or provision of PLEASE GIVE TODAY! We need 

services for emotional and psychological support your participation and we need your financial 

for Kaposi's and Pneumocystis patients support.  —Marcus A. Conant, M.D. President 

Your regular United Way donation can be channeled to The Kaposi Sarcoma Foundation by requesting a 

Donor Option Card and writing in Kaposi Sarcoma Foundation 

Enclosed is may tax deductible donation for $10 $20 $25 $50 $100 Other 

PHONE 

1"d like to volunteer to help. Please contact me. Please make your check payable to: The Kaposi Sarcoma Foundation. and 

return it with this form to 470 Castro Street, No. 207, Box 3360, San Francisco. CA 94114. 
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60 Foot Pool - Sunpatio 

Private Rooms e Lockers 

TV Lounge 
73rd 4 

4 
4 

38-9761 
(Hegenberger Rd. becomes 73 Ave. B 

from Highway 17) 

2544. 73 Ave o Oakland aths 
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LES SOLOMON, M.D. 
Internal Medicine 

BEATRICE MORRIS 
Physician's Assistant - Certified 

3007 Telegraph Avenue 

Oakland, California 94609 
by appointment 465-2056 

“Providing health care to our 

East Bay Gay and Lesbian community”   
  

  

Attitude Adjustment Hours: M-F 4-7 

Sunday A.A. Hours: 3-7 

85¢ Well Drinks 

New Saturday Hours: 6PM-2AM 

Hu THE HUB 

DO 

TEA DANCE 
Sunday, November 7 

Music starts 4PM Happy Hour Bar Prices 
Music by Stewart 

1220 Pine Street 
Next to the 7-11 Store 

938-4550 
Walnut Creek 

Take Highway 24 to Walnut Creek (which turns 
into 680), Ygnacio Valley Road offramp - 
right for 5 stop lights, then left on Civic     
  

Indian Summer at 

Fifi 
  

  

WEEKEND GETAWAY 
FRIDAY ¢ $25 

& + PER 
SATURDAY « PERSON* 

Includes complimentary dinner Friday night 
*Based on double occupancy 
  

  

    

(GREATER BAY NEWS 
AN JOSE SANTA CLARA CUPERTINO SUNNYVALE REDWOOD CITY PALO ALTO MONTEREY PLEASANT HILL VALLEJO BERKELEY WALNUT CREEK CAMPBELL FREMON 

OAKLAND 

Plucky Lee Penke 
  

With a sageness that belies 
‘his 34 years, Lee Denke 
proved to be a most intuitive 
and thought- provoking inter- 
viewee. Remember from last 
week | teased, calling this the 
“impossible interview.” | was 
right: work schedules pre- 
vented us from getting togeth- 
er sooner; during the course 
of the interview Lee was 
called to the telephone fifteen 
times, called to the kitchen at 
least seven times, and pes- 
tered by salesmen at least six 
times. Just when things set- 
tled down a boy sat smack 
dab in the front of the video 
game, within inches of our 
table, and played several 
games, forcing us to continue 
in hushed tones! 

Lee was born in Avon, 
South Dakota. He spent four 
years in the Air Force, which 
included duty in Viet Nam. 
After the service, he moved 
to Denver to look for the Gay 
life. Along with finding it he 
found a lover, and they both 
moved to the Bay Area in 
1972. Lee has been here ever 
since. 

Lee: With my partner, John, 
whom I've known since 1973 
(they met because each 
other's lovers were good 
friends), we formed a corpo- 
ration called “Mary Associ- 
ates.” Through that corpora- 
tion we bought a house in 
Yuma (where John's mother 
lives) which still rents today; 
and we went into business to- 
gether here in the Wine Gar- 
den in Jack London Village. 
We chose — or | chose the 
restaurant business because it 
is the most challenging in this 
country: you either make it or 
break it, as the saying goes! 
And, | guess you have to be a 
little nuts, too! I have really 
enjoyed being here at the 
Wine Garden, but occasion- 
ally 1 do get depressed and 
sad. Fortunately that doesn’t 
happen very often! 

We hire primarily Gays 
here because | feel that they 
have a very good aptitude for 
waiting on the public. They 
seem to be more sincere and 
oriented to waiting on people. 
We both have, but John espe- 
cially, a thing about helping 
our fellow Gays, and we hire 
them even though we aren't 
considered a Gay establish- 
ment. Of course, everyone is 
welcome here, but to try to 
have an exclusive Gay estab- 
lishment wouldnt be fair to 
the Village. 

I'm not particularly active in 
Oakland's Gay scene because 
I don't like to be in the lime- 
light. I guess that's because of 
a previous lover of eight 

BUT 1 pon't 

NEZ PAS 

are Gay, and it doesn’t make 
any difference. As a matter of 
fact, this year I am President 
of the Village Merchant's As- 

sociation. That says some- 
thing, doesn't it? I still say that 
if a person does a job and 
does it well, it doesn’t make 
any difference whether they 
are Gay or not. 

Nez: Do you feel it necessary 
for a Gay person to say “Il am 
Gay” when applying for a job, 
meeting people, or routine 
day-to-day encounters? 

Lee: No, not really announce 
it to the whole world. By say- 
ing that one is Gay, | meant 
that they should be them- 
selves, not try to fit into some 
mold that others have con- 
structed. I think that the “clos- 
et thing” is a stupid term, any- 
way. If a person cannot be re- 
laxed with him or herself 
sexually, they should stay “in 
that closet!” 

Nez: What is you attitude to- 
wards those who do get in- 
volved in the Gay scene? 

Lee: I respect them for what 
they are trying to do. They 
should have goals set toward 
the meaning of “function.” 
The Courts are there, but this 
is the 80's, going into the 
90's. Are courts really what 
Gays are all about? Is that 
what they really want? Aren't 
there other ways to help? 
There should be more com- 
bined projects. | don't see that 
combining too often. | think 
that three-day benefit for Ka- 
posi's sarcoma among the 
three bars was really good, 
and perhaps it is a start. 

Nez: As you see it, what are 
those involved in the Courts 
trying to do? 

Lee: (chuckle, chuckle, 
pause, cough) That's a good 
one! | can only say that peo- 
ple have come up to me and 
asked how | was involved. 
and | think to myself, “What 
are you doing?” Whatever 

. they are doing, | guess they 

are doing it for themselves 
and thé publicity. However, | 
think in time the people who 
we could consider the Gay 
leaders here will get together, 
work together, and aim to- 
wards a common goal, not 
each and everyone going off 
in twenty different directions 
all under the guise of a Gay 
community. That's bullshit! 

Nez: (ahem, er, ah, ves, 
well. . .) To change the sub- 
ject, have there been any 
amusing anecdotes here at 
the Wine Garden that might 
be of interest to my readers? 

Lee: God, yes! There have 
been so many, but two come 
to mind right now. As you 
know, our kitchen is open to 
the dining room. I usually ar- 
rive here at 10a.m. and it’s 
slow right before the lunch 
hour. I was in the kitchen talk- 
ing to one of the waiters about 
the gorgeous cock | had the 
night before. In fact, I said it 
was absolutely the BEST cock 
I ever had. I turned around 
towards the dining room and 
there was a female customer, 
almost fainting! 

Here's another one. We 
have this really good waiter. 
He has his regular “fag hag” 
customers whom he plays up 
to, and he was trying to make 
up to a new one. She listened 
and watched him throughout 
the entire meal. He thought 
that he had made real head- 
way, but as she was leaving, 
she opened her purse and 
pulled out all these cards. The 
one she left for him, instead 
of a tip, was “Repent Sinner 
... You Are Gay!" 

Nez: Who is Lee? 

Lee: Gosh, that's a mystery 
even to me! Sometimes | 
don’t even know who Lee is 
myself! Lee is a person who 
wants to leave a heavy mark 
and it doesn’t matter if it's one 
person or 10,000 people. 
Business gives the chance for 
a person to do that — if they 
work hard enough, that is! 
Lee worked a 9 to 5 office job 
for twelve years, and Lee 
hated it! It was too regimented 
for Lee — me, Lee. When | 
put my mind to it, and have a 
goal to reach, I think nothing 

(Continued on next page) 
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Randomly Raucous 

and Raunchy 
  

The Billy DeFrank Com- 
munity Center, having grown 
from zero to several hundred 
members during the past year 
and nine months, is a tribute 
to what can be accomplished 
by a group of people dedicat- 
ed to community strength 
through service rather than 
political accolades through 
personal power. Born out of 
the bitter defeat of Initiatives 
A and B, and abandoned al- 
most instantly by political 
grandstanders, the Center 
and its supporters have stead- 
ily put out its message to the 
Gay community. That mes- 
sage is Love, and that mes- 
sage is made manifest by 
completely unslanted ‘com- 
munity service. 

While there is no doubt in 
my mind that there’s an equal 
need for political muscle and 
all the ballyhoo that neces- 
sarily accompanies it, and no 
doubt that the political types 
have defense of our right to 
love at the core of their strug- 
gles (pity the ones that don’t), 
there needs to be a place like 
the Center to remind us all of 
our unity in purpose. 

Huge beds of beautiful, fra- 
grant and thornless roses to 
all those people who have 
donated all those thousands 
of person-hours to the cause, 
and congratulations to Mike 
Torain and Steven Foote on 
their appointments last week 
to positions of Board Member 
and Financial Consultant, 
respectively. 

Before leaving the subject 
of the Center, you may be 
interested to know that the 
Center has outgrown its pres- 
ent quarters. In a meeting last 
Monday the Board of Direc- 
tors appointed a Site Com- 
mittee and charged it with 
finding possible new loca- 
tions. If you happen to know 
of a suitable site, please con- 
tact Steve Foote at the 
Center. 

That Force Five Fifty anni- 
versary bash at the Cruiser in 

OAKLAND 
(Continued from previous page) 

of working 10, 12, 15, 20 
hours straight to reach that 
goal. Also, | feel that people 
don’t need money to suc- 
ceed. You need people to 
have faith in you and you'll 

   

TOM ROGERS 

Redwood City last week was 
all and more than I expected. 
It included hors d'oeuvres, a 
cake embossed with the or- 
ganization’s crest, dancing, 
entertainment and an awards 
program for recognition of 
South Bay community service 
achievers (five awards were 
given — one for each point of 
the organization). The enter- 
tainment was a series of fun 
skits performed by members 
of Force Five. Tiny, a former 
professional, performed at       

+ Halloween revelers . kinda 
(Photo: Tom Rogers) 

the piano and the whole gang 
got themselves up in “Okie” 
costumes to sing “Let's Talk 
Dirty to the Animals.” Andy 
Cunha, a bartender at the In- 
terlude, made a lovely Dolly 
Parton (with large wig and 
larger cleavage) as he sang 
(acapella, appropriately) 
“Making Love Alone” — a 
sort of wistful song about 
masturbation, I think. Tony L. 
and Tony P. brought the 
house down with “If You 
Could See Her Through My 
Eyes.” The whole effect of the 
evening showed Force Five's 
membership had pooled its 
energy and become like a ray- 
gun that was set on stun. 
They went all out to prove, if 
there had been any doubt, 

find it, that elusive success. It 
just takes motivation, time 
and perseverance. Lee is a 
person who hates a defeated 
attitude. I'd like to know 
something: How come no 
one ever interviews Nez Pas? 

Nez: How in the hell should I 
know? And as for thinking 
nothing of those long hours, 
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BL AvEGE TABLES! 

that they're full of equal por- 
tions of fun and love. 

The Force Five party came 
right on the heels of “The Pic- 
nic,” which | covered in my 
last column too briefly be- 
cause of my deadline. “The 
Picnic,” set in the nearly idyl- 
lic wooded hills above Sara- 
toga, drew over four hundred 
guests before the day was 
over. There was heated com- 
petition for prizes in volley- 
ball, egg tossing, and even in 
dancing. Jan and JoAnn 
placed first and Jennefer 
(Lady in Waiting to Empress 

.Darlene) and her partner, 
Norm, second. Egg-on-the- 
face re-assumed its original 
meaning when fifty couples 
lined up for the egg tossing 
contest. With volleyball by the 
creek and dancing on a huge 
wooden deck that clings to 
the hillside and the aroma of 
barbecued ribs and chicken 
filling the air, the scene was 
packed with action. Con- 
gratulations to Empress Dar- 

lene, Emperor Dennis, and 
the crews of Toyon, the 
Savoy, and Kevan’s for your 
teamwork. 

A few changes have taken 
place on the local food scene. 
Phillip is now running the res- 
taurant at the Renegades and 
Donny Thorndyke, the un- 
official mayor of * Stockton 
Strip, has the concession for 
the restaurant at Main Street, 
and we have a new catering 
business in our community 
run by Casa Prez Mark Dalton 
and David (former Empress 
Tonna). They call it “A Culi- 
nary Experience” and feature 
a fabulous, reasonable menu. 

A big birthday party for 
Herman, popular Stockton 
Strip bartender currently at 
Main Street, was sponsored 
by Main Street last week. | 
was unable to attend, but my 
spies tell me it was a blast. 
Somewhere between 250 
and 300 well-wishers ravaged 
Mexican food and raised the 
roof. Another birthday cele- 
bration (this one quiet be- 
cause the guy is modest) was 
up toward the other end of 
the Strip. Dale, owner of the 
Renegades, just climbed an- 
other rung higher. 

John Vernon, Libertarian 
candidate for Lt. Governor, 
made an unpublicized whirl- 

(Continued on Page 24) 

sweets. | don’t think much of 

it either! 

Lee (and John) are the 
Wine Garden, Jack London 
Village. And if you haven't 
experienced the relaxed. cozy 
and friendly. atmosphere 
here. what the hell are you 
waiting for? The view is great 
and. weather permitting, the 
patio is marvelous for eating. 
relaxing — and cruising! Who 

knows. perchance, you might 
run into last night's trick — 
waiting on your table! 

The next few weeks will be 

a bit discombobulated, how- 

ever. John and Lee are re- 
modeling the place. They are 
adding a bar section (beer, 
wine, and assorted “tropical” 
mixtures). But that's just like 
Winchester, Lee — it's never 

finished! 

Next week | have to tell 
what's coming up, what has 

  

ACTION publisher Dan Relic receives community service award from 

Force Five members. (Photo: Ted Sahl) 
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Center’s Fund-Handling 
Reorganized 
San Jose, CA 

In a marathon meeting of 
the Board of Directors of the 
Billy DeFrank Community 
Center last Monday night, the 
new Treasurer, Jamelle Dal- 
ton, moved to make sweep- 
ing changes to the way the 
Center handles its funds. 

Presenting a lengthy re- 
port, Dalton, who assumed     

Center's Steven Foote 
  

the mantle of Treasurer when 
Martin Kirkland resigned last 
month from the Board of Di- 
rectors, successfully “wowed” 
the other members of the 
Board. The Board members 
lauded the report as “the best 
ever.” 

  

Dalton’s recommendations 
for improvements included 
altering record-keeping meth- 
ods to a double-entry system, 
reinvesting the Center's assets 
to secure better interest re- 
turns, and correcting the 
name under which some of 
the Center's accounts appear. 
Dalton’s recommendations 
also included formalizing the 
structure of the Center's Fi- 
nancial Committee. The Fi- 
nance Committee has been 
functioning as an ad hoc com- 
mittee. Dalton called for re- 
cruiting community members 
with financial expertise, and 
board confirmation for any 
appointments she makes. 
The proposal, along with 
the others she made, was ap- 
proved unanimously by the 
Board. 

Perhaps the most signifi- 
cant of Dalton’s successes of 
the evening came when she 
secured unanimous approval 
to retain Financial Consultant 
Steven Foote. His duties will 
entail handling tax papers'and 
government reports and 
some of the more complicat- 
ed and time-consuming ac- 
counting and auditing tasks 
for the Center. He joins the 
Center's Director, Donna 
Henderson, as the only other 
paid staff at the Center. 

East Bay Lesbian/Gay Democrats 
In little more than one-half 

year the East Bay Lesbian/ 
Gay Democratic Club has 
gone from an idea to a politi- 
cal presence. Last spring a 
small group of men and wo- 
men from varying back- 
grounds formed the organiza- 
tion to address several issues. 
Foremost among these were: 

1. Why were Lesbians and 
Gay men not a strong political 
force in the East Bay? 

2. Why had there been no 
openly Gay elected officials? 

3. Why was there no legal 
protection against discrimina- 
tion towards Gays in Oak- 
land, Alameda County or 
Contra Costa County? 

4. Why did needed serv- 
ices for low income Gays con- 
sistently go unfunded or 
underfunded? 

The EBL/G Democratic 
Club wanted to build a strong 
voice working within the 
Democratic party and else- 
where in the community to 
bring the issue of Gay rights to 
the forefront of political cam- 
paigns, lobby for legislation to 
advance and ‘uphold Gay 
rights, and work for justice 
and equality for all people. 
The group also believes that 
Poltics can and should be 
un. 

The hard work and good 
will of the group has already 
made its presence felt in the 
East Bay's political cam- 
paigns. Men and women who 
share these concerns are in- 
vited to attend EBL/GDC 
meetings, held the second 
Sunday of each month at 
7 p.m. Call 849-3983 for fur- 
ther info. 

    happened (remember, I could 
not be two places at once!) 
and what's going on around 

  

(LIKE GRANM I 

years. He was extremely 
active and | had enough of it. Center Gets New Board 

MIDWEEK SPECIAL 
Stay 3 nights 
in any cabin and pay for 
2 nights only. 
Call or write for our brochure 

P.O. Box 45-B 

Guerneville, California 95446 

(707) 869-0656     
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  Being active in the Gay scene 
is not enough to make me 
happy. | don’t want people to 
feel as if they have to look up 
to me. Gay functions seem to 
me to be a matter of wanting 
to be known, and I feel that 

they do, and do it well, with- 
out the applause from the 
Gay community. 

All the merchants in the 
Village know that John and | 

20 
people should do whatever      
  

  
  

Three East Bay bars combined their talents and ener- 

gies to help produce the largest fundraiser to date for the 

Kaposi's Sarcoma Foundation. The events were staged at 

the Turf Club, the Revol, and Big Mama's, with lots of 

help from other businesses. 

Frank Frommelt of the Turf Club presents checks total- 

ing over $9,000 to Bob Ross, K.S. treasurer, while his 

hard-working co-hosts, John Hauser of the Revol and Jim 

Houghton of Big Mama's, look on. (Photo: Rink)   
  

town. Until we meet again — 
and you buy me a drink! 
Have you smiled? If not, why 
not? 

P.S. Stan Chapman: We 
all love you and wish you a 
speedy recovery. There are 

more reasons to be outside 
the hosptial than in, Come 
back, ya hear? 

Nez Pas   Member 
San Jose, CA 

Michael Torain, an engineer 
at a major electronics manu- 
facturer here in Silicon Valley, 
was appointed last week by 
the Board of Directors of the 
Billy DeFrank Community 
Center to fill the Board va- 

GREATER BAY NEWS NOV. 4, 1982 

cancy created by Martin Kirk- 
land’s resignation last month. 

Torain, who has worked as 
a switchboarder and Night 
Manager on a weekly volun- 
teer basis for the past year, 
stated he hopes to “see the 
Center grow.” 
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DANCING: FROM WATLS TO VE 
FROM FIFTH POSITION 

Let¢’s Harp on Tharp 

  

If there is a formula for suc- 
cess in American dance, 
Twyla Tharp must hold the 
patent. In the recent perform- 
ances at the Warfield Theatre 
this comes clear, and do the 
several subliminal “lessons” in 
her work: She plays on the 
cultural influence of music 
and the theatrical power of 
the cliche. Tharp dances toy 
with the banal, exaggerate the 
mundane so large that the au- 
dience is taken by surprise 
even while much in the set- 
ting is familiar. A great many 
post-modern choreographers 
do this and Tharp has repeat- 
ed the process many times; 
those who have seen a great 
deal of Tharp got the point 
some time ago and don't find 
her work so avant-garde any- 
more. The movement style, 
quirky, alternating currents of 
tight virtuosity and slackening 
looseness, is well known now 
and has been copied. Her 
works have been set on other 
companies, but no company 
performs it as well as her 
own. Tharp’s skill in manipu- 
lating the constant changes of 
setting and period account for 
the enormous popularity she 
enjoys today. 

The three local premieres 
suggest the spectrum, yet the 
degree of timeliness and the- 
atrical flash of each deter- 
mined its pull with the audi- 
ence. The hard rock Bad 
Smells was particularly ap- 

TALES OF TESSI TURA 

KEITH WHITE 

propriate for Halloween 
weekend, and pointedly con- 
temporary. It featured a total- 
ly stripped-down stage and 
torn-up rag costumes (cave- 

man wave), a loud lurching 
rock score, and a single 
dancer in street clothes carry- 
ing a video camera and taking 
close-ups of the dancers 
which were simultaneously 
shown in black-and-white on 
a huge video screen suspend- 
ed over the stage. The danc- 
ing, when one noticed it, was 
Neanderthal-esque with 
occasional slinky Tharpisms 
and some rough, rude part- 
nerings. Certain audience 
members clearly did not ap- 
prove of the spectacle, but the 
younger contingent adored it. 

For the more staid observ- 
ers, the new Nine Sinatra 
Songs should have been 
more their cup, provided they 
weren't bothered by the 
laughter it generated. Tharp 
used the most worn-out ot 
Frank Sinatra's hit recordings 
and loaded the ballet with 
subtle sarcasm and double 
entendres — “Strangers in 
the Night,” “My. Way.” 
“Please,” my guest whispered 
half-way through it, “next 
we'll hear ‘Somethin’ Stupid’ 
with Nancy.” The dancing in- 
volved ballroom and movie 
cliches in gowns and tuxes by 
Oscar de la Renta. A duet to 
“One for My Baby” for Amy 
Spencer in a tight 50’s sheath 

  

The operatic hue and cry of 
the past decade is that the 
opera profession is too often 
victimized by “the era of the 
stage director.” That's a sad 
misnomer, for it is the stage 
director working with set and 
costume designers as a team 

that has brought about the 
new “concept” approach to 
mounting opera. While the 
finished product creates an 
indelibly personalized stamp 
on the minds of the audience 
the results vary widely. Two 
recent productions offered an 
alarming comparison. In one, 
the designer's easily recogniz- 
able stamp highlighted a 
standard of the Mozart reper- 
tory with grace, wit and affec- 
tion only to be sabotaged by a 
cast of singers who did little 
justice to the music. In the 
other, the musicians triumph- 
ed over a design concept 
which inflicted its execrable 
tastes on one of the most con- 
troversial operas ever written. 
The perversity of the costume 
work. however, was a cheap 
shot compared to the original 

BAY AREA REPORTER NOV. 4, 1982 

GEORGE HEYMONT 

perversity of Richard Strauss’ 
Salome. 

GIVING HEAD 

In several recent interviews 
Terry McEwen adamantly 
stressed that he is a stickler for 
doing justice to a musical 
work despite some daring re- 
quests from designers and di- 
rectors. McEwen’s stalwart re- 

sistance to updating Rigolet- 
to, for instance, to Mafioso- 
dominated New York or 
Chicago didn't prevent him 
from letting ‘a travesty of 
Strauss’ Salome hit the stage 
of the San Francisco Opera. 
Although Nikolaus Lehnhoff’s 
direction coupled with 
Thomas Munn’s exquisite 
lighting helped to focus on 
each of the characters in 
Strauss’ opera, the costume 
work by Tobias Hoheisel was 
repulsively unforgiveable. 

Granted, I'm a sucker for 
muscle pudding dipped in oil. 
| have no objection whatso- 
ever to the boys being parad- 
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From the hit of the show. SHORT STORIES. set to the music of Bruce Springsteen and Supertramp. 
  

and Raymond Kurshals look- 
ing his butchest, was sexier 
than it was funny (but for sexy 
partnering of a kind Twyla 
Tharp wouldn't have done 
ten years ago, the duet for 
Sara Rudner and Keith 
Young in the “Jungleland” 
section of Short Stories is the 
one to watch.) The third pre- 
miere was the most “serious” 
and by far the least popular. 
Uncle Edgar Dyed His Hair 
Red, to a burpy synthesizer 
score, with six girls careening 
around in an unusually (for 
Tharp) angular modern- 
dancey way, met with only a 
polite reception from every- 
body. They didn’t like it much 
in New York either. 

An actress of amazing dramatic skills, Josephine Barstow's talents were 

Short Stories is the big hit 
on these programs. Its music 
is by Supertramp (“Lover 
Boy”) and Bruce Springsteen 
(“Jungleland”). The male and 
female dancers continually 
pair up and break off at con- 
fusing random, yet each mo- 
mentary union is begun in hot 
seductive desire and ended in 
anger typical of the break-up 
of along established romance. 
Everyone is fair game, every- 
one is hot, everyone is at- 
tached — but not for long. 
Sound familiar? Short 
Stories is Tharp at her most 
literal; giving each dancer de- 
tailed emotional gesture and 
expression. The partnering is 
violent and spectacular, a sur- 

  
severely constricted by the costumes designed for the San Francisco Opera's 

production of SALOME. 
  

prising dimension for Twyla 
Tharp to have developed 
(whose early works contained 
Brace no partnering at 
all). ! 

Sue’s Leg is a celebrated 
quartet to music of Fats Wal- 
ler: kinky, quaint, and 
period-evocative. The campy 
suggestions of tap dancing, 
Harlem shuffles, and drunken 
stupors (one of Tharp’s trade- 
marks that no one does as 
well as she) keep the audi- 
ence amused through the 
dance, though it is a supreme 
challenge to visually follow its 
convoluted transformations, 
setting up a tension between a 

(Continued on next page) 

ed around the stage in black 
jockstraps and gladiator beef- 
cake drag. I do, however, 
take exception to the other 
costumes (which fell some- 
where between a Blooming- 
dale’s display window and the 
wardrobe for Planet of the 
Apes). Hoheisel's costumes 
were a gross miscalculation 
resulting in a laughable mish- 
mash of space age .comic- 
book chic and jerkoff porn 
which served as an odious 
distraction. I'd have the man 
drawn and quartered before 
letting that kind of work on 
the stage. 

Thankfully, McEwen cast 
Salome with a strong ear, 
aided immensely by the work 
of Berislav Klobucar, who 
coaxed the orchestra into 
wonderfully erotic sounds. 
Having had the pleasure of 
seeing Josephine Barstow’s 
phenomenal portrait of 
Salome in more suitable sur- 
roundings (as presented by 
the Santa Fe Opera in an out- 
door theatre under a full 
moon) I'll state that San Fran- 
ciscans have yet to see Bar- 
stow at her most effective. A 
singing actress of awesome 
talents, she took many Bay 
Area opera fans by surprise. 
This production was a severe 

(Continued on next page) 

  

  
  

     

  

(Continued from previous page) 

camp sloppiness and a care- 
fully timed and intricate struc- 
ture. Concentrating on it too 
much makes me dizzy. 

Every Tharp dance amuses 
the audience, though every 
piece has an underlying, oc- 
casionally disturbing, under- 
current of seriousness. The 
company itself is an oddly un- 
matched one, with an ethnic 
and bodytype diversity similar 
to the diversity of the settings 
and scores they are given to 
move through. | missed Rose 
Marie Wright, formerly the 
biggest girl in the company 
with a deadpan humor not 
unlike Tharp’s. Her roles are 
now taken by Katie Glasner, 
who is gradually beginning to 
feel them. Tharp’s. former 
roles are danced either by the 
wonderful Shelley Washing- 
ton or by Sara Rudner, long 
associated with the company 
and simply a wonder. Only a 
few dancers have personali- 
ties shown large enough to be 
distinctive, yet no one is ex- 
traneous. 

It is lately fashionable in 
dance circles to say that Twyla 
Tharp has sold out to com- 
mercialism. True enough, the 
energy at a Tharp concert to- 

GayWHOGayWHAT GayWHEREGay| 

Mucho Marilyn 

Marilyn Monroe means 
more to Matthew Newman 
than a fashionable, fruitful 
subject of memorabilia. She 
has been a role model. 
Since 1972 when Newman 
arrived in San Francisco he 
has been collecting what- 
ever trifles he could — 
Norma Jean’s last two au- 
thenticated report cards and 
a series of photos instruct- 
ing 20th Century-Fox 
makeup artists how to do 
her up right — in an act of 
identification. 

“| wanted to be an actor 
and, like M, | had no connec- 
tions — nothing. Sure | ad- 
mired her style. the total 
availability she projected, but 
my real interest was her strat- 
egy for making it. | related to 
her approach.” 

Accordingly. he set out 
modeling and at last made it 
into the Hollywood Film 
Actors Guild and into a 

    

  

day-is neither modern radical 
nor ballet establishment. It is 
an avant-garde style as easily 
popular as “Saturday Night 
Live,” sophisticated and com- 
plicated enough to have been 
picked apart by the most ad- 
vanced dance theorists yet 
clever and accessible enough 
to appeal to a great many 
audience members who are 
not that interested in dance or 
art. Yet it is interesting how 
much people enjoy The 
Fugue, the oldest dance pre- 
sented, revived for three men 
dancing on an amplified stage 
with no music. The Fugue 
still looks avant-garde and 
experimental, 12 years after 
its creation, and its compara- 
tive minimalism shows an 
earlier Tharp and gives the 
repertoire a time perspective. 

If Tharp is now middle-of- 
the-road, she walks that path 
with singular skill and indi- 
viduality. It's rare enough for 
choreography in any style to 
engage such a broad cross- 
section of the public, so at my 
most pragmatic, [ respect 
even Tharp's accessibility. 
When that product is mount- 
ed on a foundation of superb 
performers and designers (a 
point which I've yet to hear 
anyone argue), I'm inclined to 
call it a formidable achieve- 
ment. m 

Keith White 

couple Pepsi commercials. 
Now he is bartending at the 
Detour, but his memorabilia 
collection has made it big and 
will debut Saturday, Novem- 
ber 13, at a sealed-bid auc- 
tion viewing at the Harrison 
Street Theatre. 

The cocktail party/viewing 
is by invitation only (available 
by calling 861-1044) but the 
exhibition will remain up for 
the dizzy weekend Joe's 
Shows, Inc. has planned. 
Featured Saturday night will 
be Paula Lane. a veritable 
Marilyn II. recreating the best 
of Marilyn's songs and 
schtick. The» weekend winds 
down with a wound-up tea 
dance Sunday from 5p.m. to 
2a.m. 

Tickets are $15 for Satur- 
day night ($17 at the door) 
and $6 for Sunday night ($8 
at the door) and are available 

at Gramophone, Trinity 
Place, Ticketron outlets, and 
TKTS-TO-GO (557 Castro). 

Can you feature it? A Marilyn clone that fits to a teat — | mean tee. Paula 

Lane. veteran Marilyn merry- maker. will do SF next weekend. 

There is a charming little re 

ROMANTIC FIREPLACE 
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handicap which often de- 
prived Barstow of achieving 
her full impact in the role. In 
short, you ain't seen nothing 
yet. Helga Dernesch’s Hero- 
dias and Michael Devlin’s 

_Jokanaan were vocally out- 
standing. Alas, Emile Bel- 
court's Herod and Howard 
Hensel's Narraboth left much 
to be desired. The same cast 
might have thrived had the 
designer not been allowed to 
lay waste to the opera. 

LIVING OUT FANTASIES 

Quite the opposite happen- 
ed in Toronto when the Ca- 
nadian Opera Company bor- 
rowed Maurice Sendak’s sets 
and costumes for The Magic 
Flute from the Houston 
Grand Opera. Sendak (who 
has designed many delightful 
children’s books as well as the 
sets for New York City 
Opera’s production of The 
Cunning Little Vixen) has an 
uncanny way of capturing the 
humor and enchantment in a 
child's mind — his strongest 
point being the depiction of 
fantastical beasties and ghoul- 
ies. His sets for Magic Flute 
did not rape the opera (as did 
Hoheisel's costumes for 

- Salome). Instead, they put 
the work into a fresh perspec- 
tive aided immensely by the 

insightful strokes of director 
Frank Corsaro. 

With the exception of 
Claudia Cummings as the 
Queen of the Night the cast 
was not as strong as one 
could hope for. Anson Austin 
was a strangulated Tamino, 
Costanza Cuccaro a touch 
dull as Pamina. Neither Theo- 
dore Baerg’'s Papageno nor 
Noel Mangin’s Sarastro drew 
much response from the audi- 
ence. Each tended to bark out 
his music. 

Ironically, it was thd con- 
ductor who triumphed in both 
cases. Theo Alcantara pro- 
duced some stunning Mozart 
in Toronto while Klobucar's 
Strauss brought new levels of 

depth and delicacy to Salo- 
me’s erotic score. The moral, 
| suppose, is that you can 
dress some operas up but you 
can't take them out of con- 
text. Sendak’s Flute was 
every bit the designer tri- 
umph: frills, beasts, cartoons 
and all. Hoheiser's horrific 
plunder of Salome was the 
repugnant work of a sabo- 
teur; much like the small child 
who rubs shit around in his 
diapers because it feels so 
warm and gooey. | love mus- 
cle pudding. Nor do | have 
any problems with tits and ass 
on the operatic stage. I'm just 
not into scat. 

George Heymont 
  

  

Life Before Stonewall 

Documented 
A documentary film on the 

history of America's Lesbian 
and Gay movement and sub- 
culture is underway in New 
York and seeking support in 
San Francisco. Before Stone- 
wall proposes to uncover the 
story of the men and women 
who lived double lives when 
homosexuality was consid- 
ered medical pathology and a 
criminal offense. The film in- 
tends to address the sudden 
growth of the urban Gay 
community during World War 

II, the homosexual scape- 
goating in the McCarthy era. 
the Lesbian butch/femme 
subculture of the '50s and 
"60s, and the development of 
early homosexual rights 
organizations. 

If you wish to support the 
effort ($60,000 is needed to 
complete funding), you can 
send a tax-deductible check 

to: Before Stonewall, 639 
9th Avenue, Suite 908, NY, 
NY 10036. 

  

  

  

  

    
Hotter n St. Helens 

presents 

MR. BOBBIE CALLICOATTE & 

NOVEMBERS5 & 6 

Railway Express 
147 Taylor 
San Francisco, CA 

10PM & MIDNIGHT 

The 

RAILWAY EXPRESS 

  

The Bronze Beauty from the MGM Grand 

SAHDIJI 

$3.00 Cover 
Reservations Suggested 

(415) 771-5885   
  

  
  

BAR 
SECURITY 
TELEPHONES 
COFFEE SHOP 
STEAMROOM   GREAT LOCATION 

BROTHELY HOTEL 

STAY AT CALIFORNIA'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVELY ALL MALE GAY HOTEL 
800-227-3040 US 800-652-1880 CAL 

VIEWS 
COLOR TV 

+ FULL SERVICE 
TRAVEL SERVICE 

RATES FROM $14 
WORKOUT ROOM 

FIFTEEN HUNDRED SUTTER  x§ 
(AT GOUGH) SAN FRANCISCO 94109 (415) 775-6969 
VISA 8& MASTER CHARGE ACCEPTED 

ADVERTISEMENT 

VICTORIAN CHARM COZY MAGGIE’S 

staurant on 24th Street between Diamond and Castro called MAGGIE’S. Try MAGGIE’S for dinners specializing in Fresh Seafood, Chicken 

and Pasta. Call 285-4443 for reservations and spend a cozy relaxing evening in front of our crackling fireplace. 
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Down from the Top 
Three One Act Plays by Ed Bullins 

by Mark Topkin 

The three one-acts by Ed 
Bullins currently being pre- 
sented by the People’s The- 
atre Coalition puts its best foot 
forward at the start and dwin- 
dles from there. 

A Son, Come Home, writ- 
ten in the late '60s, is a re- 
union between a mother and 
her prodigal son after a nine- 
year separation. Nine years is 
a long time; in this case, too 
long for a mother’s uncondi- 
tional love to prevail, and the 
son finds the chasm created 
by his absence too large to be 
bridged. This is a touching 
play, well acted by Bennet 
Guillory as the son and Kell- 
mar as the mother with sup- 
port from Paul Rigne Roach 
and Donna J. Terry in a vari- 
ety of roles that supply past 
histories of the main char- 

acters. 

Leavings is well acted too, 
by Charles Degelman and 
Heather Bostian, but the 
play's impact is ultimately 
marginal. Freddie and Joyce, 
two former Woodstock era 
hippies, now Madison Ave- 
nue media hypies, have 
grown tired of each other and 
are trying to separate. With 
no causes or campaigns to 
keep them together, and no 
real ability to communicate 
without resorting to phony 
personas, the two need to 
move on but are at a loss for 
how to do it. While Bullins’ 
dialogue in Leavings is crisp 
and funny, here he offers no 
resolution to the characters’ 
dilemma, and at the play's 
end [ was left wanting. 

The Work Gets Done 
eluded me altogether. The 

  

   South of Market's 

Finest Mexican Food 

INE UP 
RESTAURANT & COCKTAILS 

398 7th Street (at Harrison) 

Serving Lunch Mon-Fri 11:00-3:00 

Dinner Seven Nights from 5:30-10:30 
Friday and Saturday 5:30-11:00 

AND JOIN US FOR OUR 

Sunday Brunch 11:00-3:00 
Reservations: 861-2887 

(PARTIES OF 6 OR MORE) 

"Home of the Best Margarita in Town"   
  

  

  

  

  

dialogue between Bennet 
Guillory and Deborah Pryor 
proved meaningless through 
most of the play. Only at the 
end did | realize these were 
husband and wife, but it was 
too late to reconstruct the 
earlier material to give the 
whole work some impact. A 
context for understanding the 
interaction needed to be pro- 
vided much earlier on. With- 
out such a marker, The Work 
Gets Done rambles on un- 
grounded. 

John H. Doyle directed all 
three plays with emphasis, it 
seems, on performance more 
than understanding. Except 
for the first play which works 
well, this evening of one-acts 
needs more focus on the 

Fretful, perhaps because their dialogue is meaningless, 
      

  

Ben Guillory and 

Deborah Pryor portray husband and wife (though it’s hard to tell) at the Peo- 

ple’s Theatre Coalition. 

’ 
point of view behind Bullins 
writing. ® 

Three One Act Plays 

A Little Unintimacy 
by Mark Topkin 

So much for the adage 
about a change of scenery be- 
ing good for you. It hasn't 
been good for By George!, 
Cameo Productions’ warm, 
intimate Gershwin revue 
which began its life a year ago 
at the Savoy Tivoli. Its latest 
home, the new Harrison 
Street Theatre, is neither 
warm nor intimate, and By 

George! suffers from the 
move. 

The new theatre, formerly 
Dreamland, is more correctly 
labeled a supper or night club 
rather than a theatre, and, as 
such, might someday succeed 
as a business venture. The 

new, too-large home 
Pleased as punch, though God knows why, the cast of BY GEORGE! in its 

dancefloor has been turned 
into a dining room full of indi- 
vidually spotlighted tables 
with a stage raised high over- 
head in the southeast corner 
of the room. While the spa- 
cious arrangement might suit 
a leisurely dinner and a loud 
but innocuous show, the set- 
ting could not be labeled inti- 
mate by any stretch of even a 
San Franciscan’s imagination. 
Eye contact suffers, sound 
subtlety suffers, details die un- 
noticed. In its new home I 
was left detached from much 
of By George! when I had 
previously been very much 
engaged. 

The first half of the revue is 
packed with Gershwin esoter- 

    

by Ed Bullins 
People’s Theatre Coalition 
Bldg. B, Fort Mason 
Thru Nov. 28; 776-8999 

ica. Songs like “Stiff Upper 
Lip,” “He Loves and She 
Loves” and “Scandal Walk” 
are hardly familiar Gershwin 
tunes. In closer proximity to 
the performers we may be apt 
to listen, learn, and maybe 
love these lesser musical ef- 
forts, but from afar, with lost 
lyrical clarity, they become lit- 
tle more than noise. Gersh- 
win’s more famous works — 
and there are dozens — fare 
better largely because of their 
familiarity. Only Doug Trant- 
ham’s gorgeous “Love Quar- 
tet,” a brilliant contrapuntal 
arrangement of four Gersh- 
win classics, totally over- 
comes the distance between 
the show and its audience. 

The four cast members of 
By George! are at their best 
as a unit, but each has indi- 
vidual moments as well. | was 
particularly impressed with 
Deborah Akhet who deliv- 
ered smashing renditions of 
“My Man's Gone Now” and 
“My Ship.” Despite the talent, 
however, the room was de- 
feating. 

Overall, By George! de- 
serves smaller quarters to 
weave its special charm, and 
the new Harrison St. Theatre 
needs a larger, brassier show 
to make use of its facilities. As 
it stands, this is not an ideal 
tenant/landlord relationship. 

By George! 
Harrison St. Theatre 
Thru Dec. 31; 896-1970 

  

  

  

community 
thrift store 

625 VALENCIA 
sponsored by 

SAN FRANCISCO 

TAVERN GUILD FOUNDATION 

YOU SELECT THE NON-PROFIT 

ORGANIZATION TO BENEFIT 

FROM THE SALE OF YOUR 

DONATED GOODS 

CALL US FOR PICK-UPS 
861-4910 

A PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT FROM BAY AREA REPORTER 

Highlights 
at Gumption 

If you just want a sample of 
local theater offerings instead 
of the whole thing, go see 
2nd Monday Previews No- 
vember 8 at 8p.m. at the 
Gumption Theater, 1563 
Page Street. The evening will 
feature highlights from Ed 
Bullins’ Leavings, now on at 
the People’s Theater; Back 
to Back, which opens today 
at the Julian Theater, and 
Jump in the Sun, running 
now at the Lorraine Hans- 
berry Theater. Tickets are 
$4 50 and include refresh- 
ments at intermission. Call 
921-4949 for further info. 
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Laugh, Irene 
You can now get silly with 

Gay comedy at Valencia Rose 
on Saturday night, as well as 
the regular Monday night. 
Tom Ammiano and Carol 
Roberts co-MC on Mondays, 
when the mike is open and 
admission is $2. Saturdays 
are somewhat slicker (closed 
mike) and admission to the 
9p.m. show is $4.   
  
Just when you thought it was safe to go back 

into Macy's . . . YOURS IN SAND, an environmental 
performance piece on ritual in the contemporary shopping 
palace, premieres tomorrow at 8:30p.m. at 855 Folsom 
St. Complete with aisles of tantalizing merchandise, pros- 
elytizing clerks, and iconic mannequins, the piece, con- 
ceived and directed by Linda Hauswrith and Alice Krasin- 
ski, turns audience to shopper and then seduces. It plays 
Fridays and Saturdays through November 20. Tickets are 
$5. Call 982-4648 for info.   
  

  

TAT 

Poems Delightful; 
Poems Dessiented 
Verse from Broughton and Robinson 

by Ron Bluestein 

Graffiti for the Johns of Heaven 
by James Broughton 
Syzygy Press; $6.00 

James Broughton’s poetry 
is entertaining — witty, tune- 
ful, accessible, honest word- 
play. He is the Puck of 
modern American poetry. 
“To ravish the fabulous is our 
secret prayer, he wrote in 
1957 (“True & False Uni- 
corn”), and “Graffiti for the 
Johns of Heaven” though the 
poems are light and self-in- 
dulgent, continues this search 

* for the fabulous. Sex is fabu- 
lous, God is fabulous, and the 
book is a celebration of “God 
and Fuck belong(ing) toge- 
ther.” At their best, these 
poems are perversely funny: 

Praise aromas of exertion and 
zest 

Leonardo's codpiece 
Nijinsky's leotard 
the socks of Solomon 
the jockstrap of Hercules 

Or perversely punny: 

Be firm in daily devotion 
Do sexercising religiously 
Eat most lust for lunch 
and get plenty of ecstasy 

Or a little wise: 

I acknowledge one orgasm 
for the emission of sin 
and I look for the re-erections 

of the body 
and in the life of the churls 

to come 

At their worst, the poems 
are facile doggerel: 

If only men could be content 
with kissing and sucking 

If only men could be content 
with squeezing and fucking 

TONE DEAF TONEDEAF TONE 

Alternating with poems are 
attempts at aphorisms, flights 
of philosophy very easy and, 
for want of a better word, 
Californian. “Always remem- 
ber who you are / even if you 
remember nothing” is empty 
advice to the person who has 
never asked who he or she is, 
who thinks that the “self” is as 
“natural” as a box of Granola. 

  

Poet James Broughton 
  

Reading too many of the 
poems in Graffiti is like eating 
too much candy. but that 
hardly ‘matters. These are 
poems to be read aloud. to 
awaken the sleepy auditors of 
a poetry reading with sex and 
silliness: 

I am legislating for 
compulsory 

fucking security. 

To which 1 respond re- 
verently: Give us this day our 
daily sex. 

Kool Jazz Festival 

Presents The @riginal 

Protest Music 

Although jazz music is con- 
sidered a traditional aspect of 
popular American music, it 

began as a protest against 
popular music, an avant- 
garde approach to traditional 
rhythms and harmonies. 

Jazz music has survived in 
a world of its own since its in- 
ception and its influence on 
today’s rock music is seldom 
recognized by young rock 
fans. 

For younger musicians ex- 
perimenting during the forma- 
tive years of the jazz move- 
ment innovation in musical 
style and harmony “was a 
way to react against the atti- 
tude that Negros were sup- * 
posed to entertain people. 

The new attitude of these 

young Negros was: ‘Either 

you listen to me on the basis 

of what I actually do or forget 
it."” — John Lewis. 

Bay Area jazz enthusiasts 

will be able to immerse them- 

selves in jazz tonight through 

November 13 as part of the 

Kool Jazz Festival which be- 
gan last Tuesday. 

Tonight at the Old Waldorf 

30 artists will join forces for 

five and one-half hours of 

pulsating entertainment fea- 

turing renowned saxophonist 

Joe Henderson, keyboardist 

Tom Coster, formerly with 

Santana, as well as Pete and 

    

    

JERRY DE GRACIA 

Sheila Escovedo. 

The festival's extensive 
line-up includes: 

November 5: Dirty Dozen 
Brass Band - Union Square - 
12 noon. 

November 6: Wynton Mar- 
salis and his Quintet and The 
Dirty Dozen Brass Band - Old 

Carmen McRae comes to town — 

slews of others do too 
  

Waldorf - 8 and 11p.m. 

November 7: Art Ensemble 

of Chicago and The Nikolais 
Dance Theatre Warfield 
Theatre - 8p.m. 

November 8: Oscar Peter- 
son and Herbie Hancock - 
Davies Symphony Hall 

Ship Desert Boat Cargo 
by John Robinson 
The Printing Press, $4.00 

Bad poetry is unavoidable. 
Bad poets write it and great 
poets write it. They are a step 
in the process toward good 
and great poems, but a book 
with nothing but bad poems is 
maddening. John Robinson's 
Ship Desert Boat Cargo is 
just such a book. Stanza after 
stanza like this one from a 
poem entitled ‘‘Specific. 
Younger Dying”: . 

The sick, their lessons 
without students to 
rid them of the pain 
Western medicine 
contagions which 
rid the students from the 
learning, a specific fleeing 
from the transition 
to mortality 

The poems are elliptical, 
self-conscious fragments, 
nouns, phrases, and images 
strung together without a 
sense of drama or the logic of 
collage. The language, which 
we are told in the introduction 
is a specific fleeing from verbs 
and copulatives, is not richly 
connotative; it is dessicated. 
Choppy. staccato lines numb 
the inner ear. Words are re- 
peated — words like history, 
time. death, memory. scale. 
homosexual love — but what 
these poems are saying about 
them is unclear: 

the haze in the fog of 
the sky 
the old buoy of bells 
stealing a ship 
a house on the shore 

the night 
a memory of bells 
a beach of broken shells 
cargo 

“Freight” would be more 
apt. mm 

8p.m. 

November 10: Sonny Rol- 
lins Quartet and The Great | 
Quartet - Masonic Auditorium 
-8p.m. 

November 11: Richie 
Cole's Alto Madness and tap 
dancer Honi Coles backed by 
Full Faith and Credit Big 
Band - Kabuki Theatre 
8p.m. 

November 12: The Mod- 
ern Jazz Quartet, Carmen 
McRae, and guitarist Joe Pass 
- Warfield Theatre - 7 and 
10:30p.m. 

November 8-13: The Key- 
stone Korner presents a six- 
day tribute to drummer Art 
Blakey featuring Blakey and 
his current Jazz Messengers 
as well as Blakey alumni Air- 
to, Curtis Fuller, Johnny Grif- 
fin, Woody Shaw and Cedar 
Walton. 

For years jazz was the 
sound of rebellion and like 
rock which has reigned as the 
sound of protest since the 
1950's, its reputation is awash 
with tales of drug addiction, 
obscure uptown nightclubs, 
police harassment, and all- 
night jam sessions. 

For most rock fans, jazz is 
too subtle, almost dull in com- 
parison to rock, but its intri- 
cate and complicated rhythms 
and harmonies are far more 
involved than those of rock 
music. Its break with tradition- 
al music of the early 1940's 
along with the evolution of 
the Blues formed the back- 
bone of Black American mu- 
sic that opened the doors for 
rock and roll. 

Tickets to all events are’ 
available through BASS. WB 
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ARNIVERARY Pay, 

ee 

WESTERN ELECTRIC BAND 
Thursday, November 4 

BUFFET 8-12 641-0360 
  

  

      

  

639 VIARKET ST. SUITE S00.   

EPCOT... 
KEY WEST... 

THE MAGIC KINGDOM. 

FUTURE 
GAZ 

= FEBRUARY 19:26.,1983 

RENDSETTERS TRAVEL GUILD 

FOR BROCHURE CALL 

qls 777-5794   
  

  

  

CANARY ISLAND 

DINER 
IF YOU HAVEN'T DISCOVERED IT 

YOU'RENOT 
“SOUTH OF FOLSOM” 

  

  

Outdoors for weekend brunch? 
CANARY ISLAND DINER 

Need a brake from non-stop drinking? 
CANARY ISLAND DINER 

Monday * Spaghetti 
Tuesday * Chili/Salad 

52.95 
  

  

©431-4666° 
JOIN US 
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Cafe & Grill 

\ 

Open 7 mghts 

Monday-Saturday until bLY 

MIDNIGHT 
It’s Donor Option time at United Way. 

Pick the Gay nonprofit organization of 

your choice. 

— THIS MONTH AT 

TRINITY PLAGE 
25 Trinity Place SF, Ca. 94109 
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ESSICA SMITH 
  

Tues. Wed. Thurs. $5 
C, 

Nov. 9, 10 & 11. Hor. 

Exclusive "00 
San Francisco Engagement Co 
She's totally unique, with a well-placed Ve 
voice of incredible range and dynamics Sy ‘tn, 
In essence, she wails! Each song is 0 

given a distinctive treatment. 
Jessica Smith is something out of the 

  

RUN DOWN BARS, 

Rl b, 7 

ON ONE ROOFTOP, A 

SEEMS QUEERLY OUT   
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ONCE LIFE AD 
BEEN GOOD 1O 

  

      REALITY, \VHE REMEMN- 
BERS THE PROMISE HE MADE 

A> Hig MOM § DAD - 

PEEP SHOWS, 
GERMAN TOURISTS ROAM 

A MOM AP DAD 
WHO" LOVED HIM... 

MOMs DAV PAVE 
Fee DEAD #08 (Wo YEARS 

AND STILL THER MEMORY 

QUITLSP 

    

  

YOUR, ME ALLSPICE 
SHES A TWISTED DRAG QUEEN 
IN NEED OF A KIND S00L: 
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WICKED 
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CHATWSTEW STEAM- 
WORKS, AN OVER HE 
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KUSPICE HAD ONLY 
KNOWN p¢ BITTER. 

SIDE f LIFE 
She WAG INDEED “TWISTED 
x? 100K, ADVANTAGE of         

  

NIASSAGE PARLORS; JUNKIES, WHORES AND 
THE STREETS, EACH PAYING PENANCE FOR THE 

TT={ COLD DIRECTION THAT LIFE HAS DRIVEN THEM & | 

@ SUBURBAN CHILDHOOD 
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WEST HOLL 

SAMANTHA \S on 
Do6ROOD HOME ¢ -/ ¢ 

WooD 
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GET YoLR MRED SELF 

Down HERE // 
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LOOK WHAT 
YOUVE DONE, 
YOU CLUMSY 
CUPCAKE #2 
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PWD GIRLS, WHEN »0) 
RETURN, $ HAVE A 

SUPKISE.. 

            

  

The Missionary 
Rewarding Position 

by Michael Lasky 

I say, chaps, your position 
on The Missionary depends 
on how much you enjoy 
veddy, veddy droll British 
humor. For although this 
quiet comedy stars Monty Py- 
thoner Michael Palin there's 
none of the lampooning one 
expects from that troupe. 

Palin plays an African mis- 
sionary who returns to 1906 
England where he is to marry 
a dull girl whose favorite pas- 

time is filing papers. The 
Church puts him in charge of 
establishing a wayward home 
for prostitutes. Maggie Smith, 
trapped in a marriage of con- 
venience to one of the richest 
lords in the country, will pro- 
vide the funds for this home, 
but to get them Palin must 
cope with her comically 
ardent advances. 

Much of the lushly photo- 
graphed film looks like old 
English bucolic prints studded 
with gem-like moments. As 
Palin continuously fights be- 
tween the ways of all flesh 
and the Cloth, redeeming the 
girls’ virtue and losing his 

own, there are numerous 
knocks at the British class sys- 
tem and jibes at the hypocrisy 
of the Church. 

For Smith fans there is the 
expected pleasure of compas- 
sion mixed with deadly come- 
dic timing. For Palin, who 
wrote the screenplay, this is 
his opportunity to prove his 
dramatic range. The Mission- 
ary is a minor film but a re- 
warding one nonetheless, full 
of wry wit and gentle wisdom 
that sustains itself through the 
final not-to-be-missed credits. 

(Ghirardelli Square 
Cinema) 

  

      

     

Monty Python/6 Goes to College 
by Steve Warren 

Aside from his initials, Mi- 
chael Palin lends Monty Py- 
thon their knowledge of his- 
tory. (One has to know some- 
thing to satirize it, as they 
often do.) He has a degree in 
history from Oxford, where 
he and Terry Jones started 
writing together. 

They still do, as one of 
three ‘“pre-Python writing 
groups,” as Palin calls them. 
John Cleese and Graham 
Chapman are another, and 
Eric Idle is the third. (Terry 
Gilliam, the only American 
Python, just works on anima- 
tion.) The material is read 
aloud to the group and sorted 
into three piles. The A 
material works as is; the B 
stuff half works and is given to 
another sub-group for 
polishing; the C pile needs 
more attention and is subjec- 
ted to group input. 

The sextet has what you 
might call an “open relation- 
ship” in their work. They 
have group projects and indi- 
vidual projects on which they 
might collaborate in various 
combinations. Gilliam had the 
idea for Time Bandits and 
brought it to Palin, who wrote 
the script and appeared in the 
film with Cleese. 

On The Missionary. which 
opens Nov. 5, Palin went it 
alone. without any help from 
his friends. He started writing 

Ciao! Manhattan 

Steve on Edie (and 
Castro Festivals) 

by Steve Warren 

I don't have time to read all 
the hot books. so when I 
heard the name “Edie” | 
thought of Edie Adams. 
Eydie Gorme or maybe Edith 
Massey, John Waters’ famous 
“egg lady.” 

Now that I've seen Ciao! 
Manhattan | can join the glit- 
terati and add Edie Sedgwick 
to my list. 

Ciao! Manhattan teaches 
two lessons: never throw 
away your home movies, and 

  

SHE'S KINDA PRO 
achieved posthumous notoriety as a result of CIA 

OF THEM." Edie Sedgwick’s breasts have 

it 18 months ago, he says, 
when a Python project was 
stalled. He compares the 
Ealing Studios comedies’ 
(e.g., Kind Hearts and Coro- 
nets, Tight Little Island, The 
Lavender Hill Mob, The 
Ladykillers) unconscious in- 
fluence on his film to that of 
“The Goon Show” on “Mon- 
ty Python’s Flying Circus”: 
“We knew what they'd gotten 
away with and we took it from 
there... | was worried that 
people might not accept parts 
that weren't high energy 
humor; but I thought back on 
the Ealing films that made . 
you feel nice and comfortable 
and warm and good, and 
they're still fondly remem- 
bered.” 

Palin attributes the Gay 
bent (pardon the 
redundency) of much of the 
Python's humor, despite the 
fact that only Chapman is 
Gay. to their having been 
educated in all-male institu- 
tions: “The insecurity you feel 
in those situations causes you 
to joke about it.” 

On a 7-city promotionai 
tour for The Missionary, 
Palin went to San Francisco 
State to receive a “moral vir- 

tue award” from Jane Dor- 
nacker, an honor he said was 
“a bit like getting a non-drink- 
ing award from Norman 
Mailer.” Although the same 
routine was being repeated in 
every city on the tour, Jane 
told Michael the chastity belt 

don't believe your press re- 
leases. John Palmer and 
David Weisman won because 
they knew the former: Edie 
lost because she didn't know 
the latter. 

When they resumed con- 
tact with Edie in California the 
year before her death the 
filmmakers concocted a new 
story that would allow them 
to incorporate the footage 
they had shot of her years be- 
fore. The earlier stuff, in 
black-and-white, is dreadful 
but of interest to culties for its 
glimpses of the Warhol 
crowd. 

There's more coherence to 
the segments involving the 
fading Edie living in a swim- 

    

O! MANHATTAN. 

    

    

that went with the citation had 
been bought “at the Stud, 
South of Market.” 

Palin called his film “a de- 
parture from the Monty Py- 
thon stuff in that we get real 
ladies to play the ladies — 
Maggie Smith playing the 
Terry Jones role.” He told the 
students the old TV series 
should be back on the air 
“early next year, complete 
and unedited.” 

The SF. State visit was di- 

- 

Michael Palin in “dog collar” an- 
nounces his MISSIONARY position 
He's for it. He also wrote. co- 

produced and stars in the film which 

opens next week 

ming pool with her fading 
clippings and a succession of 
boyfriends to take care of her. 
If she'd been acting instead of 
being, Edie's performance 
would merit high praise: 
everyone else ranges down- 
ward from atrocious. 

The morbid curiosity of 
those who want to see death 
imitate art should pack the 
Castro for the midnight pre- 
miere Saturday, Nov. 6, 
which benefits Before Stone- 
wall, a documentary on the 
roots of the Gay movement 
which is being partially fund- 
ed by PBS. The following 
weekend Ciao! Manhattan 
will become the regular Friday 
and Saturday midnight fea- 
ture at the Lumiere for an in- 
definite period. 

Saturday's benefit kicks off 
a series of special events at 

the Castro. Next Monday at 
8:30 there's a single showing 
of Koyaanisqatsi, an audio- 
visual critique of modern civ- 
ilization which premiered at 
Radio City Music Hall during 
the New York Film Festival 
last month. Presented by 
Francis Ford Coppola the film 
is expected to open a com- 
mercial run in December or 
January. 

November 9-13 will be 
Australian Film Week at the 
Castro with nine premieres 
(including Lonely Hearts, 

  

Siberiade 
Moscow Does Not 
Believe in Brevity 

by Steve Warren 

Even a film buff has little 
need to rush to Siberiade, 
unless you're of Russian des- 
cent or have some other rea- 

son for a morbid interest in 
Soviet culture. Enough truly 
entertaining foreign films are 
being shown these days that 

"one needn't see this three- 
hour multigenerational saga 
to avoid a sense of cultural 
deprivation. 

The credits read like a type- 
setter’'s nightmare. The only 
name that might be familiar to 
Americans is Nikita Mikhal- 
kov, director of Oblomov 
and Slave of Love. He plays 
the last of the Ustyuzhanins, 

FILM CLIPS 

the family we follow for 60 
years, who returns to his Si- 
berian village with progress in 
the form of oil drillers. While 
the earlier generations are in- 
tensely Russian, Mikhalkov’s 
style is more Italian; and the 
woman he loves is played by 
Lyudmilla Gurchenko, an 
actress who will make you 
think of Susan Tyrrell, if you 
ever think of Susan Tyrrell. 

There are touches of poetry 
and mysticism which you may 
enjoy if you're into that sort of 
thing. Most other dramatic 
elements are covered better in 
prime time soaps on Ameri- 
can television. 

It's mentioned more than 
once that people “can’t be 
exiled farther than Siberia.” 
The same is true of movie 
fans and Siberiade. Cl 
(Vogue) 

  

vided, like two thirds of Gaul, 

in two parts. First came the 
presentation outside the Stu- 
dent Union Building. which 
was followed by a lively ques- 
tion and answer session in 
which Palin exchanged 
Pythonery (“Nobody expects 
the Spanish Inquisition”) with 
fans and complied with re- 
quests to sing “The Philoso- 
pher’s Song” (“Immanuel 
Kant was a real pissant...”) 
and to “Do a Gumby." Asked 
if he had really been a lum- 
berjack (In the Friml-esque 
“Lumberjack Song” the lead 
singer reveals his transvestite 
leanings to the increasingly 
disgusted chorus). he re- 
sponded. “I have tried to 
chop one of those big trees 
down and it's difficult!... | 
haven't tried any logging or 
anything — anything butch.” 

This was followed by in- 
door TV interviews and a 
press conference involving 
mostly students who trotted 
out the questions they'd 
learned in Celebrity Inter- 
viewing 101 (e.g.. "Did any- 
thing funny ever happen 
while you were making 
‘Monty Python'?") 

The next group project. 
Monty  Python’s The 
Meaning of Life should be re- 
leased next summer, Palin 
says. explaining that it will be 

which won this year's Austra- 
lian Film Award as best pic- 
ture), two retrospective 
series, a seminar on “The 
Role of Women in the Austra- 
lian New Wave” and special 
guests throughout the week. 

Finally, and closer to 
home, the third annual Bay 
Area Filmmakers’ Showcase 

“more in the style of the TV 
shows” than a continuous 
story: “We took the 15 favo- 
rite sketches we had written 
for it and since there was no 
point to it we called it The 
Meaning of Life.” 

Although The Missionary 
is about a clergyman whose 
ministry to London prostitutes 
(female) includes bedding 
them, Palin doesn't think the 
film will arouse the controver- 
sy Life of Brian did. “There's 
no Jesus involved.” he says. 
“That's what upset people in 
Brian — even though we said 
‘It's not about Jesus. he's this 
other character’... but 1 
suppose some will still be up- 
set because | wear a dog 
collar. | expect Christopher 
Reeve will get the same thing 
for his dog collar movie.” 

Palin's comments to the 
college crowd suggested 
jokingly that he was wearing a 
leash as well as a dog collar: 
“To make this trip | had to 
promise my wife | wouldn't 
meet any students... just 
men. old men — ‘I'm going to 
America to speak to old 
men.” 

The line was just as funny 
as when Columbus told it to 
Queen Isabella. mw 

vember 14-17 with at least 
two different programs each 
day of short and long fea- 
tures. 

The San Francisco Interna- 
tional Film Festival is involved 
in all of the above presenta- 
tions but Ciao! Manhattan, 
which this column started out 
to be about. mW 

  

    

    

  

will occupy the Castro No- 

td 

Dan Aykroyd shows John Candy what he's made of in 
Edward D. Wood's It Came from Hollywood. Fortunately 
about 80 percent of the film is made up of clips from some of 
the worst movies ever made, arranged to maximize laughs. 
Most of the connecting material (also featuring Gilda Radner 
and Cheech & Chong) is weak and there's a bit too much 
tampering with the original soundtracks, but the old footage is 
well-chosen and there are some great voiceover comments. 
It Came from Hollywood is as forgettable as the trick you'll 
see it with, but as much fun while it lasts. (Alhambra) Ww 

SW     
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SPORTS NEWS 
CORNER POCKET 

Captains Courageous 

  

GENE MILLER 

WHAT'S A TEAM CAPTAIN? 
Team Captains are really two people at once. One you see 

at the start of the match — filling in the names on the 'score- 
sheet, passing on bits of league information or handing out 
free drink tickets to the players, getting 16 quarters from the 
bartender for the night's matches, perhaps collecting dues, 
phoning; and again at the end of the match — adding match 
totals, signing the scoresheet and giving the opposing Team 
Captain a copy. After the match they're required to phone 
the score to the league office and mail the scoresheet . . . an 
enjoyable chore after a win, but it can give them the blues if 
they got trounced. 

Then there's the Team Captain you see during the match, 
. in the referee role; watching every shot, knowing what to call 

and when to warn . . . rules, rules, rules, all 22 of them plus 
league policy memorized and ready; when disputes arise, the 
Team Captain slips into a lawyer/saint role — observant and 
judicious but still primarily concerned about winning. The 
Team Captain will probably be hassled by his teammates at 
least five times a match . . . they think a foul went unobserved, 
they think more (or less) coaching is in order, they want to 
argue about the rules. Players always have advice for captains 

. . switch the line-up, make a substitution, bank the six ball 
for shape on the eight. . . 

No wonder one of the teams (Stallion Stampede) has a 
“Team Secretary.” Colin Bradley, a former league Secretary, 
has assumed the same role at the team level, while Gordon 
Bell is the “straw boss” during matches. 

More than a few Team Captains have found the job too 
stressful. They come out on Tuesday nights to have fun, and 
the responsibility kills the fun. It takes a rare combination of 
talents to do the job and do it well. Team Captains are the 

TOURNAMENTS 

The Endup offers prizes of $100, $50 and $25 at their 

championship December 15. Qualifiers are every Wednesday 

at 8p.m., and (believe it or not) entry is free and nobody is in- 

eligible . . . Bill Rae is planning another Russian River week- 

end of pool — probably in December . . . Peter Fleury has an 

8-ball tourney set for Nov. 28 at Palace Billiards . . . Budweis- 

er (Bracco Distributors) is picking up the tab for the SFPA’s 

annual 9-ball tourney — prizes will be more than three times 

what they've been in the past . . . and remember, weekly tour- 

naments at the Arena, Cinch, Rainbow and Stables. 

team’s link with the San Francisco Pool Association’s Board 
of Governors, and in my role as league Secretary | am in fre- 
quent contact with them. 

Regarding our present roster of Team Captains, I can hon- 
estly say I'm happier than ever before. Cooperation is at the 
highest level it's ever been, and | hope they all return next 
season. 

2 WEEKS 'TIL PLAYOFFS 

With two weeks remaining on the 11-week Fall schedule, 
here’s how the league looks. Remember, only the top three in 
each Division can make the playoffs. (On this listing, only the 
top five in each division are shown.) 

Pool Info: J-O-E P-O-O-L. | 

DIVISION 

Febels Gypsies... ovina briny ibn 0 114/30 .792 

Pegs Pitbulls 0. cis. oS aii 90/54 .625 

BearTeddies:........... 5 i... ii as 74/70 .513 

ArenaGladialors. i... i... ali 70/74 .486 

White Swallow Cruisers. .................0 67/77 .465 

DIVISION II 

Stalllon'Stampede ©... . hl iia, 104/40 .722 
RAINBOW SZ... ov ih hat dm ba sted 90/54 .625 
Arena Centurions... . ........ av. asivntvs 87/57 .604 
White Swallow Flyers. ...... dances 79/65 .549 
Brigiinmates:..:. . 0. nhs va niin aise 71/73 493 

DIVISION III 

Stables Thoroughbreds ................... 91/53 .632 
Brena LIONS ni vii sa iG 86/58 .597 
Del.uxePowerdliders. .............~ 0h. 0.x. 84/60 .583 
PendulumiGhaos ..... .. .. .........oniavin 81/63 .563 
*Ambush' Bushwhackers'. .................... 75/69 .521 

DIVISION IV 

Arena Christians... uo i... 87/57 .604 
RimosOmhans .........0..5. 0.000 81/63 .563 
CINChANNEX J... 3 ii td ass iis 79/65 .549 
Ambush Outlaws’... .... Sun a0 78/66 .542 
Stallion'Steeds ....... ih ovens oh 76/68 .528 

TOP TEN 

Peter Fleury Gypsies 28/5 .848 
Dave Chua Stampede 17/4 .810 
Rick Mariani Stampede 17/4 .810 
Mike Merritt Gypsies 23/6 .793 
Tom deGraffenried ~~ Gypsies 15/4 .789 
Ted Sison Annex 22/6 .786 
Archie Ravena Inmates 28/8 .778 
Ray Peterson Lions 24/7 .774 
Kitty Stephens Pitbulls 24/7 .774 
Luby Pelletier Rainbow “2” 27/9 .750 
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Winning in Style 
  

- 

After finishing a contest as 
a winner, it is so very easy to 
give in to one’s first impulse: 
to abandon all emotional con- 
straints and lavish oneself 
with hysterical accolades. 

While this does indeed 
have its place, one must, nev- 
ertheless, exercise caution 
when demonstrating one’s 
fervor over one’s accomplish- 
ments: this innocent display 
of enthusiasm can quite easily 
be misinterpreted as flagrant 
insensitivity. 

Although it is difficult to 
maintain a composure while 
under the influence of a re- 
cent victory, this posture is 
more complimentary, both to 
the winner and to the loser, 
than wanton self-indulgence. 
Grace demands that the 
victor ingest a liberal dose of 
humility to forestall a possible 
onset of swaggering im- 
modesty. 

On the other side of the 
coin, the aforementioned be- 
havior is quite acceptable, 
even encouraged, when exer- 
cised on behalf of someone 
else. Therefore, while de- 
monstrative exhilaration over 
another's triumph is quite 
tasteful, the same type 
demonstration regarding 
one's own accomplishments 
may well be quite tasteless, 
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JERRY R. DE YOUNG 

and taste, darling, is every- 
thing! 

This past 27th, to progress 
to the realm of the unlikely, 
the Pilsner Ill and Different 
Strokes met ont he lanes, 
both with a 699 team aver- 
age, thereby negating need of 
a handicap. A rare happen- 
stance, indeed. 

The following department 
may not be classified as rare, 
but it certainly is uncommon: 
the 200 + champions. 

Darrell Thomas (PWIL) . .. 243, 258 
Scott Mower (PB) ............ 228 
Ronald McKay (WS) ..... 207, 222 
Bob Rolison (PWIL) .......... 215 
Michael Lamberta (PPals) . . . .. 210 
Limmie Alfred (WS) ........ . 209 
Doug Quick (P-lIl) .-.......... 209 
Rick Wotring (P-1I) ........... 208 
Aubrey Palmer (WH) ......... 206 
Jon Thompson (Grady's) ...... 205 
Joe Tippy (Grady's) .......... 205 
Willi Ward (WH) ........ 202, 204 
Tim Hagerman (DS's) ........ 204 
David Goldbert (Stgch) ... 200, 203 
Dennis McLain (WH) ......... 203 
Adrian Stenson (PWIL) ....... 202 
AuToth{P-N." .....o.i.... 200 

You will note, the PWIL 
team bowled an exceptional 
number of 200+ games. 
What you may not be aware 
of, however, is that they all 
did it in drag. (Guess the alien 
sensations caused by corsets, 
bras, pantyhose, and running 
mascara does little to diminish 
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the ability of this ace team . . . 
or are they alien sensations?) 

Finally, the impressive 
White Swallow, Badlands, 
Pin Pals, Different Strokes, 
and Sweet Inspirations won 
all three of their games on the 
27th. Congratulations to each 
of you. Well done! Ww   

Frontrunners 

The Frontrunners’ Sunday 
Fun Run for November 7 cov- 
ers nearly five miles of flat 
land proceeding west of the 
Ferry Building. Runners 
should meet at the Ferry 
Building at 10a.m. Info: 431- 
5534 or 285-1479. 

  

SAN JOSE 
(Continued from Page 17) 

wind tour of San Jose last 
weekend. The up-front Gay 
candidate hit Buck’s and Des- 
perados, I'm told. 

Artist Rusty Draper took 
the prize for the most cre- 
atively carved pumpkin at 
competition last Thursday 
night when Main Street kick- 
ed off South Bay Halloween 
celebrations. Winn Crannell 
took second place with her 
entry. 

By Saturday night, the 
whole city was crawling with 
bizarre creativity. Clearly, 
Mrs. Winchester’s efforts to 
contain ghosts and goblins in 
false closets and otherwise 
confuse and trap and trip 
them, had limited effect. 
(Mrs. Winchester was the ec- 
centric local widow of the 
man who designed and man- 
ufactured the famous Win- 
chester rifle. She determined 
that the sounds of construc- 
tion would scare the ghosts of 
men victimized by Winchester 
rifles away, and that those 
that weren't frightened by the 
noise would be foiled in their 
attempts to “get her” by being 
tripped up by a maze of other- 
wise pointless - construction. 
Her mansion stands renovat- 

ed as a local tourist attrac- 
tion.) By nightfall Saturday 
night, the sky cleared of 
clouds to reveal, appropriate- 
ly, a very full moon. 

Sunday night was no differ- 
ent. Traditional witches and 
vampires were joined by 
vampish drags, Raggedy Ann 
dolls, tin ladies, wizards, at 
least one bird-of-paradise, 
several sparrows and other 
birds, macho and not-so- 
macho gladiators, cowboys, 
Indians, leathermen, devils, 
sheiks, genies, one pair of 
larger than life tampons, 
space cadets, and lots of 
space cases and some people 
in costumes that defied classi- 
fication at all. 

Frankly, I'm delighted that 
Mrs. Winchester failed to halt 
spirited frolic. In view of the 
frightened straight populace 
of this country who cut back 
their celebration, I think we all 
came out winners by cutting 
loose. 

Go hug your pet and have 
a great week. wm 

Tom Rogers 

  

  

  

  

“Different Strokes,” but one of the Wednesday night Tavern Guild Bowling 
teams. (Photo: Rink) 
  

  

  
Bicycler Run 

Bicyclers’ club Different 
Spokes ride for Sunday, No-, 
vember 7, meets at 10a.m. at 
McLaren Lodge in GGP to 
cycle to China Camp/San 
Pedro Loop before taking a 
ferry back to the city. The ride 
is of moderate difficulty. Call 
Dale at 731-2550 for info. 

Porno Women 

A Feminist tour of the por- 
nography district will be led by 
an activist from Women 
Against Violence in Pornog- 
raphy and Media on Satur- 
day, November 13. The tour 
meets at the Women’s Build- 
ing at 4p.m. Donation, $3; 
info at 552-2709.   

Gays on Film 
A half-hour film of the 

1982 Gay Parade in San 
Francisco and -a one-hour 
film documenting the rela- 
tionship of a Gay San Fran- 
cisco couple will be shown as 
a benefit for the Kaposi's Sar- 
coma Clinic and the Unitarian 
Center. The Unitarian Gay 
Caucus is sponsoring the 
benefit on November 13 at 
8p.m. at 1187 Franklin at 
Geary. A $2 donation is re- 
quested. 

“Out of Many . . . One” fo- 
cuses on the prize-winning 
floats and marching units in 
the 1982 Gay Parade. Chris 
and Teresa, who worked on 
the women’s float, relate how 
they feel about themselves as 
Lesbians. 

Dan and Lou (Friends and 
Lovers) documents the 11- 
year relationship of Dan 
McFarland and Lou Perica. 
Dan is a recovering alcoholic 
who has survived a life- 
threatening heart attack. Lou 
was married and has four 
grown children and three 
grandchildren. Two of Lou's 
sons talk about their father's 
Gayness and his relationship 
with Dan. 
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MY KNIGHTS IN LEATHER 

The Great Pumpkin 
  

  

THE KINGS FOOL 

Halloween. Camp, cos- 
tume, makeup, leather, 
feathers. Queens, fairies, 
trolls. It has been known as 
the true national Gay holiday. 
City Hall is thinking of declar- 
ing it a city-wide holiday, as 
Mardi Gras has been for New 
Orleans. And after all, we 
have as much class and 
charm as N.O. We deserve 
our own day. 

| realized what fun it is to be 
Gay when a friend and I 
cruised the Castro and dis- 
covered it was the biggest 
straight party | had been to 
since the LA County Fair. 
They were all waiting for the 
crazy Gays to entertain them 
instead of making merry 
themselves. The best was a 
little Italian tourist family, 

KARL STEWART 

complete with camera and 
cute little old grandmama 
chatting away in their native 
tongue. 

While the street was open 
and the crowd was there, it 
was like walking about the 
parking lot of Golden Gate 
Fields after the seventh race. 
Too bad; it was a party. Now 
we'll have to invent ours 
someplace else. 

The city, however, was 
alive indoors. There were pri- 
vate parties all over, including 
the Page Boy festivity on 
Page in the Haight with the 
Ashbury Heights folks, 
Mother Al, Bill Settles, and 
the gang's Strictly Costume 3 
in a huge warehouse near 
China Basin. This one was re- 
plete with open bar and hors 
d'oeuvres. Some great cos- 

  
Warren Cave. erotic Big Bird. caused a couple of squawks at the Eagle's 

2nd Annual Leather and Feather Contest. (Photo: Rink) 
  

  

    

tumes. Bill was a belly danc- 
er, with the emphasis on 
belly. Two other hosts were 
Tom as Queen Liz Il and Gary 
as a sheik. Good music and 
congenial friends. The best 
part of this party is that one 
must be costumed, so every- 

. one was there to party and 
observe, not just observe. 
Don P. and I then took off for 
So/M, he in his Persian 
Wazir, me in my Spanish Civil 
War Red Baron leathers. 

Febe’s was like a family 
party: all the MC members 
stopping in and the regulars 
dressed and having a ball. 
Bartenders Skip and Stan 
wore matched leather loins by 
Image Leathers. The Brig had 
a field day with uniforms and 
variations on the Black Leath- 
er theme the Brig is known 
for. The SF Eagle rocked with 
a capacity crowd. Met up with 
Sandy Graham and her herd 
of crazies to truck over to the 
I-Beam for The Good Doc- 
tor's “Bride of Frankenstein” 
featuring Divine. It was well 
mixed and the rockers were 
high. An old friend of Divine, 
Greg Day, came by to see her 
show and say howdy. 
Swarthy Richard Garry ac- 
companied MC Mr. Marcus 
(costumed as Mr. Marcus). 
Divine was fresh and filthy. | 
could only hear 75% of the 
show, though, as there is no 
PA system in the side bar. Di- 
vine relates so well to SF Gay 
audiences. She is almost a 
cult figure here and was treat- 
ed as such backstage. Han- 
dling it well, she put up with 
photo after photo with crazed 
punks and stags in drag. And 
the autographs, too! Rink and 
Robert Pruzan continued to 
snap away. (Rink traditionally 
mounts an After-Halloween 
show of proofs in Orphan 
Andy's, by the way.) 

Meanwhile on stage, 
Marcus was reviewing scores 
of monsters, hopefuls to wed 
the fair lady. .First runner-up 
was a great giant Divine worn 
by Philip, and the husband- 
to-be was The Horrible Mon- 
ster with the Big Dick, an- 
other mega-mask. Asked 

  

  

  
Winning Master/ winning slave. a truly Brig Halloween. (Photo: R. Pruzan) 
  

how she felt about her new 
hubby, Divine replied, “Well, 
first he’s gonna have to go to 
the dermatologist — did you 
see that skin?” 

About her second home: “I 
love it and | was real glad to 
be in SF. This is my third Hal- 
loween here. SF is sort of 
where to be this time of year.” 
She went on to observe, 
“You know, people have sort 
of lost their sense of humor. 
We should relax and have a 
good time. It's the politics in 
SF's Gay community. This 
has become the forefront of 
Gay rights. | think that we 
should still be able to relax 

and have fun, to enjoy life, 
too.” 

Divine's hunky British man- 
ager graciously handled the 
overcrowded dressing room, 
giving everyone a chance to 
see and speak with her. Of 
her success he said, “It’s all 
Divine’s own material. That is 
why it's new and alive. He 
writes what he finds to be 
funny.” Great stuff! 

LE CARNIVAL 

At the other end of mad- 
ness, the Galleria was be- 
sieged with some of the finest 

  

NOON-SEVEN 

THE TRADING POST 

(Bet. Folsom & Harrison Streets) 

(Continued on next page) 

SPECIAL AT 
NOW OPEN 

SEVEN DAYS 2 

SUNDAYS 
NOON-FOUR & 

A TASTE OF LEATHER 
336 6th Street 

San Francisco, Ca. 94103 

All Major Credit Cards Honored     
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FANTASY 
BATH HOUSE 

FOR MEN 
WHERE FANTASY BECOMES REALITY 

  

(OAT 

THANKSGIVING DAY 
MEMBERS PARTY 
Thursday, November 25 

Free Lockers for Members 
HOTHOUSE 
374 FIFTH STREET 

(BETWEEN FOLSOM & HARRISON) 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107 

(415) 777-1513 

  

CLOSED 

MONDAY 

& TUESDAY 

NO MEMBERSHIP 

REQUIRED 

ON THURSDAY     
  

    
CUM AND 
SPREAD 
YOUR ASS 
PARTY 

NOV. 12, 1982 

OVER THE 
HUMP 
SPECIAL 
EVERY 
WEDNESDAY 
NIGHT 

BATHHOUSE 
OPEN FROM 8 P.M. 

UNTIL 10 A.M. 

161 SIXTH ST. 
SAN FRANCISCO 
495-8681         
  

TRIENCH 
A Private Membership Club    

     

    

    
    

Uncut Tuesdays 
Uncut members getin free 

Jockstrap 
Wednesdays 

Members with jockstrap $1 

Dollar Sundays 
All members $1 

BYOBeer 

   NEW HOURS 
Closed Monday 

Tu-Th 10pm-4am 

Fri/Sat 10pm-6am 

Sun 8pm-4am 

  

    

  

        

164 8th St. (btwn Mission & Howard) 861-4517         
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KNIGHTS 
(Continued from previous page) 

costumes in the known Gay 

world. There were people 
from as far away as Sydney 
and NYC and as far out as a 
fairie’s imagination. The 
Phoenix Uniform Club's Jerry 
and Warren Cave were there 
enjoying the fare: “The tra- 
peze act was high-flying spec- 
tacle. The woman was just 
great.” Warren added, “The 
best was when the tigers got 
freaked and went into shock. 
They were tranquilized and all 
they would do is piss on the 
floor of the stage and later 
gaze passively from the sec- 
ond balcony.” Tiger piss, how 
kinky! While Michael Garrett 
spun superior sounds and 
Jimmy Miller did the same 
with the lights, the parade of 
costumes went up on the 

ramp. Some unbelievable en- 
tries! The group that walked 
away with the thousand bucks 
was a very clever bunch of cir- 
cus munchies, including giant 
popcorn, coke, ice cream, 
cotton candy, et al. The best 
animal of the show was a gor- 
geous Pegasus. 

As the party-goers dis- 
persed at 5a.m. to the Endup 
and the Troc’s exciting Black 
Party, my buddy Robert Men- 
efee, in his sailor suit, and | 
went to the Fairmont for 
breakfast. | know it's not Gay 
or leather. That's why it was 
calm. 

Next up was AM at Oasis. 
Still up and going, the pool- 
side populace enjoyed the 
good sound of. Bill Young, 
while our favorite leather har- 
lequin, John Hedu, and his 
hunky buddy Butch Freeman 
took possession of the con- 
crete bar. As the sun rose 
higher, we were treated to 
buffet brunch, featuring a 
Hedu cream cheese cake and 
bagles. With the help of Maxi- 
milian and Lucky Choi, I 
judged the late morning cos- 
tumes on the basis of Most 
Outrageous: John G. in a su- 
perb baroque Puss in Boots. It 
was peaceful, and as folks 
came to we reveled in talk of 
the previous night. George 
Ash of Muscle System is ex- 
cited about his new Grove St. 
location (which, he says, is 
big and very well done). The 
entire cast and crew of the SF 
Eagle and the Caldron enjoy- 
ed the rising sun. John Pony- 
man looked beat: “It was a 
crazy night at the Caldron.” 
Rick C., hot and lean, was 
out in his loin while intense 
hunk Rick Murser looked tan- 
talizing in leathers of grey and 
khaki. Rob Kimbal tells me he 
will soon be at the Troc, as he 
chatted with the Garcia twins. 
Phil of the Tattoo Works did 
not need a costume; he just 
showed his plethora of skin 
art. Oasis owner Jason dis- 
closed, “All the bars are hav- 
ing trouble getting lipstick off 
the glasses this weekend.” | 
can’t think why! 

While the sun worshippers 
took hold of the deck, little 
Robert Gibbs in chains and 
Dracula cape kept 'em happy 
doing his rounds with the 
tray. 

PUMPKIN RINDS 

At 11a.m. the MC’s con- 

| Apology 
. Halloween Madness took 

over the B.A. R. offices earlier 
than was helpful. Somewhere 
between the typesetter and 
the first edition, the entire 
Folsom Street listing of Hal- 
loween events was lost, and 
not even noticed during lay- 
out. Our sincere apologies to 
the bars and clubs that should 
have been mentioned, and 
the men of Folsom who may 
have felt left out. 

  

spirits. Robert said, 

vened at The Mint for the 
Barbary Coasters’ annual 
Pumpkin Run. Michael Gill 
maitre d’ed the breakfast, and 
the entire day went as smooth 
as silk. The 130 men were 
given lists of treasures to find 
throughout the day. Phyllis of 
the GDI's said, “I've never 
seen so many queens shop- 
ping at Safeway at that hour.” 

Reconvening at the Stables 
at 3p.m. was B.C. Vinnie as 
a clown running the bike 
events. Taking top honors as 
Best Buddy was GDI's Prez 
Tom Way. Second runner-up 
for Best Bike, Richard Rock- 
well, and Chuck Minehart 
took top pumpkin. The top 
awards for the best single 
hunter went to Alan Dale, 
then Chuck Minehart (again). 
Best group hunters were Matt 
Brown, Gene and Ernie. 
These laureates were then en- 
treated to put on the drag 
they collected as part of the 
run, while the rest of us were 
fed a delicious spaghetti din- 
ner. This was one of the larg- 
est in-town runs this season, 
and after all those parties the 
gang was in surprisingly high 

“The 

  

‘the theme) was a giant pair of 

    

hummed with Sunday row- 
dies, the SF Eagle roared. 
The 2nd Annual Leather and 
Feathers contest was the most 
significant turn to serious 
partying for So/M we've seen 
since the CMC Carnival- last 
year. Marcus MC’d the con- 
test of 65 entrants. One ex- 
pects to see spectacular and 
innovative costuming at 
something like the Galleria, 
but JC has created a whole 
new genre of leather camp. 
As judges Jan of the Constan- 
tines, John of GG Troopers, 
Gary (Prez) of ICF, and Alan 
Selby of Mr. S Leather and | 
mounted the roof of the out- 
side bar, Marcus ushered on 
the hunkiest group of studs 
this side of Drummer maga- 
zine. It was all we could do to 
keep Gary in his seat, and 
several of 'em nearly got gang 
raped by the judges’ stand. 
The most creative (outside 

   

            

    
   

Divine eyeballs The Horrible Monster with the Big Dick, a match made if 
not in heaven, then where else? The I- Beam, natch! (Photo: Rink) 
  

Stables was like a private 
men’s club this afternoon.” 
And owners Rick and Steve 
agreed: “We've been very 
pleased with the group of 
people we have built as 
friends and customers.” 

What MC Road Captain 
dressed in a French maid's 
costume was taken for a ride 
from the Stables in a Grey- 
hound bus, and while there 
did some riding of his own? 

The Hothouse seethed with 
their annual Sleaze Party. 
Jason of the Oasis with John 
of London Bar were settling 
in for a Sunday afternoon in 
#318 when they were invad- 
ed by Jason's entire staff of 
bartenders and his leather 
secretary, Lorice, who re- 
ceived a personal tour by 
Louis Gaspar himself. The 
best touch was when Falk 
sent John Hedu flowers to his 
room for doing such a good 
job at Oasis that AM. The 
Numbers staff joined in, too. 
Jason said, “I felt like my fam- 
ily came to one of my orgies.” 

KNIGHT-FALL O'ER THE 
PUMPKIN PATCH 

As the Arena and Febe's 

black pumps, while Granny of 
the dildo was played by Jef- 
frey Roach. The third leather 
runner-up in a great feather 
headdress and feather cape 
was Roger. Joe Scott of the 
Jacket Shop on Market took 
2nd runner-up in a set of red 
and black chaps, vest, and 
jacket, completely integrated 
with feathers. The top two 
prizes were hauled away by 
the Phoenix Uniform Club 
(again). First runner-up was 
2nd Officer Jerry in leopard 
skins and feathers, complete 
with waistcoat, leggings, cape 
with big feather collar, and 
leopard head — all lined in 
leather and gold trim. The 
Phoenix 1st Officer, Warren 
Cave won the grand prize for 
his exotic Big Bird with jewel- 
ed and feathered eagle head- 
dress, feathered wings with a 
spread of seven feet, and 
leather body. It was stunning, 
and worked. The judging was 
so difficult that it became a 
matter of concern to the 
judges that we might be rav- 
aged by the other contestants. 
I wasn't that concerned. ® 

Karl Stewart 

      

Halloween Hoopla... 
And Then Some 
  

It was a really fantastic 
Beaux Arts Ball with lots of 
very interesting costumes and 
many people: Bella and Joe 
Urban did a beautiful job dec- 
orating the place, and I must 
say that in all the years | have 
attended functions at Califor- 
nia Hall it never, ever looked 
lovelier. A nice thank you to 
Tavern Guild for putting to- 
gether a truly fun and interest- 
ing function — also, the 
drinks were inexpensive, not 
a rip-off as they often are at 
functions. 

Cristal, Lorelei and Sweet 
Lips all together at the Beaux 
Arts Ball got some people 
wondering: Is Cristal going to 
run for Empress again; has 
Lorelei lost all that weight to 
get into his gorgeous gowns 

of before and run for Empress 
again, or is the much desired 

DICK WALTERS 

Sweet Lips going to run for 
Empress once and for all? 
Only Greta Grass knows for 
sure. 

Gilmore's had a wild Hal- 
loween Party and Roy Bell 
the 3rd, who entered as 
“Madame” using his own 
face, won best costume. Now 
that’s talent. 

Thank you, Ted, for the 
fabulous homemade pumpkin 
bread and the real whipped’ 
cream. Did you whip it up 
yourself, or did Ma Perkins 
help you? Either way I loved 
it. 

Seems as if Mame of Port- 
land wants to change the 
name of Googie’s on Geary 
to “East of Lips” but was 
voted down. Understand that 
Howard of the Kokpit states 
there will be NO Red Till 

  

Human heels — you can bet they were. though the Brig booted them out 
of the costume contest. (Photo: R. Pruzan) 
  

She’s Dead, but | will return 
to see, Howie honey (isn't 
that right, Andy dear?). 

“Neck and shoulders above 
the crowd” is the motto of the 
Giraffe on Polk Street and it 
does have some young 
hunkies drinking and playing 
the machines there. Isn't that 
right, Carl? 

Halloween night at the 
popular New Bell Saloon was 
a real blast with Jim Brown 
and Pauline entertaining and 
holding the masses in awe, 
but Wayne Friday was missed 
behind the bar, as he was off 
introducing the amiable 
Supervisor Dick Hongisto 

around at many, many bars. 
Nice for you both to drop by. 
Wayne and Dick. 

Remember the next Tavern 
Guild meeting is at thé Two 
Turtles on O'Farrell Street, so 
do arrive early for good seats, 
as this should be a packed 
meeting. Right, 
Kitty? 

Don't forget Jimmy Quinn's 
50th birthday party this Satur- 
day at the Pines & Co. from 4 
til 8p.m. Yes, Mare (as Jim- 
my is affectionately called) 
has reached that magical age. 

The Oasis on Folsom and 
11th is a hot, hot bar with lots 
of luscious, gorgeous men 

Empress 

around. especially when the 
weather is hot and they are 
sunning and walking around 
the pool area. Mama Mia! 
Don't miss this interesting 
spot. 

Don't forget that the great 
CMC Carnival is coming up 
on Sunday. November 14, 
and it promises to be bigger 
than ever, or is that possible? 
Get your tickets early and at- 
tend this massive. fun affair. 

Remember to keep the 1st 
of December open from 4 til 
9 for a great event to help 
benefit Kaposi's sarcoma re- 
search. More on this later. 1 

  

Operation Concern 
and Pacific Center are 
United Way agencies. 
In 1981 Gays designat- 
ed OC for $21,000 in 

membership $5 
a private men's club 

  

TUE. J/0 PARTIES 

Admission $33/BYOBeer 

  
Doors open 8pm/close 9:30 

  
  

  

donor options. 953 NATOMA 
the alley north of Howard, 

east of 11th St. 863-6440 

348 Jones Street SAME FRIENDLY ATMOSPHERE 
474-6995 

o 
a 

® % 3S 
VaTe CO   

CIRCLED 
Open 11am - Midni ow Daily 

NEW LOWER PRICE SCHEDULE 

NEW LOCATION 
348 Jones Street (near Ellis) 

NEW FORMAT 
Ranch Style Private vidio Review Club 

— Check us out — Don’t miss out on the hot times at San 
Francisco's long-standing gay private club!           

  

  

Karl’s Calendar 

THURSDAY, 11/4 

Journey to Uranus. Hot- 
house; 8p.m.; lockers $4, 
rooms $6 & $10 

FRIDAY, 11/5 

Open Meeting. Warlocks: 
Ramrod, 8:30p.m. 

SATURDAY, 11/6 

New Work by Jim Leff; The 
Brig 

SUNDAY, 11/7 

15th Anniversary. The Con- 
stantines; SF Eagle; Beer 
Bust, 3-6p.m. 

TUESDAY, 11/9 

Minsky’s Tape. The SFGDI's: 

Febe's Cast Party, 9p.m. 

WEDNESDAY, 11/10 

CMC Roast. Prez Steve 
roasted at Febe's, 9p.m: 

THURSDAY, 11/11 

A Party given by the Men's 
Room for the SFGDI's 

SATURDAY, 11/13 

Matt Brown's Birthday. Fe- 
be’s, 9p.m. 

SUNDAY, 11/14 

CMC Carnival. Calif. Hall, 
Noon 8p.m.; adv. $10, door 

Carnival Dinner. The Brig; 
buffet, 7p.m.   

  

  

  

“A PRIVATE 

    

  

  

  

CLUB" 

  

Presents Two Hot Movies for a Cold November Night! 
  

  

     

  

  
  

CALIFORNIA BOYS NEW YORK MEN 
Ed Wiley, J.W. King, Jim Rogers, and a host of new Eric Ryan, J.D. Slater, and Scorpio keep the action 
faces star in this steamy Toby Ross film about a hot pounding in this Sol Rosenbloom flim that Karr of the 

B.A.R. calls “a constant erection movie!” and sticky Los Angeles summer! 
  

LIVE New Wave D.J. Fri. & Sat. 
Escape the drudgery of canned disco with SAVAGES D.J. Jimmy Nickell! 
  

  

  

ADMISSION $5 
$3 Membership Required 
10 am - 4 am Mon -Fri 

24 Hours Weekends 

  

BYOBeer Bar Now Open 
No Coors & No Bottles! 
Free PERFORMANCE 
Free Lockers 

Next Savage Moon Party 
SAVAGES Goes Country! 
November 27-29 Weekend 
Goin’ Down Cowboy Style! 

    

220 Jones Street San Francisco 94102 415/673-3384   
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PORN CORNER 

  

Flying with Falcon 
  

Falcon Studios has the un- 
canny knack of featuring 
models who become house- 
hold words. Sky Dawson and 
Dick Fisk began their careers 
with Falcon, and Ed “Miles 
Longue” Wiley, Mandingo 
and Leo Ford have all done 
their best work for Falcon. 
The studio specialty was 
movies, sharply filmed, in- 
tensely sexual and usually the 
work (uncredited) of J. Brian. 
Sporadically, though, the 
studio put out magazines to 
compliment the films. | re- 
member the first issue of Fal- 
coners several years ago, with 
its luscious spreads of Dick 
Fisk and Sky Dawson. 

Falcon has recently issued 
a spate of magazines, and for 
a combination of attractive 
men and up-front sexuality, 
they're the tops. Once again 
the work is uncredited, but I 
believe the photographer is 
Fred Bisonnes, well-known 
for his regular work in Man- 
date magazine. His style and 
trademarks are very apparent 
in these Falcon magazines. 
These include the smooth- 
ness of an Avedon with a 
knowledge of camera angles 
and lighting that enhance and 
enlarge exactly what it is 
we've come to these maga- 
zines for. Compare the Fal- 
con shots with work of other 
studios on the same models. 
Infallibly, the Falcon work is 
riper, juicier, more robust and 
swollen, more immediate and 
personally involving than any 
other. 

A prime example is Josh 
Kincaid, the massive and 
muscular blonde who began 
his career with Target. | en- 
joved his talents then, but not 
until his featured appearance 
in Falconers #4 did | realize 

    
KARR 

just how impressive he could 
be. One-third of the maga- 
zine is his, and nearly all of 
the photos are too explicit for 
duplication in the B.A.R. In 
the first pictures, Kincaid 
leans on the back of a chair. 
His thick cock lays across his 
leg, its head sticking out on 
the far side of his thigh. A 
vein the thickness of the 

Josh Kincaid. never bigger or bet- 
ter photographed than in FALCON- 
ERS NO. 4. 

BART tube runs up its length, 
to a smooth, well-shaped 
crown with flaring rim. Just 
about the epitome of cock, 
and Kincaid keeps it swollen 
and massive page after page. 
He may not be tops in the 
personality department, his 
blank stare and single expres- 
sion doing nothing for his 
otherwise handsome face, but 
the body, cock, and artful 
photography transcend this 
one shortcoming. 

His photos are followed by 
a half-dozen pages devoted 
to the wily-looking, flat and 
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lean Mac Turner. This body is 
so rock hard that there's no 
indentation marks when 
he leans on something. Most 
of the pictures glorify his un- 
usually long and solid cock, 
as he jacks off while basking 
in the sun on a rough wood 
deck. The nearly frightening 
intensity of his attitude, along 
with the lascivious air with 
which he offers his cock to the 
camera, nearly upstaged Kin- 
caid. But there's room for two 
stars in one magazine. 

Six other men are featured, 
including the hulking Kyle 
Hazard, golden-haired and 
haunting-eyed Ty Granger, 
and perennial Falcon fave 
Mandingo. 

Falcon #5 is the most re- 
cent issue, and features only 
two men, one in a long over- 
due return and another in a 
debut of hardening impact. | 
was disappointed with Sky 
Dawson’s role in Turned On, 
the recent Al Parker movie, 
as it didn’t give this glamor 
hunk the star turn he de- 
served. He's gotten it now, 
and works his wondrous wiles 
on page after page of erotic 
photos, most in full color. 
He's been away from the 
camera for several years, and 
has changed from a corn-fed 
country boy with tousled hair 
to a more urbane gent with a 
groomed, yet casual look. 
He's also visited a gym, and 
his natural build has been flat- 
tered with just the right 
amount of enlargement and 
definition. He's even trimmed 
his pubic hair. Dawson made 
quite an impression with his 
first appearance, and became 
very popular. If you liked that 
Sky, wait ’til you see the new 
one. His huge, romantic eyes 
send out an ensnaring net, his 
cheekbones are a siren’s 
song, and his body the rocks 
upon which we'd like to crash 
our crafts. 

The second half of Falcon- 
ers #5 is devoted to Kris 
Bjorn, who may be familiar as 
the thick-membered lad who 
appeared in fencer's costume 

  

Some actors chew the scenery. Kris Bjorn attacks his clothes. But not if I'd 

  

     
Is Sky Dawson's intense gaze sincerity or devilry? Probably sincere devilry, 

and it makes his half of FALCONERS NO. 5 hot and personal. 
  

in a recent glossy. God, the 
fascinating attributes this 
young man has to offer! His 

gotten there first. Kris makes his debut in FALCONERS NO. 5, and it's an 
“all systems go” splash. 
  

Diablo Dialogue 
The Diablo Valley MCC 

has instituted a rap group, 
meeting every Friday night 
from 8 to 9:30p.m. at 1818 
Colfax (off Willow Pass Road) 
in downtown Concord. The 
subject for November 5 is 
“Gay Self: Am I?” Info: 827- 
2960; $1 donation 

Women’s S&M 

Samois, the Lesbian Femi- 
nist S& M group, will hold an 
orientation meeting for wo- 
men interested in becoming 
members on November 8 at 
8p.m. Interested women 
should phone 752-1482. 

   

    

face is nice, his build naturally 
pleasing, smooth and easy 
flowing. His attitude is direct, 
his contact with the camera 
personal and masculine. 
These are subservient, how- 
ever, to his cock, and when 
you see it you won't scream at 
me for objectifying and frag- 
menting Bjorn’s offering. 
Simply put, it's the thickest, 
hardest tool I've seen in a 
long time, a source of endless 
wonder, fantasy, envy, 
and lust. Bjorn knows it, too, 
and gives it to us. Especially 
hairraising is a two-page 
spread in which he kneels, 
dog style, his beautiful ass 
rearing upwards while with 
one hand he forces his mas- 
sive cock and balls between 
his legs nearer our faces. It’s 
as lascivious as solo photos 
can get, and just another in- 
stance in the sexuality of Fal- 
coners magazines that other 
studios rarely duplicate. 

Dawson and Bjorn appear 
in a new Falcon movie, 
Boots, which | hope to report 
on soon, as well as a filmed 
coupling of Bjorn and Jon 
King. I'd better have a nurse 
in attendance for that one. 

These excellent Falcon 
mags are available in our 
porno stores, or by mail from 
Falcon, P.O. Box 750, San 
Francisco 94101. They're 
$8.50 plus 50 cents postage. 
Tell ’em you're over 21 and 
sign it. ® 

Rocking the Rose 

Automatic Pilot, a Frank 
Zappa-styled jazz/wave 
band, performs Wednesdays, 
November 10 and 17, at Va- 
lencia Rose. Show time is 
9p.m. and tickets are $2. 

  

  

Fridays at 5pm is the 
deadline for all B.A.R. 
display ads. 

Monday Noon is the 
deadline for all B.A.R. 
classified ads. 

  

BE FAIR TO YOUR 
BUSINESS! 

The logical choice 
for ads is the 

Bay Area Reporter 

  

It’s Donor Option 
time at United Way. 
Pick the Gay nonprofit 
organization of your 
choice. 

  

and Hotel 

FOR SALE 

Entertainment 

Properties LY 
Located & Sold 

Commercial 

Robert Tackes & Co. 415 621-8450       
  

Lotuswan Discount Store 
Rugs, Jap. folding beds and 
plants. 487 14th St, 621-9192 

. E44 
  

1975 Camaro 6¢yln. Low, low 
mileage 35K. Excellent condi-, 

  

    

Bunkhouse Apts. 
Office: 419 Ivy Street 

San Francisco 
Mon.-Fri. 1-6 PM 

Or By Appointment 

STUDIO, 501 Octavia #9 .. $300 
STUDIO, 419 Ivy #26 .. ... $325 
STUDIO, 419 Ivy #2... .... $350 
1B.R., 419 Ivy #27 ........ $325 
1B.R.,419 Ivy #3. ........ $400 

ONE OF A KIND 
$1500, 2-story, 12-room pent- 
house, 5 bedrooms, 3 baths, 
double parlor, huge dining 
room and kitchen, top floor sit- 
ting room plus sundeck, spec- 
tacular view. Full tile in kitchen 
and baths, including floor, car- 
pets in all other rooms. Cur- 
tains and shades, all electric 
baseboard heaters, all electric 
kitchen. 645 Hayes St. Pets OK. 

Stove, refrigerator, car- 
pets and curtains included. 
First and last months rent 
required. No deposits. 
Must be employed. 

863-6262 
Castro Store/ Office 

18th at Castro, 2nd flr, 90 sq ft 
$125, 18th at Hartford 450 sq 
ft $425. 861-5300 E44 

Victorian Studio 
Park view, large, light, airy, 
hardwood, new paint, 815 
Pierce. $350 - 922-1392 or 
863-2312 E44 

      
  

  

  

        
  

  

tion. 861-5019, eves 647- 
4729. $2500 firm. nw | COMMUNITY 

FOR RENT RENTALS 
e Qver 1300 Apts. flats & 

NEWLY RENOVATED | houses each month 

ROOMS AND APARTMENTS ® Vacancies in all City arcas 

$70-$140 Weekly e 2 convenient offices 

Daily 5%0 e Open 7 days a week 

LELAND HOTEL e Gay owned/Gay staffed 

Polk & Bush Sts. - 441-5141 552 9595 . 

HOTEL FEDERAL Spacious Studio + Dinette, 
MARKET AT 7TH ST. view & hdwd flrs. Trans & Gar 

SF 94103, Tel. 415/861-4946 | -avail. 600 Fell, SF. $360 (415- 
Near Greyhound Terminal 626-2041 EB 

$210 MONTHLY       

  

Lg 1-bedroom + dinette, vu, 
hrdwd flrs, trans & garage avail 
600 Fell, SF, $420. 415- 
626-2041 EB 

$400. One bedroom Vict beaut 
remodeled. Go direct 252 
Guerrero or call 563-1133 E44 

  

  
  

£7 IVY HOTEL 
DAILY « WEEKLY ® MONTHLY 

A  $12-515Daily 
Ka $60-$70 Weekly 

(415) 863-6388 
539 Octavia, S.F., CA 94102 
  

a pretty posh paltry-price: 

place for pleasant people 

NI: SE el 
492 Grove (atO 
SERIE ooo Re! 

  

  

BEST RENTALS 
IN MISSION 

1-bedroom, AEK, carpets, drapes, 
carport, sauna, pool, laundry facili 
ties in well cared for building. Inter- 
com security at gate. Call Manager 

at 550-1258   
  

: BEST BUY IN TOWN 

  

Low Daily and 

  

Security Buildings 
Haight & Western Addition 
Studios & 1-bedrooms 

$275-$450 
333-7285       

Photos by Rink 431-3236 

  

Weekly Rates 

ALL GAY 
SAUNA - LOUNGE - SUNDECK 

TV in Room or Share Kitchen 

NEAR CIVIC CENTER 

OTEL 

  

417 GOUGH STREET 

SAN FRANCISCO. CA 94102 

(415) 431-9131     
HOTEL GOTHAM 
San FRANCISCO'S Civic CENTER! 

* Best weekly rates in town 

e Clean, secure — sunny rooms 

with private baths 

« Near Polk Street, Castro Street, 

and Folsom Street! 

* Walk to bars, baths, ballet, 

opera, and theatre 

e Laundry facilities 

835 TURK STREET 
San Francisco, CA 94102 

* 415/928-7291     
  

ROOMS FOR RENT 

$60-$75 Weekly 
Monthly Rates at a Discount 

A quiet place 
for working people, 

both Gay and Straight. 

Large, clean rooms. 

HACIENDA HOTEL 
580 O'Farrell St. 928-3450       

  

CASTRO OFFICE 
Share with Gay Directory 

Phone answer & reception 
available. Occupy. Nov. 5th. 
Rent neg. Call 861-3905 E44 

Office avail Mon’s & Wed'’s. 
Call Denise, 567-4341. E44 

Funky 1 bdr $335, 522 Fell, 
Bob Bowron 863-4024 E44 

Rooming House $60 So. Mkt. 
Share kitchen-bath. Clean, 
quiet, safe. 621-0244 E44 

Studios - One Bedrooms 
Elegant renovated Victorians 
near Opera House; month to 
month, $320-$350. Phone: 
641-9388 or 550-1810 E44 

Bright 1 bdr $390; deck with 
view, garage available; 522 Fell 
863-4024, Bob Bowron E44 

Studio, sngl, util incl, $125, nr 
bus & BART, furn incl, pets ok, 
wash. 436-9969, 9-1lam, 
Carl E44 

RENTALS 
$250-$350...... Studios 
$400-$450.... 1BR units 

All utilities included 
Carpets, Stove, Refrigerator 

$200 Security, $50 Key Deposits 
ONLY with first month's rent 

No Pets. Several in downtown 
area. Laundry facilities near. 
Telephone intercom at gate. 
Call Managers at 474-4094 or 
441-6451. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
  

      
VACATION 

  

AYES 
ALONE? Holiday at Hotel 
Casa Loma/Alamo Square Sa- 
loon in San Francisco. Parties, 
food, specials - $12,000 swp- 
stks - grand prize Gala New 
Year's Eve. Rates from $26 

  

welcome drink, free transfers. 
DWNTN AIR TERMINAL - free 
weekend shuttle Castro-Polk- 
Folsom. Sauna-hot tub-sun- 
deck- mini theater. Call collect 
now (415) 552-7100 for reser- 
vations. E44 * 
  

  

  

No. Lake Tahoe Ski Cabin 
Members needed at our com- 
fortable cabin. 12/1-5/1 

snow removal. Pets OK. Call 
Dwight 550-1931 4-10p.m. 

E44 
  

  

  

Enjoy the European Tradition 
In America’s Most European City 

      

Bed and Breaklast accor 
n the homes of caret 

n The City. Sonoma Wine Cour 
1 hosts 

and Mendocino 

walable 

  

All 100MS PIVALE MANY AMEN: 

All accommodations include Continental treaklast 

We Are Here. . . .For YOU! 

67 Central Avenue 

San Francisco - 94117 

asez-297 Club Chateau     

ROOMMATES 

BAY AREA REPORTER CLASSIFIEDS 
  

If you need a roommate, 
our Gay Roommate Service 

has helped 1000's of Gay 
men & Lesbians. 

552-8868   

The Connecter 
The Bay Area's Exciting 

New Gay Play Line 

(415) “Ego-Trip”’       
$275 Alameda house 15 min 
from SF financial dist, sh with 
discreet non-smoker 25-35 

522-2904/982-1172 E44 

$245 + ut + dep. Ig 4 br flat 
Alamo Sq. 30+, 346-2606 

: E47 
  

Prestigious gay bath house 
looking for DJ, 3 shifts, salary 
open, contact Henry 392- 
2178 9-5p.m. E44 

Barber needed 552-7151 
Haight St. Barber Shop E44 

Travel agency manager, new 
agency; Castro location, call 
Jim, 558-8900 E44 

Sidewalk sweeper. $4/hr, 
8-12, M-F, call 863-6262 E44 

Hotel desk clerk, full time, 
good salary/benefits. Please 
call 8:00AM - 5:00PM, 546- 
7699 E44 

BUSINESS 

  

  

  

  

  

0] Jol GNU] IRR] 

  

  

Looking for inv to expand on 
sound existing business. 861- 
4581, ask for BJ. E41 

CLUBS & 

ORGANIZATIONS 

  

  

ALCOHOLIC & 
GAY/LESBIAN? 

Drinking problem? Help is avail- 
able. Contact International Ad- 
visory Council for Homosexual 
Men and Women in Alcoholics 
Anonymous; P.O. Box 492, Vil- 
lage Station; New York, NY 10014 

A PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT     FROM BAY AREA REPORTER 
  

  

Asian, non-Asian personal 
ads. Send $2 for sample: Pacif- 
ic Bridge Magazine. Dept. D. 
Box 6328, SF 94101 E46 
  

PEOPLE 
sing. or dbl. incl cont. bkfst, = 

    

HYPNOSIS 
CAN HELP YOU 

Smoking Too Much? Overweight? 

Sexual/Relationship Problems’ | 

DAN, 431-8361 
Cert Hypnotherapist. MA MF C C     

  

W/S in Levis? Box 73, 470 
Castro, Ste 207, S.F. 94114 

+ E44 
  

  

  

BREAKING UP? 
10-week program to shorten the grief 
and pain now. Starts mid-November. 

Al La Pierre, Therapist 
Synergy Counseling Center, Bush St. 

461-5896   
  

Wanted - Latino or Asian for 

$312.50 inc firewood and houseboy masseur. Steve 626- | 

  

interested in participating in Cockfights at 
Savages, please phone 673-3383 or 621- 
3833 and leave your name, age, height, 
weight, and phone number. You will be 

  

HOLISTIC 

HYPNOSIS 
Free consultation 885-4752 7 dys 

  

  

FREE YOURSELF FROM YOUR DIS-EASE 
THROUGH Awareness Counseling. You 
really do have the ability to heal yourself 

| have worked successfully in guiding peo- 
ple through self-healing in the areas of 
AIDS, HERPES, and other “baffling” dis- 
eases. For a free consultation call Mary 
Rose O'Byrne at 668-2053. 

    
  

Exhibitionists - Voyeurs! 
Get it together. Where are 
you? P.T., Bx 31154 SF 94130 

E44 
  

Houseman/slave must take 
orders in/out of bed. 922- 
2084 E44 

Have a home for young boy. 
Richard, eves (408) 292-5326 

E44 

DANCE FOR ME - dance in 
me - dance on me - dance with 
me. P.T., Bx 31154 SF 94130 

E44 

W/M, 27,6", 150, handsome, 
clean shaven, friendly. Wants 
to meet young goodlooking 
guys to share sensual plea- 
sures. Pic appreciated. Box 
421183, SF 94142 E44 

Nudity is natural for men 18- 
38 who enjoy being nude with 
other men for J/O sessions, re- 
laxation and togetherness. 
776-7368 E44 

WANNA BE IN PICTURES! 
P.T., Bx 31154, SF 94130 E44 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

X-RATED 
PHOTOGRAPHER 

to record your fantasies. 
Singles - Couples - Groups 

Prints, slides, 8mm sound fiim 
available 

Call: Mark 641-9455       
Perfect oral massage by nice 
guy. Castro & Market + 6 foot 
TV, movies + Thurs & Sun 
call after 4a.m. to talk to guy 
getting done. “J” 863-4479 

E47 

  

  

EVERYBODY'S 
PRIVATE VD CLINIC 

* routine screening and treat- 
ment for gonorrhea, syphilis, 
NSU, vaginal infections, vene- 
real warts 

* testing available for herpes, 
chlamydia, hepatitis, other 
sexually transmissible dis- 
eases 

* morning, afternoon, evening, 
weekend hours 

* sliding fee scale 

* personalized appointments 

415-444-5676 
415-825-7900     

  COCKFIGHTS | 
WRESTLERS * BOXERS * FIGHTERS 

  

contacted soon with full details. 
  

Need a PO Box? Stop here for 
instant mail service! Post Rent- 
A-Box, 625 Post St., S.F., CA 
94109; tel. 673-6023 E45 
  

Looking for strong, hairy, aggressive 
HUNGRY BOTTOM 

    armed tops! 474-3147. 24 Hours. 

Run six times, 
this ad only 

$28.12/wk. 
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First Class $50 921-4471 E44 es | S 
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Compression and decompression of the legs to aid in the 
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demobilization of cellulite and the redistribution of retained fluids. 

\v 
SAN FRANCISCO 

Medical/Dental Bldg. 
2243 Van Ness No.201 

S.F., CA. 94109 

  

      

    

    

  

   

       

  

       

  
   

WV Flotation therapy 
Relaxing sixty minute floats in sound-proof light free 

isolation tanks to relieve tension and stress 

4 

Nutritional weightloss 

program 
A completely natural 
approach to weight 
reduction by using 

Herbalife Products 

to curb the appetite, 
cleanse the system 

and reduce caloric 
intake.   

    
NEW YORK 

53 E. 34th St. 
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Bookkeeper Skips 
with Clients’ $$ 
$150,000 Embezzlement Charged 

by Paul Lorch 

The San Francisco Gay community was stunned this week with news that long-time Gay activist 

Don Jacobs had a warrant out for his arrest. Jacobs was one of the founders of the long-lived Gay 

Rap, and in 1981 when he removed himself, he was awarded a certificate of achievement from the 

Board of Supervisors. 

On November 4 San Fran- 
cisco attorneys petitioned 
Judge Olcemendy to swear 
out a warrant for Jacobs’ ar- 
rest. The bookkeeper and 
sole owner of Castro Input 
was charged with three 
counts of 487.1 (grand theft) 
and two counts of 470 (forg- 
ery). If convicted Jacobs 
could serve two to three years 
for each count of theft and 
another year for each count 
of forgery. Bail has been set 
for Jacobs at $100,000, but 
at press time Jacobs was no- 
where to be found. 

Jacobs was accused of em- 
bezzlement by a number of his 
clients. Several have found 
discrepancies and forged 
checks; others are still check- 
ing their books. The amount 
stolen could exceed 
$150,000. 

Among the bookkeeper’s 
clients were The Mint, Adin- 
sandell Corp., DuVal Corp. 
(Alfie's), Bobday Corp. (SF 
Eagle), The Stables, The De- 
tour, Star Bakery, and The 
Barking Lot. 

Adinsandell, the parent 
company of the *P.S., Casa 

    

de Cristal, and Church Street 
Station was particularly hard 
hit. Their attorney, Jeffery 
Alan Levenberg, told the Bay 
Area Reporter that Jacobs 
had been their bookkeeper 
since 1979. “From my re- 
view,” said Levenberg, “the 
rip-offs go back a consider- 

  

Fugitive bookkeeper Don Jacobs 

(Photo: Rink) 

  

able period of time.” 

When asked what Jacobs 

  

did with the stolen money, 
Levenberg surmised that it 
did not go on anything per- 
sonal. “His business never 
made a profit . . . he stole 
from his clients to keep his 
business going.” Jacobs led a 
frugal life; he lived in a room 
behind his business, Castro 
Input at 2261 Market. He 
slept in a loft off the back 
room. He has had the busi- 
ness for five years and had 
talked an elderly woman 
friend to sell her life savings 
and purchase some $35,000 
worth of computers. Jacobs 
leased them back and when 
he fled he left them behind. 
This friend at first refused to 
believe he had betrayed her 
confidence. 

Jacobs’ scam was a simple 
one. His clients could submit 
their unpaid bills te him. 
These he would post and pre- 
pare checks for payment. He 
would submit the checks to 
the owners to be signed but in 
the batch he would have one 
to an account say for $1000. 
The signed checks would be 
returned to Jacobs for mail- 
ing. He would destroy the 

(Continued on Page 11) 

Gay Victim Dances Over Death 
Celebration Follows Dance Teacher’s Becoming AIDS Statistic 

Blanche Dubois, chastising her younger sister Stella for leaving her to clean up the bodies at Belle 

Reve: 

“You only came home for the funerals. Funerals are very pretty — lots of flowers.” (Tennessee 

by Konstantin Berlandt 

Williams. “A Streetcar Named Desire”) 

James R. Howell died Oc- 
tober 21, 1982. He was 47, a 
man who neither drank nor 
smoked nor used poppers or 
other drugs and was in excel- 
lent physical shape until his ill- 
ness. Stricken with Acquired 
Immune Deficiency Syn- 
drome, he succumbed last 
month to successive oppor- 
tunistic diseases. 

Howell, once a psycholo- 
gist in Yakima, Washington, 
ran away to the dance, teach- 
ing and dancing with the Jof- 
frey Ballet (in New York mov- 
ing to L.A.) for 20 years, 
most recently collaborating 
with Gerald Arpino choreo- 
graphing a piece called “Light 
Rain” the Joffrey premiered 
this year. 

A different kind of wake 
was held Sunday night at 
Jimmie's studio, 66/2 San- 
chez off Duboce Park. 

“A year ago,” host Robert 
Perkins told the audience of 
some 50 of Howell's friends 
and students, women and 
men, “Jimmie died of pneu- 
mocystis carinii pneumonia. 
He was clinically dead, life 

signs temporarily stopped.” 
“But he was called back like a 
vega,” Perkins continued, in- 
troducing Howell's last ballet 

  
James R. Howell (Photo: Ken Duncan) 
  

as a product of that earlier 
visit to the other side. 

The ballet, in six parts, is 
called “Journey of the Soul.” 
Howell's last choreographed 
ballet was videotaped on May 
16 of this year and shown at 
this celebration of his life, as 
per instructions in his will. 
The ballet was the studio's 
spring show. 

The 45-minute tape (cop- 
ies of which are available as a 
benefit to continue the studio) 
is divided into six parts: Ritu- 
al, Unveiling, Dawning, 
Awakening, Ascending, and 
finally Unfolding. The theme 
has been explored before — 
“2001,” “Tibetan Book of the 
Dead,” Shakespeare’s seven 
stages of man, “Genesis.” 
Howell's version is his own 
life, or a Gay life, where 
awakening is just as important 
as birth. 

PUPIL #1 

Jon Kopjanski played the 
lead in several parts in the bal- 
let, beginning with the Spider 
Man or Crab (“one of the first 

(Continued on Page 10) 
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Daly City Murder 
Pickup Sought in Knifing 

Daly City police have a 
murder on their hands and 
have asked the San Francisco 
Gay community to be on the 
lookout for the suspect. 

Donald Burton Cornett, 48, 
was found dead of multiple 
stab wounds in his Daly City 
mobile home October 29. Po- 
lice are seeking Terry Whit- 
taker (a possible alias) a tran- 
sient. Cornett picked up Whit- 
taker, Wednesday, October 
27, in Indio, California, in a 
Denny's restaurant. They 
stayed overnight in Thousand 
Oaks; Thursday they drove to 
Daly City then to Sacramento 
and returned late Friday eve- 

ning. Cornett was murdered 
| that night. 

Whittaker was described by 
Daly City Homicide Detective 
Quinn as a White Male in his 
late 20’s or early 30's. He is 
6' to6'2", 180 Ibs., muscu- 
lar with short brown hair. He 
has been seen with a mus- 
tache and without one. The 
suspect is also involved in 
similar crimes in Salt Lake 
City and Tucson. Quinn said 

  
the suspect has an olive com- 
plexion with a deeply sun- 
tanned/weatherbeaten look. 
Quinn suspects he has served 
time in prison and is from the 
South, possibly Georgia. 

Cornett, a casket salesman, 
was reported by friends of try- 
ing to get his own life in order. 
Last year he was accused of 
murdering a 17-year old male 
prostitute out of San Francis- 
co. He was tried in Monterey 
County: the first trial ended in 
a hung jury. In the second 
trial, charges were dropped 
for lack of evidence. 

Whittaker took Cornett's 
credit cards. cash. and his 
1979 red and white Volks 
wagen convertible, California 
license plate 717WNG. He 
was dressed in levis and 
possibly a light blue long 
sleeved shirt. He was report 
ed to have a strong foot odor 

Any information would be 
appreciated as to Whittaker's 
whereabouts. Call either 
Homicide Detective Quinn at 
991-8172 or the Bav Area . 
Reporter at 861-5019. 
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